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PREFACI

The immediate object of this volume is to present

to young children a view of the world whicli shall

be, in its degree, complete, useful and interesting*

An American lad of a dozen years of age has

had training at home and at school ; he has ob~

served the world for himself, and has profiled more

or less by the experience of his fellows. He has

ideas upon many subjects ; he isTbmtng habits of

thought that will be of the greatest d&nsequeMice to

others and to himself in the future, tfe is just at the

time of life when his mind is open to direction, and

is eager for explanations of the world in which he

lives. lie is full of questions. The various parts of

this volume give the answers to such questions.

For example : the American school boy is familiar

with railways, electric lights, the telegraph, the

telephone, etc. He has many questions "$$& ask

concerning them, and concerning the machines

that he sees in daily use -— the lever, the balance,

etc. The answers are given in %|*book on Physics.

Every American boy is interested in the habits of

animals and has met in his own expc rienc^gpany

instances of their intelligence. He Hstenfrwith

interest to accounts of their social organizations/
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and to explanations of their adaptations to environ-

ment and circumstance.

,|^ft is not possible to give complete explanations;

JfKt it is not difficult to have the explanations com-

plete so far as they go. He will have nothing to

unlearn in the future; on the foundations here laid

in these and other subjects he can go as far as be

scientific ideas are entirely too difficult

tdMBpfesped by young minds. It is better to omit

some topics altogether than to present, a set of words

which can have no vital meaning. Very much of

chemistry, |gMteanipl<\ is above the capacity of

young *hat can. be done is to present a

few ,
to enforce them by a few

simple and sfcfejfcxpennants and to leave the rest

of the science untouched.

It is the fundamental ideas of science and its

methods that are here insisted upon , its facts are

of importance chiefly as iljusnv/mg its mode of

thought. The methods of astronomy, of geol-

ogy, of chemistry, for example, are very different.

The answers to the questions r How do you know
Uhaf'the stars are self-luminous? How is it proved

that water is compound? How is the age of the

Earth determined? are reached by very different:

paths. It is of the first importance that the pupil

shouldyknow how his elders set about to prove such

things. He should carry away from his reading

an intimate conviction that such answers have
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PREFACE.

It is believed that a book like the present volume

in the hands of the zealous and intelligent teachers

gf the country will be a suggestive help in all these

matters.^Under the most favorable conditions the

pupil ilPhiave been taught what it contains in his

own home. In many cases he must depend upon

fornjal instruction at school. To aid formal in-

strpdKjn of this sort, to systematize it, is the main

cflHHMie book. Its ultimate purpose is fully

exPlfiRQ fn the introduction that follows.

% E. S. H.
U. S, Military Academy,

WF.ST P( ) 1 NT , N llW YORK,
June 17, 1903.
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PREFACE.

really been found, and that, on the whole. Hr
knows how it was done, although he may not know
all the details ol

: the processes.*

The experiments here described are, with very few

exceptions, such as can be performed by the teacher

in the class-room or by the pupil at home. In

general, it is a mere waste of words to describe an

experiment that requires complex apparatus which

the pupil wiii never see except in the figures of his

text-book. Simple experiments are here sug'g^sted^

and the pupil is reminded of verifications that he

himself can make by the words (try it) — which

occur very frequently in this text.

The main object is to teach ideas. Technical

words are avoided so lur ;is possMj^^At the same

time tec hnical terms have been jflBlting]y em-

ployed when they are esse 1 1 when

they are such as will l>e here-

after. It is necessary to say for di-

stance ; there is no royal road round it.

The book is designed to supplement the instrpv-

lion which the pupil has gained from other text-

books and to carry it further, aceordhjg|||o a sym-

metric plan. It; is occasionally necqjHwto treat

subjects here that have already been sflH<ed by .the

child in his Geography, History, etc. 5 fui it will be

found that the old topics are approached in new

ways, so that there is no real loss of energy
1

of

time*
,

,



PREFACE.

Ilpimedmes the same topic has been treated twice,

from two different points' of view, in two different

sections of the book. New relations of familiar

things are thus disclosed ; and this method would

have been followed oftener had the limits of space

permitted.

The illustrations have been carefully chosen,

usually from books published by the Macmillan

Company, especially : Huxley’s Physiology, Bailey’s

Botany and Lessons on Plants, Davenport’s Zool-

ogy, McMurry & Tarr’s Geography, Tarr’s Geol-

ogy and Physical Geography, etc,, etc. To these

and other authorities the writer’s obligations are

gratefully acknowledged.

The titles ^ 4the cuts are usually given in two

parts : title which the pupil will re-

member a longer explanation which

makes the^w^^lnplete in itself and saves a refer-

ence to the feijefiv The pictures in the book, with

tfagir titles, constitute an abstract of the whole work,

the book is used in the class-room the pupil

smmme instructed to point, with a long pin, at

each partJ||§ cut as he reads its explanation in the

a in the book is understood the pupil

should, in many cases, be required to draw it from

memory. Jlji|Mfcan reproduce such cuts as those

giving theipS^M&f shadows, the connections of

an electric genealogical tree of the mam-



INTRODUCTION.

(TO BE READ BY THE CHILDREN WHO OWN
THIS BOOK.)

The children who read this book ought, to know
before they read it what use it is going to be to

them. Let us see. The book is owned by an

American school boy (or school girl) who was born

ten or twelve years ago and who expects to live in

this world fifty or sixty years more. Fifty years is

a very long time— think of all the

happened in the last fifty years

forward what may happen in thes|

s that have

then think

J. fifty years

tin this our— things that may happen in the

country, or to you.

Suppose that we could make things happen

mere!}' wishing them, what would you and 1

|

for the whole world? We should begin by

that there might be peace and plenty—no wars'7 fib

famines, plenty of work for all of us, a chance for

every one, and a wish in every one to do h$

What we desire for the whole world in ger

we particularly wish for our own Gentry,

hope its future will be peaceful, will
;

be

no quarrels or wars, that everyjm^^an always*

find work to do, that every one
:wtul>jyill wishtfr

xiii
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work and will do his work faithfully and cheerfully*

Your best friend will wish the same thing for you

that we have wished for the country. He will wish

that your whole life shall be peaceful and happy,

that whenever you need money for yourself or for

your family and friends you can find plenty of

well-paid work to do and that you will wish to do

it faithfully and with all your might, that you will

always try to do the righr and useful thing cheerfully*

If these wishes come true you will lead a happy

life, you w?U he useful to your country
; and if all

the school children are like that, your country will

be useful to the whole world and honored every-

where. Something depends on you, then; you
can be useful to your friend* and family and coun-

try if you will try ; and if you try, you will be

happy yourself. Ft enough of us try we can make
the country useful to the whole world. But we
must try in the right way; we must know what to

jd|t and <1)0w to do it.

must understand things and the reasons of

SHBpl^wlxat they are ami why they are. Not to

unoe^tand is like trying to work in the dark.' The
better you understand the reasons, the better

Mark you can do, and the happier you will be in

jten^r it*

IpFor instance, just suppose that one of the boys

m a school prow's up to be the engineer of a loco
‘ve. All engineers understand their business

;

;^|ry well, hut some understand it a little better than
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others* Any engineer can run his engine safely

so long as all the, machinery works well. Some

day, in spite of evety thing, there is danger of an

accident. The man that knows his business best

is most likely to take his train safe through. Be-

cause he understands he is able to save his train

and, it may be, to save people’s lives. That is

worth doing. It is worth while to understand.

This book teaches (‘very boy something about

the loeomoiive. If he understands what is taught

here he can easily go <m and learn more. It

teaches him about electricity, too, so that he will

know how the telephone carries the voice from

place to place
;
why it is possible to telegraph from

New York to San Francisco, or under the ocean

to London ; how it is that electric cars are made
to go; and a hundred other things of the same sort*

In a small book like this it is not possible

to spetik of everything? but the most important

machines and inventions are explained. By paj®|

ing attention you can understand these, and if jrtMl
thoroughly understand one machine Von

leam about others. While you are learningyou

are fitting yourself to be a more useful citizen.

The man that understands is the man that every**,

one trusts. He has the work he wants

paid for it. He likes his work. It is a plcasurSI

for Him to do it. Many of the chapters in th|l

book speak about just such practical things as the

locomotive, the telegraph, etc.
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Some^of them speak about matters that do, apt

seem to be practical at all, about things that are

not immediately useful—about the motions of the

Sun, Moon and Stars, for instance. You may say,

what earthly good can it be to me to know that the

Stars rise and set, as the Sun does ; or to know
what makes the cojora of the rainbow; or to study

about the chemistry of sulphur and carbon and nitre ?

Here is an answer to one of these questions ; and

all of them have answers of the same sort. It is

extremely 44 practical
99
for ship captains to be able

to navigate their vessels safely and quickly from

port to portl The navigating of vessels is done by

the stars. The first thing for a captain to know is

that all the stars rise and set. Hg has, to begin

with that. Afterwards he finds out the latitude

and the longitude of his ship by measuring the

height of the sun and stars above hi$ horizon

at certain times everyday. If he knows his lati-

I
e and longitude he knows where his ship is

ghe trackl^^pcean . That is “practical.” It

ufa be vjnj^roractical for a ship captain to

arrive at Br^S^pM&n he meant to go to England.

But that is%fe^p^y kind of tiling he might do

juijj|ess hejjpgan by learning what is taught in this

«ok abi^^he stars.

^ Gunpowder is made by mixing charcoal and

sulphur .and nitre; and it is made according to the

rules of chemistry. It is practical and useful to be

able to make good gunpowder, so that rocks cad
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be quarried . easily, tunnels hollowed out, camions

fired, and so forth.

Moreover, it is interesting to ki\6W such things.

Here you are living in a world full of interesting

things—-sunsets, rainbows, machinery, and so forth.

Why not learn about them?

Suppose some one working in a factory saw a

steam engine driving the machinery every clay and

all day, and never took the trouble to ask how it

was ,-tliat a little coal put in a boiler downstairs

made a wheel turn round in the fourth story. It

would show, in the first place, that he was not very

much interested in his work, and in the second

place that he was rather stupid not to find out how
a coal fire could be used to heat water to make
steam; and how steam could he made to turn a

wheel on the engine; and finally how belts on this

wheel could be made to turn all the wheels in a

whole building. Suppose a hoy never tried to find

out what made the hands of his watch turn round

so as to tell the time. It would b^stupid fin him
to call it magic, not to try tO;^^jmtand.

Now the whole wbrld can b^S®fined. It is

not magic. There is i good ervthing.

Some of the mesons* are not easy found out but

%iany of them are. This book explains$ome of the

simplest and most interesting and important things.

When you have thoroughly understood these you
can understand others either by looking about you
^nd thinking for yourself ; or by asking questions
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pf older people; or by looking in encyclopedias

ltnd other books of the sort. When you under-

atandf.you can be useful ; and when you are use-

ful yhfy will be happy. The business of grown-up

men and women is to do useful things; the busi-

ness of children is to learn how io do them.

This book is written, then, to help you to under-

stand the world you live in
;
'to put you in the way

of being a useful citizen
;
to help you to be happy.

Every intelligent American child, boy or girl,

ought to know all that is in this hook (and a great*

deal more). Things that are explained here will

help you, every day, to understand the world you

live in. It is your world ( whose else is it?) . Why
shouldn’t you take the paifis to understand it?

The difference between men and animals is just

that men are interested and do understand while

animals take everything for granted and do not

even try to understand what they §ce.

The boy that tries to understand turns out to be

the most intelligent man ;
the most intelligent man

can be the most useful and the happiest
;
the nation

that has the mdftt intelligent citizens is the most use-

ful nation in me world. You have a share in this

work aa^fttis book is written to help you to do

your pKtV
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The air and the coal-gas that is burned to give

light in street-lamps are gases. Gases are usually

invisible. You cannot see

the coal-gas, but you can

hear it rushing out of the

opened burner, and when you

touch it with a lighted match

it burns. You cannot see the

air you are breathing but it is

there, just the same. The
wind is nothing but moving

air,' and you can feel the

wind. Cloths float in the

air juaff a|^,corks float in

water. A balloon floats in

the visible air.

Ice is a solid ; melt it,

and it becomes a liquid

;

the water is just the same thing as the ice—the

some thing in a different form. You can freeze

the water again, if you like, and have ice, once

more. Or you can take the liquid water, heat it in

a tea-kettle and boil it all away into steam. Solid

ice, liquid water, gaseous steam, are three different

forms of the same thing.

Real steam is invisible, as you could tell if you boiled water

in a glass tea-kettle, You would see the water and nothing else

though the steam would be there, filling the kettle above the

water. The little clouds of vapor at the spout of a tea-kettle are

not Clouds of gaseous steam, but extremely small drops of liquid

water. They look white just as the little drops of spray from a

Fro. ry A hall

floats in the air somew
as a cork floats in water.
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fountain look white. Both the fine spray of the fountain and
the fine hubbies that make the clouds at the spout of a tea-

kettle are water and only water. By pressing and freezing air it

can be made liquid and even solid.

Force of Gravity .—If yeu drop a stone from

your hand it falls to the ground. Anything-—lead,

___ _ iron, stone, wood

r . 1 —falls when yon

^ J
let it go, and it

\ ,r

|

keeps on falling

'

, till it reaches the

>" ’ \JlR#SsL* ‘ ground, or until

it is stopped by

something -
- by a

table, or some-

thing of the suit.

Every heavy
thing tails as far

as it can* And
everything that

you know of is

heavy* Paper is

heavy ; it has

weight.
(
The

Latin word for

weight is grav-

Fig. 40. The leaning tower of Pisa. heaviness.)
Thi* tower was built about A. D. 1200,

and is still to be seen, as in the picture.
newspaper

crumpled up into

a ball has the same weight as the same newspaper

loose in sheets. If you let the loose newspaper fall
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from a second-story window it will flutter about and

take a long while in falling ; but if you crumple it up

tight it will fall to the ground in just the same time

as a stone dropped at the same moment. (Try it.)

Fallo/J/cavy Bodies.- - Drop a

heavy stone and a lighter one from

the second story window At the

same time and you will see that

both of them reach the ground at

the same instant. (Try it.) For

thousands of years men thought

thal a heavy stone would fall

quicker than a light one, but

Galileo 1 tried this experiment

from the leaning tower of Pisa 2

;md proved that all things, heavyor F,r . 4 , A
light, fall with the same quickness, net attracts bits of

Tea pounds of loose feathers

float about in the air for a long

time. The air blows them about.

Hut if you put them in a tight

bag they full just as fast as ten

pounds of ice, or water, or lead ;

just as fast, and no faster, than

a on ncai it. ( The
experiment should

ho tried.) TJw \a is
*

Mmi'fhinK a Uo.fst.

the in-miiOt

so thing- abotitm
Km ih that voakes

thing* fall. There

one pound of lead, or ice, or water. H a force in the

Attraction of,Ike Earth .—Why * md a force
-

do these things fall down ? Why
,u Ut? Earth *

do they not rise up? The answer i«: They fall

1 Pronounced gal-i-ifi'd, He was born in Italy in 1564, arid
died in 1642.

* Pronounced pe'za. A city of Italy.
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because the Earth attracts them—somewhat as a

magnet attracts a piece of iron. (Try it.)

The weight of a horse walking presses on the groun^ and

makes deep' footprints. The heavier the horse the deeper the

footprints. If you hold a stone by a string as in the picture of

the pendulum (Fig. 13) the weight of the stone pulls on tfie

firing. The heavier the stone the more it pulls. A large stone

pulls twice as much as one half as large. If you fasten the stone

io ft spring-balance, you can measure how heavy it is—one

jocund, two pounds and so forth. What you are measuring i$„

how much the Earth is pulling the stone downwards.

If you throw the stone in the air it goes a ceitain distance up-

wards but it always falls. The Earth is always attracting the

ftone ;
it is always attracting apples downwards from the trees

when they are ripe the stems are weaker and the apples fall) :

|t is always pulling down the mountains bv attracting the rocks

and making them fall
; always, dav and night, making the rivers

flow down hill. After a stone has fallen us far as it can go and

Is lying flat on the ground, the Earth still attracts it. Tn to pick

It up and you will see that the stone still has weight— that the

Earth keeps on attracting it, somewhat as a magnet holds fast to

the bits of iron it is attracting.

y:Minv Fast do Things Fait /'-—AH heavy things

fall at the same rate ; one falls just as fast as an-

other. By dropping things from high towers and

timing their fall by a watch, it has been found that

AlijjM^vy things fall 16 feet in the first second,

“ * “ “ 64 “ “ “ “ two seconds,

fc.“ “ “ “144 “ “ “ “ three seconds,

'pfid so on.
’’ You can prove a part of what has just been said if you can

find two window* one 16 and the other 64 feet from the ground.

A stone dropped 16 feet takes one second (by a watch) to reach

the ground. A stone dropped 64 fe^t takes two seconds* If you

have no watch you can make a pendulum that swings in just one
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second by taking a string 39^ inches iong and tying one end to

a nail and the other to a weight (a key wiJl do)

:

One swing of the pendulum of Fig. 13, from any point back

to fcflc same place again takes two second?* One boy can drop the

stopes end another can count the swings—the seconds. (Try it.)

WeigAt *—The government keeps ,
a piece of

medal iu Washington which is called a pound

weight; and there is a law that all the pound

v/eights in the whole country from Maine to Cali*

fornia shall be alike.

Fig. .\ 2 . A balance. If you put two -weights that are atik#

the two pans, the arm (AB
)
will be level. If one weight weigfSp

more than the other its pan will go down. You can makyM
weight like another weight, then, by filing it down till the tiMjp

just balance

.

One-sixteenth of a pound is called an ounce. All

the ounce weights of all the druggists in the whale *
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country are alike. If you have a balance, and the

weights that go with it, you can weigh anything

you choose. A pound of anything must just bal-

ance the pound weight.

Notice that a pound of lead is smaller in size

than a pound of iron ; lead is hoarier than iron we
say- -and we mean that a cubic inch of lead weighs

more than a cubic inch of iron. Notice that a

pound of soap is bigger than a pound of iron
; soap is

lighter than iron y

we say- —and we
mean that a cubic

inch o

f

s o

a

p
weighs less than a

cubic inch of iron.

Your body i s a 1 i ttl

e

lighterthan water

;

and the proof is

that if there were

a hollow glass

statue exactly of

your shape and

size, filled with
Fig. 43, Photograph of a piece of water water

boating ice. The level of the water . , . .

along the line A A. m U WOU,d welgh
1 more than' you do.

Another proof is that you can float in water. Your

body is lighter than lead ; and the proof is that if

there were a lead statue exactly of your shape and

size it would weigh much more than you do.
|
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Ice is lighter than water ; it floats.

Gold is 19 times heavier than water ;

Quicksilver is 13V3 times heavier than water;

Lead is 11 times heavier than water;

Copper is 9 times heavier than water

;

Iron . Tin, Zinc arc 7 times heavier than water;

Common stone is 2 x/2 times heavier than water;

fee is fa aN heavy as water;
H Oak wood is as heavy as water

;

Kerosene oil is as he$vy as water

;

Cork is A as heavy as water.

NoticejiMt things that are heavier than water sink when
they are put into it ;

ami that all things that are lighter than

water (ice, wood, cork, etc.) boat. Iron will float on Quick-

silver. (Try it.) The air is much lighter than water (and so all

air-bubbles rise in a tumbler of water). The air in any box weighs

only one one- thousandth us much as the water that would fill if.

The Vertical Line ; Up and Down .—The Earth

attracts all heavy bodies somewhat as a magnet at-

tracts every piece of iron. All heavy bodies fall

down as tow as they an, Fasten a string to a nail

and a weight to the other end of the string. The
string points up and down

, we say. It is a vertical

line. Up is towards the nail ; down is towards the

Earth. Wherever you may be a pendulum at rest

is vertical—-is up and down.

Now the Earth is round, and as you travel round

the Earth you will have a vertical line at each city,

but a different vertical line at different cities.

Up then really means away from the center of

the Earth ; down really means towards the Earth’s

center. A vertical line is really the line of that

diameter of the Earth which passes through yftur
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feet. The point in the sky, among the stars, ovet

your head is called your Zenith-point, The four

boys in the picture have four different zenith-points.

Fig. 44. A pendulum at rest anywhere on the surface of the

Earth points to the center of the Earth.

The Sun attracts the Earth and all the planets just as the

Earth attracts everything in its neighborhood. Eveiything on

the Earth is held near it by its attraction, just as ail the planets

are held near the Sun by its attraction.

Fig. 45, A level somewhat like the levels used by carpenters.

When the little air-bubble is in the middle of its tube, the straight-

edged hoard Is level—is horizontal.

The vertical line is perpendicular to the level sur-

face of the ocean, or to the level surface of still water
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anywhere (hold a pendulum over a basin of water

and see for yourself). Masons use a pendulum

swung in a board to get their brick walls verti-

cal, and carpenters and surveyors

use levels—which are glass tubes

almost filled with alcohol—to get

their lines horizontal, or level.

Measures of Length—a foot ,

a yard\ a mile .—The government

keeps a bar of metal in Washing-

ton and the distance between two

particular lines on that bar is

called a foot. Three feet make a

yard; 5,280 feet make a mile.

Twelve inches make one foot.

There is a law that every foot-rule

in the whole country, from Maine

to California, shall be of one and

the same length. Every carpen-

ter's foot-rule is just the length of

the foot-ride of every other car-

penter.

Carpenters measure by feet and

inches ; machinists file iron by

fractions of an inch—as^ inch,

^ inch; shopkeepers sell cloth

and ribbons by the yard; sur-

veyors measure roads by the mile.

The Metric System.—In France there

is a metal bar kept by the government as

inches

Fit*. 46. Amert*

can inches com-

pared with French

centimeters.
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a standard. The distance between two particular lines on b is

called a metre for meter) A meter ~~ $9 ?\h nuhes • it is about

Fw 47. A carpenter'* tw<>-ioot rule.

It is usually made so as to be onb mx
iiH'btN long when folded up.

three inches longer

than a js nr d

A ^ ri<iwe/er if, i.ao

mulcts- a bon l ot

a imle.

A i/reimt ter is
(\j ot

:t m«*l« 1
- about tour

inclu

A Cf ntim* tet i.» -*
j£ 0 ot Tot'.ei -- about A> ot .m nub.

A w// '**,•/'. A ' .* »„*,*„ ot a tin; » about j'
M) ot an inch.

A gnim 1- th< I'lriuh measure ot weight and it is equal to

abour ot ,iii omt »*; a ^Vr^/rz/w is about 2 pounds

A ///re is the hrcm li measure to* liquids, etc
,
and il is about

equal to our qua? i

.

Hu From h measures are used out nearh all of the t < ml merits

of Furoje and 01 South America and the laws m the l/nited

Fig. 48. A tape-measure. Short

tapes a yard (3 teet; inches)

long are used by salesmen to meas-

ure cloth or ribbons. Longer

tapes ( 50 or iuu feet long
)
are

used by carpenters and masons.

Tapes made of flexible steel

are used by surveyois to meas-

ure land* lay out streets and so

forth.

f

'

jc* 40. Compasses or

dividers These are used

bymen vv ho draw plans, by
carpenters a rul machm ist *

,

to carry a measure made in

one place oven to another

place; or else to And out

how many inches long a

piece oi wood or iron must

be to be of just the same
length as a plan of it drawn
in an office beforehand.
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States allow our merchants to use them also
;
and that is the rea-

son the) are mentioned here.

Time .—The instant when the sun is highest in

the sky - half way between sun-rise and sun-set—
we call noon . Our watches are .set so as to mark

12 1
' o" o" at tiie instant of noon, and regulated so as

to mark i2 h o ni
o" again at the next noon. From

A onday noon to Tuesday noon is a day *» 24 hours.

One hour — Oo minutes; and the minutes are

marked on all watch-dials. One minute = 60

seconds; and the seconds are marked on most

watch-dials.

To keep account of the days \u give them names

(Monday, Tuesday, and so forth) because we find it

convenient, just as it is convenient to name children

(Tom, Agnes, Mary, Jack, and so forth). Monday
begins at midnight of Sunday ; Tuesday begins at

midnight of Monday , and so on. Seven days make
a vu ek (the iust day of the week is Sundav , the

second Monday, and so on). The weeks have no

names. It has not been found convenient in name
weeks as days are named. Hut months are named
for convenience (January, February, and s< . forth).

Some months have 30 days, some 31 and one has

28. (Name them.)

A year lias 1 2 months and common years are 365
days long. 3653,4 days is the time required for the

Earth to go once round the Sum It is the period

from one midsummer to the next one, from one

Christmas to the next one. Every fourth year \v^.
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call a leap year and it has 366 days (February has

29 days in a leap year). The number of days in

four years is, then, 365 + 365 + 365 -f 366 *** 1461.

One fourth of 1461 is 365)4. The years are num-

bered. The first year o* the twentieth century

began January 1, 1901. The next year was 7902

and so on. The count began \\ ith the year in which

Christ was born (about 1900 years ago), lie was

born within the first century and the centuries are

numbered. Jt is com enieni to say that England was

conquered by the Normans iif the XI. century ; that

America was diseoveicd by Columbus in the XV.
century; that the Pilgrims came to America in the

XVII, eenturv : that our Revolutionary War was

fought in the XV HI. t entury ;
and so on.

HP \T.

Thermometers .—A thermomelt r is made of a

glass tube partly filled with quicksilver, but with no

air. in the tube. A scale of degrees is engraved

alongside the tube. If you put the thermometer

into melting ice (or freezing water) the quicksilver

stands at 32
0 of the scale; “ Freezing Point/’ If

you put the bulb of the thermometer into your

month the mercury will stand at about 98°. That

is the temperature of your body. If you stand the

thermometer in a kettle of boiling water 1 the mer-

cury will rise to 212°.

l V>o not put a cold thermometer .suddenly into boiling water

if you do not want to break it. Warm it at a lire beforehand*
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r

ft!

i'A'iiU \U»<n.

iMti. V )

A ! 1m‘i -

mom tier
*With fh*'

CJltuksihxT

.siau ding at

Centigrade 1 '/termomete r, — The
French auti most other nations use a

different scale for their thermometer

from that used by the Americans and

English. Our <-caIe is called Fahren-

heit’s scale 1 from the German scien-

tific man who invented it about x

7

r 4*

Theirs is mailed Centigrade, because

there are ioo decrees between the

m liimj point ot ice (o°) and the

boding point oi water (icxF), It is

used cvrtod.i u by scientific, men
arid m most countries nt Europe

«m»3 Isouth Amctica >u tumniwo

The* In *d of hulling

water i‘* Ihe hunt that it has

got fiom the firm Its * 4 tem-

perature” is 2i 2°. The **heat”

of your bodv is the heat you

have got from the food you

have oaten. The “tempera-

ture ” of your body is 98° *

Afclfttig 1 \?inIs ; ./> 0ilwg
Points,—Themeiting point of

ire is 32^, the boiling point of

ice (or water) is 212°. 'The

melting point of am. -Jung is

the reading of the thermome-

ter when that thing changes from a solid

into a liquid ; the boiling point is the

reading of the thermometer when that

thing eh;;?:, c • from a liquid into a gas.

1 Pronounced fa 'ren-hlt.

Fic», yt.

A C e n i i-

grade 1 her*

mometer.
The bcxile Is

divided into

one h u n *

dred d«**

go*c^. Such
the r moire-

t c r b ere
Ubed in En-
iopean tmd
South Ant-*

crir an tong

-

tries.
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The melting point of ice is 320 ; it changes into liquid wat^r.

The melting point of quicksilver is— 3R0
; it cl mtigelt^rom

solid quicksilver into liquid at 38° below zero.

The melting point of solid sulphur is 240° ;
it becomes liquid.

The melting point of solid lead is 6oo°
;

it beeopnes liquid.

The melting point of solid iron is 2 >200° ; it becomes liquid.

The boiling point of water is

2120 ; in changes into steam.

The boiling point of alcohol is

172° ; it changes into gas*

Hot Bodies Usually Ex-

fand ,—The tire of a wagon
wheel is larger when it is

hot than when it is cold*

The blacksmith tries a cold

tire and finds that it is too

small to tit the wheel. He
heats the tire; it expands.

He slips it o\er the wheel

and lets it cool. It shrinks
Fio. 52. An iron ball that

just fits a ring when it is cold

will be too large to slip

through it when the ball is

red hot. This is a proof

that iron expands when
heated. The ring remains

of its old size- The ball is

larger when it is hot. (An
apparatus like that in the

picture can be made by any
ingenious boy.)

and fits tight. The quick-

silver column in a ther-

mometer becomes longer

as the column gets hotter.

Nearly every solid thing

is larger when hot than

when cold. Very hot can-

non balls are larger than

the same balls when cold,

as can be told by meas-

uring them. Railway rails are longer when hot

than when cold and you will notice that they are
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laid 4oWn with a little free space at the end of each

rail to allow for expansion. Melted lead takes up

more space than cold lead. But there is one im-

portant exception to this general rale. Melted ice

(water, that is) takes up less space .than cold ice.

Water gets larger when it freezes, not smaller.

This is the reason why our water pipes so often

burst when the water freezes.. The pipes are full

of water at first; when the water freezes it expands

and the pipes break.

Conduction ofHeat ,—Heat is conducted through

bodies somewhat as if it were water flowing through

pipes. Some bodies (things) let the heat flow fast.

A silver spoon, for instance, dipped in Iboiling

water will soon be hot all along its length. (Try
it.) A piece of charcoal alongside of the silver

will be very hot where it dips into the water, but
will remain cool at its upper end. (Try it.)

Silver, iron, copper and other metals ate good conductors of
heat; charcoal, wood, wool, felt, fur, are poor Conductors of
heat. We make our,winter clothes out of wool and fur because
they do not conduct the heat of our bodies away to the cold air.
A jacket made of copper would keep the w ind away thoroughly,
but it would be a very poor garment for cold weather. (Why?) .

Work can be Turned into Heat .—If you rub two
sticks together both sticks get warmer. Savages
light fires by turning a stick of hard wood rapidly
in a dent in a piece of soft wood. The hard wood
is moved as if it were an auger, boring into the
soft wood. By and by the soft wood begins to

char and to burn. The movement that you give
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ihe vStick is turned into heat. If you bore a

hole in hard wood with a gimlet both wood and

gimlet become warm, ff you rub your hands to-

gether in cold weather you can warm them. In all

these cases work of some sort has been turned into

heat. If you place a copper cent on an anvil and

pound it with a heavy hammer the coin becomes

hot. (Try it.) The
harder and faster you

pound the hotter be-

comes the coin. A ma-
chine could be made
to do the pounding so

hard and so fast that

the coin would become

red hot. The work

done by the hammer
has somehow been

taken up by the coin,

and given out as heat.

Steam .—W hen
water is boiled in a tea-

kettle steam is formed
Fig. 53. steam from heated and escapes through

water will drive out a tightly fit-
the

‘

and b im
ting cork. * J 0

the lid. If the spout

were securely stopped up and the lid soldered down
the steam might burst the tea-kettle just as it some-

times bursts boilers. Steam can do work, then.

In the steam engine it is made to do useful work.
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The Steam Engine .—The steam engine 5 s a

machine that turns heat (of the tire) back into

work. The file makes the wheels of the locomo-

tive turn. You have often seen a locomotive. It

is worth while to understand how it works.

A (Fig. 54) is the fire in the fire-box

;

the heat goes

through tubes in the fit die/ {<*') and turns the water

round the tubes into steam. The steam is led by

a pipe into the stram-rhe s/ (J/) and from there it

goes through another pipe to the cylinder ( B) just

above the front wheels of the locomotive. (There

is a separate picture of the cylinder at the top of

page 6 1.) Inside of the cylinder a piston (f\) tits

F|G. 55, Another picture of the cylinder of a steam-engine.

The steam rushes from the boiler into the virh*e*ckest and through

the open way into the cylinder and pushes the piston to the right

(in the picture). Then the steam is set into the cylinder by another

way and pushes the piston to the left (in the picture). The pis-

ton-rod keeps moving to and fro. It is fastened to the driving-

wheels by a crank, and the wheels keep moving round and round,

and the locomotive keeps moving along, dragging the train after

itself.
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tightly and the piston-rod goes out of the cylinder

and is fastened to the large driving wheels at the

rear end of the locomotive.. The machinery is so

arranged that the steam is first let into the front

end of the cylinder [B) and drives the piston back-

ward. then the steam is let into the rear end of the

cylinder and drives the piston forwaui. The pis-

ton keeps moving to and fro, and theicfore the

wln-rts keep turning round, and the locomotive

keeps going.

Tin pi. pit Jtoulti rcatl U't » l<sa ipOo*) (\whJW. pointing vTlb

,t pm : he Uilb’ivrU part*' ol the cog ft 1: us Lhcy inc

LIGHT.

The Sun and Stars Shine hy Light (>f Their

Own. — The Sun and all the stars give out light df

iheit own. The Moon has no light of its own hut

shines hy inflecting the Sun's light to us. At times

only part of the Moon’s face is shined on by the

Sun and only part of it, therefore, is seen by us.

(See page 26 for an explanation of this.) A
candle, an electric light, a iii e-fly, a glowing coal,

shines by its own light. It is selj-Itnninous. Pliosh

phorus is self-luminous, as you can prove hy going

into a dark closet and rubbing the head of a match
gently with your hand. (Try it,) The head o| y\l6

'

match contains a good deal oi phosphorus*



I io
• 56. The Moon a6 it appears to us at different times of the

month.
(p . 64)

WaL
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The upper pictures show the jVttv Moon. The third picture

shows the Moon half bright, and the others show how the

Moon looks at other times. The Sun shines on half the MoonV
globe— the halt turned towards the Sun—and makes it bright. We
V>ok at the Moon and see half of its globe—the half turned to-

Varda us. Sometimes the whole of the part turned towards us is

ighted, as in the fifth picture. Usually less than this is bright.

Fig. 57. The Sun shining into a darkened room through a
small hole in the wall. The rays of the Sun travel in straight

lines. If there is dust or smoke in the room it K easier to trace

the course of each ray. Burn a newspaper, then. Notice that

the Sun makes a spot on the lloor which is an image — a picture

—of the Sun.

In the daytime all sorts of things shine—a white-

washed wall, the windows of a house, a piece of

tin, a mirror, a diamond, and so forth. As soon

as the Sun goes down they stop shining. They.
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shone, then, hy the sun’s light. They were lumi-

nous (light-giving) but not sr^luminous. Most

things in the world are seen by the Sun’s light

which they reflect. Th<3 light to them iroin

the distant Sun ;
they reflect it somewhat as a mirror

reflects ; and the reflected light enters your eye and

yon see them. When the Sun goes down von see

them no more; unless, indeed, they are lighted by

rays from a lamp. Daylight is the Sun’s light re-

flected from and scattered by dust in the atmos-

phere, from clouds, the ground, buildings, streets,

and so forth.

All Light~ray< Travel in Straight Joint's*- The
Sim’s rays travel in straight lines. You can prove

this by making some room that laves the south very

dark and by then letting in a ray of sunlight through

a small hole.

Fig. 58. Rays of light from a candle go in all direction.
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Hays ofIJght go in All Directions ,—An electric

street lamp, for instance, shines towards the north,

east, west, south. It shines upwards and down-

wards. Its rays of light must, then, go in all direc-

tions. If you puf ivcandlerin a darkened room, the

whole of the room is lighted —the ceiling, the walls,

the floor. Wherever you place your eye some ray

from the candle will enter it. Wherever you are

you can see the candle. This proves that the

candle's rays go in all possible directions, up, down,

sidewise. The vSun shines in e very possible direc-

tion, too - towards the north, east, south, west.

Fig. 59. The St* j *s out rays in all directions. The Earth

receives only ft sm„ . part of them.

Shadows .—When the Sun shines on any body
(thing) it lights one half of it. The half turned

towards the Sun is lighted. The half turned away
from the Sun is not lighted. Beyond the body
that is shined upon there is the shadow, The
shadow of a thing is the space beyond it from which

it keeps the light away. Your shadow, properly
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speaking, is not the flat distorted picture on the

ground, but all the space back of you, from which

your body keeps the light away.

Fro. 6a The Sun shines on a hall and lights one-half of it;

the other half is not lighted- All the spate back of the ball

which is not lighted is its shadow, though we often bpeak of the

dark oval, where the shadow meets the table as “the shadow' of

the ball.” »

To the side of ,4he Earth lighted by the Sun it is

daytime: to the other side of the Earth, it is night;

beyond the Earth its shadow extends for thousands

of miles. In the same way, the Sun lights one half

of the Moon (the half turned towards the Sun)

;

the other half of the Moon is dark; and beyond

the Moon its shadow stretches out for thousands of

miles.
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Fig. fn The Sun shining on the Earth for the Moon) lights

one-halt of it. Eeyond is the unlighted tdiudow irom which the

Sun’s rays are cut oft.

Plate a candle on a table in the middle of a dark room and
hold a pencil near the candle. Hold a sheet of white paper a

foot beyond the pencil and let the shadow of the pencil tall on
the paper. Keep the pencil in the same place and move the

paper two feet away ; then three feet ; and so forth. Now move
the pencil further away from the candle and try the same expert*

merits again. Put two candles close together and try the same
experiments. Each time look for the umbra and for (he pen-

umbra of the shadow. The umbra is the darkest portion of any
shadow; th$pmumbra i« the rest of the same shadow. With
only one candle make the shadow of a ball—of a book— of a
card. Hold the card edgewise towards the light—flatwise—in-

clined. Cut a circle out of a card and try to make its shadow
round - oval—a straight line. (See Figs* 29, 30,)

Shadow of an Obe^i.—When the Sun is high
_

in the heavens the shadow of an obelisk on the
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around will
c>

be short as

in Fig* 620*

When the;

Sun is low-

er, the shad-

o\v on the

ground will

be huger,

as in Fig.

03. The
height ol the

Sun in the

w hen th* heavens run

1 Hi calculat-

ed by simply

me a suri ng

r lf ,, *>3, The shatlow of the obelisk

When the San is not so high in the heavens.

the length oi

the shad-

ow on the

ground— by

measurin g

Uf. The

ancient as-

tronomers of

Egypt de-

termined the

Sun’s height

in thin way.



Fig, 64. A Sun-dial. The line through the figure 12 in the

picture lies exactly north and south, with 12 at its noi th end. As
the Sun moves the shadow moves. The picture wa i taken at four

o’clock in the afternoon. How do you know it was not taken
,

at four o’clock in the morning ?
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Reflection of Light by a Mirror

\

F*0- 65. A beam, or ray, of light is reflected by a mirror, as

you know very well ; and as can be proved by the experiment

shown in the picture- ,

‘ *

Let a ray of light into a darkened room through

a very small hole and move a mirror till the ray

Strikes it. The ray will be reflected so that it

^

strikes the ceiling. (Try it.) If you set up a ver-

tical ruler at the point where the ray strikes the

mirror the angle ABD will always be equal to the

angle BBC.

The teacher should cut a piece of stiff paper so that two of Its

edges make an angle equal to ABD ; and by turning the paper

prove that it i« equal to the angle DBC,

, Rejecting Telescofes are made by using curved

mirrors to collect the rays of light and to direct
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them to the eve of the observer who uses a magni-

fying eyepiece.

Fig. 66. Kaleidoscope.—linage* of a candle made by two

mirrors at right angles to each other. There are three images*

(Try it.)
'

•
*

If two mirrors a and b are placed so that they

make an angle of 6o° with each other like this

the reflections will be six-sided. Anyone can

try this experiment by I. folding back the lid of an

upright piano till the lid and the top make an angle

lid/ ,

*

like Hm / • The polished lid and top are mir-

\ top
i

L

rors. It. by putting a shawl over the lid so as to

make a dark box with the two ends open. III. by
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placing his eye at one end of the triangular box

while a friend moves some bright object like a

skein of worsted, a bunch of keys and so forth to

and fro at the other end. (Try it.)

Refraction of Li<*ht. \ ra\ of light in {he ah

moves in a straight line. When it moves first in air

and then in water the ray w bent just where it eaten;

the water. Take a tumbler half full of water and

put a spoon in it. Hold it in bout oi you at armv

length so that me top of the water is on a level

with your eye. (Try iu) The spoon will look as

if it wet e bent out ot shape—as if it were broken.

The water breaks y rh*acts—-the light.

Retractwr af Lfgit \y a Prism:

Fig. r>7. A tt-ifitigtolar prom of gl.'i«s. Look at it gittfwiec and

you see atriangk* :w in thr ktt*h«md picture. The g|jMtj>endnm'k

to chandeliers are often prisms.

When a ray of light passes through., a^prism of

glass it is also bent out of its course*



Fig. 68. The light from the candle strikes the prism and Is
l>ent down so that th$ man sees the candle not where it is, but
raised in the air. hf you have a prism, tiy it.

Microscope.—If you take a burning glass like

that in Fig. 70 and use it to look at this page of

your book you will find that it magnifies the letters.
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(Try it.) A microscope is a lens or a set of lenses

used to make small things appear larger.
(

Microscopes are used by geologists to study the structure of

rocks
; by physicians to study the bacteria that produce diseases,

and so forth.

Fig. 69. Hold a burning glass in the

sunlight and it will bend the rays of the

Sun so that all that tall upon it meet m
•one point—which is called the focus . A
burning glass collects the Sun’s rays into

a small spot of light. All the rays that fall

on all the surface of the lens are brought

to a single spot.

Fig. 70. A burn*

ing glass.

Fig. 71* Glass lenses of different shapes. Spectacles are lenses

of these kinds. The different kinds are used for eyes with differ*

ent sorts of troubles. Near-sighted eyes need concave glasses,

far-sighted need convex glasses.
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Telescope.—A telescope is an apparatus used to

make far off things seem near (a spy-glass is a

small telescope; so is an opera -glass). It is usu-

ally made of two, or more, glass lenses. The first

lens collects the rays from the distant object at its

focus and forms a little picture of the object there.

The second lens magnifies the little picture. The
two lenses together form a telescope.

In an opera one lens is at the large end; the other (or

others) near the small end. It magnifies from 3 to 8 times. It

makes Usings seem 3 to 8 times nearer than they really are.

A huge telescope such as astronomers use to look at the stars

can he made to magnify about a thousand times. Tt makes the

Moon seem about a thousand times nearer than it really is.

The Solar Spa /rum:
You can hold a prism in the sunlight so as to get

a band of colored light. (Try it.) There will be

sewn colors, Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow,

Orange, Red -VIBGYOR (remember this word
and it will recall the order in which the colors come.

It is the order of the colors in the rainbow). The
prism does two things to the sunlight that falls on

it: I. It bends the light into a new course; II. It

separates the light into seven colors. Sunlight is

made up of seven colors and no more. When they

are all together they make what we call white light,

that is, sunlight. It is just as if every beam of sun-

light were made up of seven strands of silk thread
—vibgyor. When they are all in one bundle they

look white. Separate the bundle into parts, and

you have seven separate colors—violet, indigo, bluet
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lid##/' *t

green* yellow, orange, red. A few experiments

with a prism will prove this. Looking at the rain-

bow proves it. The while sunlight going through

the drops of rain (which act somewhat as if they

were pi isms) is separated into se\en colors.

Velorify oj 1 ight tunols Jhroiu phu'v ]tl at the

rate of 186,000 miles in one second < .f tin.o— aimo>t instanta-

neously 1 alnuM, hut not It comes e> u* trout tin Moon
in le^s than two h'< ends, hut h t tl t*v tight minutes to rome from

the bun. That is, a <;>v of light Old Iritctlie Sun cighr minutes

ago *»rnvr<l it On* Earth this \er\ instant. A ra\ or light ju -it

leaving the Sun nov. - Om Instant- -will not anno tot » ight

minute . Eight minutes art 1 required to malic Xh* tminirv of

93,000,000 m Je**. Light goes fiomant one platoon the Karth to

am* othei place practioa IL m<4 anlanomish You see an clootnc

street lamp at practical!;. the verv instant when it K lighted.

You sic the Hash ot a mu' the mstrint it is tired, though von do

not hear the sound lot seme 1 .umds,

SOUND.

Sound-wares. —When a church-hell is struck by

a hammer a sound is heard. No matter where vou

are-— north, south, east, west of the bell—you

hear it. Close to the bell the sound is loud;

two miles away the sound is faint. Anywhere

within two miles you. hear it. This proves that

waves of sound travel outwards from the bell, in-

every direction, somewhat -as waves of water travel

outwards from a stone thrown into a pond. The
waves are more marked where the stone struck ihe

water ; less marked as they go outward. (Try it,)
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Finally they die away somewhat as the sound of

the bell dies awav.

Fig. 72 . Waves of water made by a stone thrown into the cen-

ter of a pool look like the picture. The two wavy lines would
not be seen, of touise. They are drawn to show the heights

of the waves at different distances from the center. The further

you go from the center the smaller is the wave.

Sound is Caused by a Vih ration .- -Th e hammer
strikes the bell and the whole bell trembles—Vi-

brates. If you touch the bell with your finger the

vibration can be felt. If you strike a thin tumbler

with a spoon there is a sound. If you hold your
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finger lightly against the glass you can fed it

tremble—vibrate. (Try it.) So long as the trem-

bling goes on the sound is heard.

Stop the trembling by clasping your

fingers round the glass and the sound

will stop. (Try it.) To have a sound

you must first have vibratioif of some

sort. A vibration is a quick trem-

bling to and fro, like that of a hell

when it is struck.

Musical Instruments . — A drum
Fig. 73. A

wineglass filled

with water vi-

brates when u

fiddle how is

drawn across its

edge. Touch
the glass lightly

With your finger

and notice that

at foui places

there are no
waves. (Try it.)

makes a sound because the parch-

ment drum-head vibrates when it is

struck. The air vibrating regularly

in an organ-pipe makes a sound.

The string of a violin vibrates when
the bow is drawn across it, just as the

string of a piano dhrates when the

hammer strikes it. You can fee! the

vibrations of the piano Strings by

putting your linger lightly against

them. (Try it.)

The vibrations of all musical instruments are

regular—rhythmical—and the sounds are pleasant.

Such sounds are called musical. Irregular vibra-

tions, sticb as are made by besting on a fence

with a stick, are unpleasant—we call them noises.

A way has been contrived to count the number of vibrations

jf the strings of a F#——— piano. It is found that the mid*

die C of the piano "~rEjjr.r_ is made by a string

vibrating 256 times m a second; the C next above
jr^Ef=
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i« made by a eti'inp that vibrate* 512 times in a second. The
shorter the string the more vibrations it makeh in a second. The
shortest strings in a piano, the ones that giv<3 the highest notes,

make about 4,000 vibrations in one second ; the longest strings,

that give the lowest notes, make about g2.

The sounding-board of a piano also vibrates when
the string is struck and makes the sound louder

;

and all the air inside of a fiddle vibrates when the

string is plucked. When you are at a concert rec-

ollect that all the air inside the concert-hall is set

into vibration every time a note is played on the

violin. Each stroke of the fiddle-bow sets toms of

air into motion.

Sinning.—You have in your throat two cords,

muscles, called the vocal cords. By making them

act you can change the quickness of the vibrations

of the air that passes through your throat as you

sing. Very deep bass sounds (men\ voices) are

made by air vibrating about 200 times a second;

the very highest notes of a woman’s voice are made
by air vibrating about 2,000 times in a second.

Learning to sing is mainly learning to control the

vocal cords.

Sound Travels Through the Air .—Open the

window of a room and send a boy to beat on the

fence with a st%k. You hear the sound which if

brought to you by the air. The air cannot, go

through the window when it is closed. Close it

then; and you cannot hear the sound, though you

can still see the stick striking the fence.
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If* the fence is very near, ami if the boy strikes very 3iard

sometimes you can hear the sound even when the window is

shut. That «s because the air outside of the window makes the

window-glass vibrate, and because the window*#lass, in turn,

Sots the air in the room into vibration. Sounds usually come to

us from the sounding body (thing) by \ibtatioms in the air.

But sound travels through solids too. If you

hold a watch close against a long plank a hoy at

the other end of the plank can hear the ticking

much plainer than if you hold the watch a foot

away from the plank. (Try it.) The ticks of the

watch travel through the plank in the first experi-

ment; through the air in the second. If a railroad

train is far away, you can hear it better by' laying

your ear close to the rails than you can by stand-

ing up and listening.

Velocity of SoumL—Light travels almost instan-

taneously from place to place. You see the Hash

of a distant gun the moment it is fired. But the

Bound does not come at once. It the gun is i,xoo

feet away from you the sound comes one second of

time after, the flash. If the gun is 2,200 feet

away the sound comes two seconds after the Hash.

Sound travels 1,100 feel (about a fifth of a mile)

in one second. It travels a mile in a little less than

five Seconds.

Any twb country boys who own a w atch and a gun and who
can get a mile apart can prove this. City boys are not allowed

to fire guns in the streets but they can recollect that sound travels

a distance of about 500 of their steps in each and every second of

time.
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ELECTRICITY.

Experiments

.

—Before beginning the experiments

you should get

A ptace of scaling wax about 4 inches long,

“ A gl&b* tube or a glans rod about 4 inches long.

A little piece of elder pitlt wifii a silk frhicud run through it

so that It can be hung to a long nail in the? wall, or to the enci

of a stick projecting from a shelf (put a heavy book on one etui

of the stick to keep it steady),

A little hall of sealing wax fastened to a silk thread.

A little glass bead fastened to a silk thread.

A pound of resin; have it melted and poured into a shallow

wooden box to cool. (See Fig. 75.)

A piece of fur—a cat-skirt will do very well.

Electricity by Friction .—Now try these experi-

ments one by one

:

L Strew some small bits of paper on the table

and hold the sealing-wax, then the glass, near

them. Nothing happens.

II. Rub the sealing-wax smartly on the fur or on

your sleeve, and then hold it near the bits of paper.

Tt attracts the paper. The little bits of pieces ily

to the wax and stick to it.

IIL Rub the glass rod smartly on your sleeve

and hold it near the bits of paper. It attracts the

paper.’
^

-4

Whenever a piece of wax or glass is rubbed it

gets a new power. Tt will attract light bodies such

as bits of paper. Before it was rubbed it JhI not

have the power. It is the rubbing—the iridion-
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that* somehow, gives the new power to the wax or

glass.

The ancients, thousands of years ago, knew that

if amber was rubbed it would attract light bodies,

such as bits of chopped straw. The Greek name

for amber is JBIectron> and from that word we get

our name of electricity.

Electricity is the something that gives a piece of

glass that has been rubbed the power to attract

pieces of paper.

When sealing wax is rubbed you get electricity

of one sort ; when glass is rubbed you get elec-

tricity of another sort, as

the following experiments

will show

:

IV. Fasten a little pith

\
bali so that it can swing

freely. Hold a piece

of sealing-wax near it.

” Nothing happens if the

wax has not been rubbed^

4 , Hold a piece of glass near

it. Nothing happens if

Fig. *4 * A, hung the glass has not been
by a silk atring i* repelled by rubbed.
*B etectri®ed stick of seating- V, Rub the wax and
wax. or frl&§$.g

then hold it near the pith-

ball. The ball is first attracted and then quickly

repelled. The wax repels the ball.
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*
,

VI. Rub the glass rod and quickly bring it near

to the 'pith-ball. The ball was refdied by the

rubbed sealing-wax, but it is now attracted by the

rubbed glass. Wax-electricity seems to be differ-

ent from glass-electricity *
1 WT^ien one repels the

pith bail the other attracts it*;-":
^

,

VII, Rub the glass firsthand it will repel the

pith ball ; then quickly rub the wax and it wall at-

tract the ball. Wax-electricity is certainly different

from glass-electricity. You have proved it to be

different.

VIIL Rub the little sealing-wax ball with a piece

of fur; rub the stick of sealing-wax and bring

them close together; they repel each other. If

now the glass rod be quickly nibbed it will attract

the wax ball.

IX. Rub the glass bead and bring the rubbed

glass rod near. They repel each other. The
rubbed stick of wax will attract the ball.

All these experiments taken together prove that

:

When bodies are charged with like electricities,

they repel each other [wax repels wax, glass repels

glass].
*

When bodies are charged with unlike electric-

ities, they attract each other [wax attract^ glass*

,
glass attracts wax].

X. Take the wooden box filled with melted resin

and beat or rub
fe

it with a pi of fur. Now put

1 The "scientific names are reslnom electricity and vitreous

,, electricity; sealimr-wax is made of re«Sf
;
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your knuckle close to the resin and you will feel a

little electric shock.
k
Some of the electricity in the

Fjg. 75 . Taking a spaik from a Sox of resin which has been

electrified li) beating it with a piece ot fur.

resin has gone into your body. If this is done in

the dark you can see a little spark pass ; and

whenever the spark passes there is a little crackling

noise. The spark is just the same thing as light-

ning; the little noise is thunder. Your knuckle

was struck by lightning.

If you break a piece of sugar while \ou are in the dark you
will see a faint light which is caused by electricity. Breaking

the sugar is a kind of rubbing of one surface on another. If you
rub the fur <jtf a cat with your hand you can electrify the cat and

can take sparks from her hack or from her nose (much to her sur-

prise 1 ) Rub a dry lamp* chimney with a woolen cloth and you can

take sparks from it with your knuckle. In cold dry weather you
can scuffle your shoes over the carpet and electrify yourself

—

«q that you can light the gas by a spark between your knuckle

and the metal gas-fixture. (Remem her these things and try them
all when the weather is cool and 4ry.) Notice that in such

nreather a rubber comb passed through your hair will attract the

hairs and make them rise ttp.
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F«»* 76. Benjamin Franklin Fringing lightning liom the

*'* V
l 'Util the time of Benjamin Franklin (1752) little

more was knd\Vn of electricity than what you have

just learned. Electricity could he made by rubbing

wax or glass; and there was lightning during a

storm, Fran 1 km electrified a kite by sending it Up
into a tlur.der-storm, and from a key tied to the

kite-string ho got sparks 1

; and he proved that the

1 Yen must not try this experiment* It is dangerous and yai>

might he killed, men have been, in trying it.
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electricity in the

clouds wa$ the same

kind of thing as the

electricity that he

could make, any-

time, by experi-

ments.

Electric!tv from
" 77- One «U » m electric**-

Batteries. ~ Now-
t

1 v * J'ht? jar contains two platen, ' ...
*ne ot popper, the other of zinc, and* a-days electricity hs

liquid, whicty i^iluted sulphuric acfd ’ used for sending
A wire each plate. The messa ,fes \1V tple-
lar^er the plftt^lhe more etectricit)

~

flows w hen /he two wires are joined,
graph, and It IS

used to light lamps,

to drive street cars, automobiles, elevators, etc. The
electricity for telegraphs is obtained from batteries ;

for lighting and power from dynamos.

Fig. 78. Several cells of a battery joined together {the zinc

plate of one cell to the copper plate of the next one). A strong

electric eunent flows.through the wires when they are joined, no
matter if the wire is short or long. If the wire extends from
Boston to New York a current will flow and if we can make the

current work telegraph sounders in the two cities we can tele-

graph messages, *

,1
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You can prove that a current of electricity

is flowing in a battery by putting one wire

,

above your tongue, and

the other below it (both

touching the tongue) . When
you do this you will feel a

little current every time you

move the. wires slightly* A
current of electricity flows

from the copper slip through

the wire to your tongue,

through your tongue and

back to the zinc slip. The
current runs round a circle

Fig. 79. A home-made

. electric battery. The
of wire and such a circle of g]a

*
8 goWet !s mWd with

wire is called an electric weak sulphuric acid and

circuit.
contains two slips of

metal, one of Zinc (Znl,
T[ he cell that you make the other of Copper(Cu)V

is not as strong or as con- To use it two, pieces of

venient as one that you flexib,c copper wire must

„ , ,
be soldered to the two

can buy, and it is worth pieces of metal*

while to buy what is called \
a cell of dry battery which is handy and clean

to use.

x Buy for the school from the Western Electric Company,
New York City, its Electric BelJ outfit ( complete) No. 9439, com-
prising a bell, one cell of Pbenix Dry Battery, one bronxe push-

button^ ,75 feet of No. 18 annunciator wire and staples, for
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Electric “Bells

:

4 ' •* ' ^

Mmuor

So. An electric bell outfit complete—push-button (at the

one cell of batter v, bell and wire.

Fig. Si. Plan of the circuit for an clefctric bell. TJouch the

push-button and the belt will ring. Touching the push-button

connects the two ends of the dire, previously unconnected.

When the wire if all in one piece theeiectrhUy flowa from the

battery into the efeOfcro-ma^net of the ufa and makes ijh$, 'belt

,

ring. If the battery were strong enough you could

wires from New York to Boston ami fetdee si bfell

button in New York was pushed.
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ft ^
• * “

The Electric Telegraphs- Signals can be sent

over a long distance by usin^ strong batteries of

many ^elLs, Suppose we have a “ sounder 59

(

in Boston, and a

key and battery in

New York,
t

and

connect all -three

telegraph wire

strung on posts.

Whenever the key in New York is pitted a oui-

reut of electricity from the battery runs along the

wire and into the coils of the sounder in Boston.

The sounder becomes a

magnet and pulls down
the bar above it with a

click
. b>et go of the key

in New York and the

sounder-magnet lets go
of the bar* We call

thus make clicks that

can be heard in Boston*

by touching a key in New
York, The current of

electricity does the work,

The Telegraph Alpha-

bet. — An alphabet has

been invented to use in

sending telegraphic messages. The shortest touch

of makes a short click which is called a

ffoi .
’{' a longer touch makes a dash — .

nils elect* omagnet (sec j>. 99)

that is, it i a wi.ignet -vs hemwer
a current ol elect richy rutw

through its coils- whenever a

key in the ciieuit u, pressed;

and not a magnet w lien no uir-

rent is towing. In the picture

one of the coils ts &hcmn -a
vertical black cylinder.

<;
r

Km. S: A h-leg’aph key.
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/

To send A make a dot and a das|y> .

“ 44 B “ a dash and three dots, ;

44 44 E 44 a dot, .5

44 44 M 44 two dashes,
*'

' ^

Fig. K4. Plan of u telegraph line between Boston and New York.

and so on for the rest of the letters. In this way
any word can be spelled out to the ear in Boston

phone. Each per

^on who speaks

hasan instrumen t

like this.

by touches of a key in New York.

A key (on the same circuit of wire)

in Boston wheC touched will spell

out words to the eaf in New York*

It is in this way that telegraph mes-

sages are now sent.

Y The Telephone, - The telephone

is a kind of telegraph. It sends the

vibrations of your voice instead of

sending the clicks of the tele-

graph key, and this is donees
follows; *

I. You call the person you wish

to speak to (orlhe central of|pe)by

ringing an electric bell (D)*
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II. You speal|
r

into your * 6 transmitter
w

(A)* This

is a box containing a very thin disk of metal* When
you speak the vibrations of your voice make this

distt vibrate and the vibrations of the disk travel

along the wires and reach the telephone which

jour friend is holding to his ear. In his telephone

(and in yours (B) too) there is a little metal disk

which vibrates just as your voice vibrates. The
air in his telephone vibrates, then, just as your voice

did ; and il makes the same sounds that youmade.

It repeats your very words, even your whispers.

The Dynamo .

—

A dynamo-electric machine is a

set of magnets made to revolve rapidly by a steam

engine. When
th$|r revolve

they create a
current of elec-

tricity. Wires

led from the

dynamo carry

tlye cu rr erit

%Herever you

wish. You can

use the current

Flo. 86. A Dynamo. to light lat^S,

or to run elec*

trie cars, or to drive any machine you choose. The
more powerful your steam engine, the stronger cur-

rent you can get &nd the more work you can do.

It is the steam engine that does the work, after all.
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Fig 87, An Electrit R;jihviu . The Djf nainn ( A) in tht power-

house sends a current of electricity alone? the wire, Each car

takes the electricity it needs by the trolley and moton* under*

neat h the door of the car drive the w hovh

" "
’ The dynamo simply changes the

@g|j|§
' energy of tin; steam engine into

PI electricity and the wires carry the

I t I electricity to the places where

!

j

|% you wish to use it.

Si \\ The Electric Rnilzvey, — A
mi/ Ml v\ dynamo driven by a ah" un-engine

i SI \ ill hi a power-house (so-called) is

I I
J j i used to send a current of elec-

tricity along an overhead wire,T ,

.
,
and the electricity is led from

~Fui. BS^An etel- thi ** Wire b }’ a wheel (a troU

trie lamp
;
a glow- ley

^
to electric motors underneath

lamp: such ns isused ^ ± ^ mo{ors turn the
in houses. A cur-

rent of electricity car-wheels round and make the

from adynutno heats car move along the track. '

a little strip of bam- n , . , . ... .

boo white-hot; and Electric Lighting.—

A

current

tire glowing of this, of electricity is sent out from a
strip gives the light.

p0wer.house by a dynamo driven

by a steam-engine. The current is led along wires
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to light the street lamps (arc lamps, they are called)

in cities ; and into houses to light the glow-lamps

(incandescent lamps, they me sometimes called).

MAGNETISM.

Natural Magnets ,—In Magnesia, a district of

Greece, the ancients found a kind of iron ore that

attracts little pieces of iron filings, lacks, etc*,

when they are brought near to it. The name
“magnet” comes from the name of the place

—

“ Magnesia/ 1

Natural magnets are found in many
other parts of the wot Id.

described in this book it ^

any tov-shop one of the

shown in the pictures.

Fig* 89. A bar magnet
dipped in iron filings. It is

shaped like a bar. Theendsof

a magnet are called its poles.

To try the experiments

rill be best to buy from

manufactured magnets

Fig. 90. A horse-

shoe magnet ; it is

shaped like a horse-

shoe. The piece of

steel across the
ends fa called the

keeperx or the arma*

fare.



Experiments *—Spread two or three needles on a lahie and

pick them tip with the magnet. (Try it. ) Try to pick up

some brass pins. Jf you make a little pile of hits of iron wire,

steel needles, coppci wire, brass wire, lead, sand, roahdust, and

so forth the magnet will pick out the iron and steel and nothing

else. Whatever the magnet pu ks up is non 01 steel, There is

a machine made which sorts small pieces of iron out of a mass

of crushed rock by a large magnet. If they were not picked out in

this way you could not get them at all. Surgeons use magnets

to take needles, etc., out of wounds. The mariner** compass is

nothing but a magnet (page 99}.

Mao netism „
-- A magnet, then, is something dif-

ferent from a piece of iron of the same shape.

There is some force in the magnet that reaches out

and attracts iron ; somewhat as the forec of gravity

(see p. 46) in the Earth reaches out and attracts

heavy bodies (things). Notice that it is the ends

of a magnet that attract. The middle parts scarcely

attract at alt. (Try it.)

Take a pane of glass and lay it on two piles of

books, one at each end. Now lav a needle on the

glass and move the magnet underneath. You will

see that the magnet acts through the glass (try

it) ; and it will act through paper or copper or

cloth—through anything, in fact.

Artificial Magnets .—Take a fresh needle from

the case and see if it will pick up little bits of iron.

It will not. Now lay the needle down and rub

it with the magnet, lengthwise, from the center

towards the point for a minute. Then rub the

needle with the magnet from the center towards the

eve-end for another minute; The needle will now
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pick up iron filings. (Try it.) It has become a

magnet. You can make magnets in this way. You

cam magnetize the blade of your pen-knife, if you

like. The first artificial magnets were made from

natural magnets. Now-a-tlavs we make one arti-

ficial magnet from others, or by electricity as you

shall hear later.

Fio. 91. A bar magnet w as iti>d m* rt papuf of glass and fine

iron filings were spread nil over the glass. The magnet attracted

tne a.e of iron. AfUr a while the magnet v\u> lifted up and
tin picture was taken. Notice that the ends (poles) of the

magnet attracted the ruowf tilings and that the middle attracted

the fewest; ah over the glass the filings are arranged in curves.

You can try this experiment yourself. (Tap the edge of the

gins' gently with your finger nail to keep the filings from
sticking to the glass.)

Expt liwf'nis,—Take afresh needle, lay it down, n:td wyueflae
it by moving the magnet from the eye-end towards the point.

(Rub it only in this direction,
) Magnetize a second needle fn

exactly the same way. Now you have two small magnets, just

alike. Either of them will pick up iron filings, ( Try it.) Yje

a thread round the middle of one of them and hang it from a

long nail in the wall, or from a gas bracket, so that it Is horizontal

and can swing freely. Let It come to rest.
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Now take the second needle (call it No. a for short) and try

these experiments and see what happens.

Touch the eye-end of No- i with the point end of No, z ;
they

attract.

Touch the point-end of No. i u ifh the eye-end of No z
,
they

attract.

Touch the point-end of No I with the point-end of No. 2 ; they

repel.

Touch the eve-end of No. 1 with the eye-end of No 2; the}

repel

.

These magnets are just alike ; the eye-end poles (ends Toi

ra< h are alike, the point-end pole* (end-) of <\uh are alike.

They were made m the same way and this nuiM be true. But

the experiments have shown that the eve-enu poh s Aie not like

the point-end poles, and the evpti invents nave also shown that

like poles of two magnets repel each other ; unlike poles at two

magnets attiuct each other.

You must try these experiments over and over till y on thot-

onghly understand them.— it is much easier to understand the

experiments than to understand a description of them.

If any sewing needle is laid gently on the surface

of water the needle will float. (Try it.)

Tf a magnetized needle is

/ laid on water is will turn till

'Fio. 92. Amagnetized
sewing-needle floating on

a bowl of water.

it points to the north. If is

a compass. (Try it.)

If you take another magnet

and bring it near to the float-

ing compass-needle you can

easily prove that like poles

of two magnets repel, un-

like poles attract each other.

(Try it.)
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The Mariner's Com-

pass * —If a magnet is

suspended by a string

(or balanced on a sharp

point) or floated on

water, so that it can

swing freely, it will

point to the north.

The Chinese knew this

centuries ago and used

compasses to steer their

ships by. Their i riven-

Fig. 93. The Mariner’s Com-
pass. The needle always points

to the north, and therefore sud-

ors can steer by it.

Fig. 94. An eleetro-

tion was brought to Europe
and has been used by our

sailors since A.D. 1302.

Columbus (-1492) steered

west from Spain by the com-

pass and discovered America.

If you have a compass see

what will happen when you

bring a magnet near to one of

its ends. (Try it.)

magnet. It is a piece of

iron wrapped with wire.

While a current of elec-

tricity is flowing

through the wire it is a

magnet : the instant

the current stops flow-

ing it is a magnet no

longer-

Electro -Magnets. — You
know that a current of elec-

tricity from an electric battery

flows along a telegraph wire

so that messages are sent from

Boston to New York. Sup-

pose you took a piece of soft
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iron and bent it into the shape of a IT and wound
wire mound it, as in the picture and let a cur-

rent of electricity How through the wire. You
would find that while the current isilowing (and no

longer) the iron would be a magnet. Stop the cur-

rent and the iron is iron and nothing more. You
can see an electro-magnet working in any tele-

graph station. The bell that rings when an elec-

tric push button is touched is an electric bell. Its

hammer is moved by an electro-magnet. {See

page 90,)

MACHINES.

The Pulley -A pulley like the one in figure

95 is often used to change the direction in which

a rope is lech A pull of one pound on the rope

will lift one pound and no more.

pound on the right-hand rope will raise two pounds attached to
the left-hand pulley. (Try it.)



Fig, 98. A little Bov on the long end of the see-saw Balances

a heavier boy on the other end.
"jjj,

A common pair of. scales is a lever in wh|eh the

two arms are equal. One pound in either scale-

pan balances one pound in the other* Thefulcrum
of the beam is its middle point.
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Fig. 99. A vs eight ol one pound ran be made to balance a

might of two pounds it* it is hung at the end of a level tune as

long. (Try it bv making a stick with holes every six inches, as

in the picture, and putting a round non nail ( F

)

tor the stiik

to move on. > Pat the pin in different hole*, and see Avhut weights

will balance each othei . The point F is the nikumi.

, , -T

F10.' Ido, A hammer * A
lever with a short arm near the

nail—tixs /ukrum is the point

where t& hammer touches the

Boor—and a long arm from the

floor to whei e your hand takes

hold"of the handle; ^ ''

A hammer is a lever

when \ on use it in pull-

ing out nails, A pair of

.scissors, of pinchers, of

nut-crackers, are levers.

The fulcrum of each one

is the place where the two

parts are joined together.

A butcher's steelyard is a

lever in which a little

weight af the end of a long

arm balances a larger

weight at the end of a

shorter arm.

The Inclined Plane ,

—

A weight too heavy to lift



Fig. 102. A railway on an inclined plane in the Rocky Mour.-
'

tains. The altitude is conquered gradually.
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laid up 4 mountain by making it curve so that the

mountain is climbed a little at a time.

Fro. ro3* A *.creu -pre^s : By turning the screw a great pres-

sure can be put upon the hooks—a little at a time.

The Screw. - A hole can be bored in a piece of

hard wood by a gimlet when you cannot possibly

make a hole by a smooth straight brad-awl. The
screw is made up of an inclined plane wound round

a straight line. It enters the wood gradually—

a

little at a time.

The Common Suction Pump .—This picture and

the three following^ explain the way in which the

common pump raises water from a well.

In the picture I. the pump is empty. There is

no Water above the level of the top of the well.

We wish to raise the water as high as the nozzle

qf the purhp. ;How .shall we do it? Recollect

j|&t the the atmosphere

—

is pressing on the
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Fig. 104. /. A common pump. Its barrel is empty of water

but full of air. A su c tion pipe ( E) with a sit ainer
\
F )

on the*eftd

ot it leads demn to the water in the well. At the top ot this,pipe is

the buctu>>'-ralvi—a little door opening upwards (/>). Above
this is the pump barrel (/I) in which the/A/<w (/>*) works air-

light. 'flic pkUm-x*alvc
(
C f is a little dooi^ppening upwards.

The piston is moved up and down b> the Jump handle (not

drawn in the picture).

Fig. 105. II A common pump : The piston is moving up-

wards. When the piston has reached the top the hari^'bt the

pump will be nearly full of water.
»_

’

v

The upper valve will be shut, the lower one open. "
*

^

-

Fig. left, TIL A common pump: The piston is now moving
downwards. Its valve is opened and some of the water rises

above the piston.

Fig. 107. IV. A common pump * The piston W mow moving
upward#, and some of the water in the barrel has befen lifted high

enough to dovr from the spout.
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tipper surface of the water in the well and that the

sue! ion-pipe (K) and the whole pump barrel is full

of air pressing down. Air, like all heavy things,

presses downward^ bv its weight. If we can take

this air ©ftt, the airoxer the well will press the well*

water up, hut as the qukskiivej is pressed up in

the lwomen i c-s page t i O.

IL Let us‘ raise the pump piston then. As this

rises its piston will lift all the air abou it. BJovv

the piston the barrel will be emptv wj air end dm
\valer in>m the well \\ il! rush up and til! it. The
air above the well -vvaier presses it up.
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The Atmosfhere.—*The Earth that wl iive on w
composed of land and water and surrounded Jjjf’att;

atmosphere of air. The land and wafer we can stf,

but the air is invisible. We know it is there, how-

ever, because clouds float iu it just as corks float in

water. Thewinds are nothing but air moving past us.

Fig. ioS. The atmosphere is an ocean of air Wing above the

land and sea. We live at the bottom of the oceaayfe ah just

as some fishes live at the bottom of the ocean of vvt*ter. Jjj* ,

The higher you go in,the atmosphere the ^s&'<air

there is. It is easy to breathe anywhere .ufear the

level of the sea. On the top of a muofei&iri a mile

high (5,280 feet) you begin to feet £§j|||^ere is hot'

107
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air enough? dft a mountain two miles high you feel

this very distinctly ; on a mountain three miles high

it is very difficult to breathe ; and in the Andes or

Himalaya mountains, where men have gone as

high as four miles, it is hardly possible to breathe

at all. , Men have gone somewhat higher than this

in balloons ;
and the higher you go the less air

there is. Even birds do not fly more than four

miles high.

Height ofthe Atmosphere .—Shooting stars do not

begin to burn until they have come from space well

inside the Earth’s atmosphere (see page 39), and it

has been proved that some of them begin to burn

about 75 miles abo\e the Earth’s surface—therefore

the atmosphere must extend at least as high as 75

miles. There is some air at that height, though

'very little indeed.

Air is a Mixture of Oxygen and PCitrogcn Gas,

—Chemists have proved that air is chiefly a mixture

of oxygen and nitrogen gas, together with some
other gases and with the vapor o i water. Without

the oxygen men and animals could not live. They
need it to breathe.

Air isffeavw—The simplest way to prove that

air has Weight is to take a tight box with a stop-

cock and to weigh it when the stop-cock is open

'and it Js full of air, and then to pump all the air

out of the box and to weigh it after the stop-cock is

closed. Jt’Cgbic foot of air (that is the air in a box

12 x 12 x 4inches) weighs % little over an ounce
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cvel of the sea

at the level of the sea. A cubic foot of water

weighs about 67 pounds*

The Weight of the Aimosphere.r^'Each cubic

foot weighs something. Near the

a cub?c foot weighs more than

an ouut «*
; higher up, it weighs

less ; higher up still, it weighs

less still. Imagine a tall column

of air leaching from the ground,

to the top of the atmosphere (see

Fig. 109) and instead of think-

ing of cubic feet let us think of

cubic inches (172H cubic inches

make a cubic loot). The base

of the column ( AH )
on the

ground will be one square ini h.

On the tup of that is a cubic inch

of air pressing down by its

weight; on the top of that an-

other; and then another ; and so

on. It wall he proved in the next

paragraph that the weight of each

and everjr such column of air is

about fifteen pounds. Each and e$en' square
inch of the Earth's surface and of the surface of

everything up on the Earth is pressed about fifteen

pounds. The pressure is not only downtvztrds bat
sidewise,.’ too, because gases and liquids press

equally in all directions.

ground,
A B ,

Fig, ick). The
atmosphere presses

the nurture of tlie

ground about 15

pounds on every
square inch.

"
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Fig. no. Fill a”

tumbler partly tull of

water, rover it closely

with a piece of writ-

ing paper, hold the

paper with your hand
and turn the tumbler
over. Now take your
hand away and the

paper will stay in

place. The weight
of the water is press-

ing it down, but the

air outside the tum-
bler is pressing it up
and keeps it in place.

(Try it — you may
have to try several

' tim^in ordei%> get

m^Saper to lit tight

WqSfeh tokeeptheair

Ottf 6f the tumbler.)

Fig. in. Wet
a piece of leath-

e t t i e

d

to a

string (a suck-

er ). Press it

tight to a piece

of wood. You
can lift thewood.

Why? because

the air presses

the sucker with

a pressure great-

e r than t h

e

weight of the

wood. Tf it did

not, the wood
would fall.

Fig. ii 2. Fill the

tumbler as in Fig. no,

cover it, turn it over,

put it in a basin of

water, and carefully

draw the paper out.

The water in the tum-

bler will stand above

the level of the water

in the basin. Why?
Because the air is pres*

sing on the water in

the basin and not on

the water inside the

tumbler.

f The Barometer ,—Why does the quicksilver stand

iit the‘&bo*about thirty inches above the quicksilver

in the basin ? (Fig. 113.) Because the air is press-

down on the basin and forcing the quicksilver

It goes upwards a certain distance (about

3,0 iigdhes) until the weight of fhe quicksilver in the

tube, pressing downwards, just balances the pressure

of the atmosphere upwards* If the gl^ss tube is one
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square inch in area the quicksilver in it will weigh 1$

pounds. Therefore the pressure of the air (which

ivS balanced by this weight) % 15 pounds on a

square inch: on this square inch and oh every

other one near the level of the sea. If you try this

experiment on a mountain the quicksilver column

Fig. 113. Fill a tube closed at one end and about 34 inches
long completely full of quicksilver; there will be no iir in \U

Cover the tube with your thumb. Carefully and sl&wfy turn the

tube upside down and put the end of it in a b^sin of quicksilver.

Now take away your thumb. The quicksilver will stand about

30 inches high In the tube,
v

. , ;

’
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«

will not be so high; it will weigh less; In cause

the pressure of the atmosphere (which h just bal-

ances) is less*

Fir;, Jnnrdti to bu\e an u • jbo\t th* <^n ?ck~

Silver the barometer tube must be more than jt* imhu> lung and

it miat . stand upright

.

Afcc&urtornt of Heights h / (he Barometer -If

you are at the level of the ;o a tlje barometer will

stand at about 30 indies, f
* yoft go up in a bal-

loon or ascend a mountain rhere will be less air

h&oy$ ybn and the barometer will stand lower, con-

sequently, On a mountain 7,000 feet, high the

barometer will stand at about 24 inches. A balloon

has carried men as high as *500 feet (nearly six
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miles) and the barometer stood at inches.

There was not air enough to keep the balloonists

alive. They breathed oxygen carried up with them

in metal boxes. The heights of mountains are

usually measured by barometers, not by levelling.

Fro. 1 15. An Aneroid Barometer, which measures the pressure

of the air not by the height of a quicksilver column hut by the

changes in shape of a metal box ( inside the outer ease). The box
is empty of air, and is sealed tight. As the air presses upon it it

changes shape. The needle is arranged so ns to mark the changes

and to tell the height at which a quicksilver barometer wouldstand
(see the inner circle of figures in the picture). The outer circle

of figures shows how high above the level of the sea you are

when the barometer points at each figure. When you are at the

level of the sea the barometer stands at about 30 inches.
*V ,

At 2,ono feel altitude the barometer stands at about 28.5 inches/

At 4,000 feet altitude the fferortieter stands at about 27.0 inches.
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At 6,000 feet altitude the barometer stands at about 35.0 inches

.

At 8,000 feet altitude the barometer stands at about 23.0 inches.

The Barometer is a Weather-Glass ,—The barom-

eter at the level of the sea usually stands at about

30 inches : in very fine clear weather it often stands

higher ; in vm bad 'weather it stands between 28

and 29 inches. By watching the barometer you

can tell something about the weather you are going

to have. If the barometer is rising it is likely that

the weather is going to be fine. If the barometer

is failing below 2q inches it is likely that you will

have rain (see Fig. 115, where the words are written

on the dial-plate).

U. S. Weather Bureau Predictions of Weather .

—

In Washington there is a Government office called

the Weather-Bureau. Several times a day this

central office receives telegrams from cities all over

the coyntry telling the height of the barometer, of

the thermometer, the direction and force of the

wind, etc., at each and every one of the cities—at

San Francisco, Denver, Omaha, Chicago, St. Paul,

New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, New York,

Boston, Bangor for instance. Several times a day

all these things are marked on a map.

Every few hours a weather map* is made and

the tracks of storms are drawn. Therefore the

Weather Bureau can tell us beforehand when we
are likely- to have a storm. Farmers can take care

of their crops in time ; fruit-growers are warned of

frosts ; railway managers know When
;
tp' expect
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snow t sailors, know when dangerous winds are to

be feared. The Weather-Bureau predictions are

useful in a thousand ways.

Fig, 116. One of the Washington weather-maps.

The red lines join places where the barometer is the same.

The blue lines join places where the thermometer is the

same.

The reddest regions have the highest barometer.

The bluest regions have the lowest temperature.

The dotted regions are being rained on.

The lilt’ j arrows i\y with the wind (point to the plate towards

which the wind is blowing).

The red figures give the height of the borometer.

The blue figures give the height of the thermometer.

The long dotted line from Manitoba to St. Paul showp th«

track of a storm moving eastwards.
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Water* Vapor .—The air contains moisture

—

vapor of water—which is invisible, just as steam is

invisible. Most of this moisture comes from the

,

ifi V #

:

||p&

1 .

T'S';'
;

•

'

f ‘T'iT

Fig . 1
1 y. l)i ops ot water

will cuudense on ihe out-

side of a glass of ice-water

(Try it.
)
The little drops

on the outside come from

the warm air of the room.

sea. Invisible vapor rises

from the surface of the

ocean into the air. We
cannot see it, but we can

prove thatrit is there, in this

way

:

We know, in the first

place, that warm air can

hold more water-vapor in

every cubic foot than cold

air can hold. If we cool

any mass of air some of the

water-vapor in it will be

squeezed out by the cold.

If y ou are in a warm room

on a cold day you will see

that the cold window glass

is covered with moisture.

The air near the glass is cooled and some of its

vapor of water is condensed in drops on the panes.

Mists and JFogs .—If warm air with plenty of

invisible moisture in it is blown by the wind across

a cool valley or lake some of its moisture becomes

visible as mist or fog.

Dew.r—Some of the moisture of the air condenses

upon cold solid bodies and we calbthat visible mois-

ture dew. You can see it in the morning before
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sunrise covering bricks, the grass, plants, with

thousands of little drops of water. When the sun

gets high all the air becomes warmer and the visible

dew is taken into the air as invisible vapor. A
tumbler full of ice-water held in a warm room will

soon be covered on the outside with hundreds of

fine drops of water (see Fig. 117). Why? These
drops do not come through the glass from the ice-

water
; they come from the invisible moisture in the

air ot the room which is cooled because it is near

the cold tumbler. (Try it.)

Frost instead of dew results when the tempera-

ture is below the freezing point.

Fig, 118. Clouds along the (cold) fac« of a cliff in the
Semite Valley in California*.
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Clouds are formed just as fctgs are formed

by the cooling of the air and' moisture by the meet-

ing of cold and warm currents, or otherwise. We
call them fogs when they are near the surface of

the Earth, clouds when they are high above it.

Fig. t 19. Cirrus clouds. Such clouds are usually high up in

the air—about five to six miles. They are formed of very small

crystals of ice;—frozen moisture.

Haiti .—The very small water drops in a cloud

often unite to make larger drops which fall in rain.

HaiL—If they are frozen on their way down we
call the frozen rain drops hail.

Snow is frozen water-vapor, not frozen rain

drops. If you look at snow flakes with a "micro-

scope, or a strong magnifying glass they always

have the shape of a six-sided crystal. (Try it.)

Slevt.~—If the falling snow flakes are driven about

by thewind they lose their shape and they fallhs&leet.
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FtO. 120. Photograph of snow flakes.

The Rainfall ofthe United States.— The an^pant

of rain (and melted snow) falling at different cities

in the United States is measured in every storm,

and the whole amount that falls in any year is the

annual rainfall for that year. It varies from year

to year at the same place, but not very much. At

New York, for instance, the annual rainfall is

usually more than 40 and less than 50 inches;

That is, if all the rain of a year that fell into a

barrel were kept it would more than fill a barrel 40

inches high. Study the map (Fig. 121) carefully

and see what it means.
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THE SNOW-LINE.

Fig.

132.

The

snow-Hne

in

the

Roc^

j

Momnsifts,
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The Snow-line .—On very high mountains the

snow never melts eved? in tropical regions. In the

Arctic regions the snow never melts even at the

level of the sea. The line above which the snow

never melts is called the snow-line. In our Rocky
Mountain regions it is about 13,000 feet above sea-

level.

The Rainbow .—Abeam of while light that leaves

a prism is spread out into the colors of the sijeo

tram -(page 7J). White sunlight icflec.ted within

rain drops makes the rainbow.

s'

$'.
%v

-

F10. 123. A tunbeam Fig. i 24. The rainbow. It is

of ^white light kurveis a iorntcd by parallel ruy* from the

raiil drop as a beam of col- Sun (St S, S', S') refracted by
ored light* rain drops (a, t>, a% &') entering

the eye. There are often tw&
bows. ////' is the horizon.

Halos .—Most halos are formed by the light of

the Sun (or Moon) refracted by crystals of ice in

the upper air.
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Co emistry is the science that tells us what things

are made of
;
and it is useful in all khtids of manu-

factures, Tf you want to make guppbwgtar, or

fo tan leather, or to make good steel, you

must use a receipt that chemists have found out.

The best way to understand chemistry is to make a

few experiments.

The teacher should prepare the apparatus and try the ex-

periments K* foiehand, and repeat them before the class. As
the subject is not an easy one the expei intents chosen ate pur-

posely made simple, Hue, as clhev.here.it is sought to fncul*

cale piirn •; '•*.* and to teach methods first ot all. Little n>orfc

thl^fehL cmu he done with children who have had no formal in-

stnrction in chemistry.

The following materials arc needed. E very bottle should be

plainly labeled. ,t

In small glass-stoppered bottles :

Sulphuric Acid, Nitric Acid, .Hydruchloi ie Acid, Acetic

Acid.
4

In cork-stoppered bottles :

Sulphur, iron wire or tilings or tacks, copper wiie or filings

or tacks, zinc wire or filings or tacks, quicklime, chalk Cray*

oiss, scraps of zinc, scraps of pure lead, gunpowder, o\yd of

manganese, sulphur matches, common table salt, phosphorus,

fragments of tumble, niter.

A pair of scales, a few glass tumblers and dishes, corks, a

glass stirring rod, filter paper, a spirit lamp, a pane of window
glass, glass jars, will lx* needed also.
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Physical Changes: Solutions.—A pinch of Com-

mon table salt is dissolved' in a tumbler of water.

The salt, which is a solid^becomes invisible in the

liquid water. It is invisible, but all of it still remains

ill the water. If the solution is poured into a flat dish

and set on a hot stove^the water will go off in steam

and vapor, and will leave the solid salt in the dish,

(Try i‘-),

ix powdered sulphur with iron

filings by shaking them >together in a box™A
^magnet will attract the iron filings and not the sul-

phur, and the two things can be separated in this

way. (Try it.)

When salt is dissolved in water you can get the

salt back again by heating the water; neither salt

nor water is lost or changed. And when sulphur

and iron an 4 mixed you can separate them by a mag-

pet. Neither is altered. I

/ (dmhimt/ion.— But there are many dongs which

combine when they are mixed together. You put

in two things and they combine to make a thud

thing different from either.

Sulphate of Iron .—rFor instance, take one part

(by weight) of iron wire, two parts of strong sul-

phuric acic( in four parts of water and mix them.

The acid and the iron will combine, and the iron

Will disappear. 1 Now filter the fluid and it on

a hot stove in a flat dish. The fluid will evaporate

and will leave beautiful green crrlials of sulphate

1 Xf the mixture is heated the action wtfvt^more mpid.
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' % *

of iron—gr^en vitriol, so called. The acid and the

iron have combined to make a third thing—green

vitriol—different from either. (Try it.)

Sulphate of Coffer .—Or again, i(ake one part,

(by weight) of copper wire, with ten parts of strong

sulphuric acid (and no water). Mix them and boll

the acid over a lamp until gas escapes rapidly.

Let the mixture cool and pour off the

fully. Add water to the residue and cvap&ariTfye.

solBon over a fire. Beautiful blue nystals of

sulphate of copper— blue vitriol— will remain^

The add and the copper have combined to maku a

third thing—blue vitriol —different from cither.

(Try it.)

Sulphate of Zinc. —Or again, take two parts

(by weight) of zinc scraps and put them with three

parts (by weight) of sulphuiic acid to which tHfre

has been added ten parts of water. (Do not |^at

it.) When the action ceases you will have a Hcjfokt

Evaporate it over a fire and crystals of sulphate!

zinc will remain. Two things have combined, ai^

third thing has been made, different from^ith^

of them. (Try it.) „

" 1

Carbonate of Lime,'-*A piece of chalk is made

up of two things, namely, carbonic add and lim£.“

Chalk is . carbonate of lime. Pour some diluted

sulphuric acid on the chalk. The carbonic acid,

which is a gas, will be driven off, in bubbles, by

the sulphuric acirf, and sulphate of lime witf remain.

(Try it.) It is as^tf lime vjtere a prisoner and the
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carbonic acid a soldier holding him. Sulphuric add

is a stronger soldier and takes the prisoner away.

/ Chemical Affinity —The sulphuric acid has a

stronger affinity idr (liking fc*r ; fondness for) lime

rfhan the carbonic acid and always drives it off and

$akes the lime prisoner in its turn; Vinegar is an

rM^^cetic acid). It, also, lias a stronger affinity for

carbonic acid has. Pour some strong

a piece of chalk (carbonate of lime) and

carbonic acid gas will fly away in bubbles and

Iga acetate of lime. (Try it.) It is just as* if

Rn iked to be a prisoner of acetic add rather

than of carbonic acid.

>*Llme has a greater affinity for acetic acid, than

for carbonic acid, the chemists say. It is by

studying these likes and dislikes of the metals

chemists And out the easiest and the cheapest

>va}*s to manufacture them.

WiArl
(^hemhal Manufactures .—Adi sorts of things,

^|$)o\v der, glass, soap, Cheese, illuminating gas,

^d, etc., ar^made by receipts that the chemists

'Jjtsttfe invented. i

Gunpowder is
&' qf^h^rcoal, sulphur and

niter.
1 These^jhs^ are mixed—they are

hot combined until the gunpowder is tired off.

Th^p'fhey .suddenly combine and make a gas.

The gkggi# the bgre of the gun pushes the bullet

,<mt^uilldy. ^b&tbest gunpowder is Ifa^l^which

|pves, #the mbst^^t^-and chemists have t$6pit its

, loiter 4s ft c^mb&att^J^Dj^sium and nitHr add.
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exactly how to make it. A cannon hall can be

shot out at a spetd of 2,500 feet a second nowa-
days; a hundred years ago it was not possible to

shoot it out a quarter as fast.

Composition of Ait and Water .—Our mr—the

atmosphere—is a mixture (not a combination) of

two invisible gases called <*\vgen and nitrogen.

V T
ater is a combination {not a mixture) of two in*

visible gases called oxygen and hvdtogon, 1-1

1

(ivy^e ?, ,—Take a piece of ow <1 of manganese*

It is made up of oxygen gas combined with man-

ganese, which is a natal. Heat it and the oxygen

gas will go off in bubbles and can be collected

under a jar, (Try it.)

Fig. 125. Preparation of o* upm I loaf pnw doiod o\\ti

of many’smost in a tube about onu-fhiul in!}. i i.r ox\i»cn

will bo d) Ivon off by the boat and can K collected met water in

a jar tinned upside down, AlterwiuUs slide, v sheet of gl&su

under the jar so as to close it and keep the jras (ill it is wanted
for other experiments.

Nitrogen Gas can be prepared by burning a

bit of phosphorus 1 (not bigger than a green p^afc)

1 Handle the phosphorus with pincers — for oops
;
mo er much U

with the hands as it produces very bad sores,
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under a glass jar containing air. Air is oxygen

and nitrogen mixed together. The phosphorus

burns up the oxygen of the air and all that is left in

the jar is nitrogen gas.

Fig. Preparation of nitrogen gas. Float a little phos-

phorus in a saucer on a small piece ot wood in a jar of water.

iC&ver it by a bell-jar. Set the phosphorus on fire. It will

$Burn up all the oxygen in the bell-jar and leave only nitrogen.

, Slip a pane of glass under the bell-jar while it is in the water

and keep the nitrogen gas till it is wanted for use.

In ioo pounds of air, 23 pounds are oxygen and

77 pounds are nitrogen. This is the air we breathe,

and it is the oxygen in the air that keeps us alive.

If afif*4».mal (a mouse for instance) is put into a

jar of hitro^fi gas it dies. The nitrogen gas does

not kill the mouse ; it is the lack of oxygen that kills

it. A match will not burn in nitrogen.
,
(Try it.)
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Preparation of Hydrogen :

Fig. 127. Preparation of Hvdrogen. The left-hand jar con*

tains scraps of zinc in water. Through the straight tube with a

cup at the top carefully pour in some strong hydrochloric acid.

The liquid will begin to bubble all round the zinc and the bubbles

will rise, go over through the bent tube and be caught above the

water in the closed jar which has been turned upside down and
set on a stand. These bubbles are hydrcgpn gas.

What has happened is this : the zinc has taken some chlorine

from the hydrochloric acid (which is chlorine gas cottoned with

hydrogen gasl, and formed chloride of zinc, which stays in the

first jar. The hydrogen gas set free has gone over in bubbles,

and is collected in the right-hand jar.

N. B. This is a dangerous experiment, because if hydrogen
gas mixes with air the mixture may explode. Two things must
be^refully attended to : I The right-hand jar must be completely

filled with water and then turned upside down so that no air

remains at the top of. it, above the water. IX. The bent tube

(which, in the picture, extends too far into the left-hand jar)

must not be put under the right-hand jar for some little time

after the acid is poured on the zinc—not until It is sure that all

the air i» the left-hand jar is driven off, and that nothing but pure „

hydrogen gas 4* coming through the tube*

9
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( \wiltti${inn.~~Com\vA$t\or\ is burning. When a

match, or a piece of coal, burnt- there is combustion.

Combustion is usually the combination of some-

m thing with oxygen. When a

j|g
match burns, the sulphur on its

jffcm head combines with the oxygen

a * r > a,K^ ^ 0Ulb-c 's a stilimg

/,v hL When coal burns the carbon

the coal combines with the

oxygen of the air and makes

carbonic acid gas. The com-
F«3. * 2 S. Sulphur bustiou (burning) is rapid in

- . ,

- * these cases. When iron iuxts
Fasten a spiral *.\ireto

a corl, a* in the pii-. some of the iron combines
fine. Ifi'nt the "be (slowly) with the oxygen of
it'd l*v»t and nut ii into ’

, ,
. , . the aw and makes the ox yd

frame pondered sm
phur. Li«iit th t> ml- of iron (iron-rust). When we
phurwilh a tnntih and breathe air into our lungs there
remove the cork th;<( . . .

^

4 ^ , n f is a siuvv combustion them
stopper# abul-ptr ot

oxv^Bi and put tlu* Part of our body rusts, as it

ror^pvith the spiral werc . the slow burning of, our

T^,uiphhrwni
P
bhll- fat and food keeP^ the tern-

hi iiihintw till it is peraiure of our body at about
all binned m).

q8° Fahrenheit even' when the
(Try it.)

air round us is at zero. The

colder the air the more food we must eat to keep

warm. That i.s the reason why the Eskimo eat

fat and blubber.
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Combustion in Oxygen *—Light a match and let it burn in the

air and blow it out. While the end of the match is still glowing

red put it into a jar of dxygen gas. The match will instantly

burst mlo flame, (Try it.) Blow out the match and try it again

and again.

Fig 129. Hydiogen burning in air. The bottle contains

hydrogen gas The lmt-hand tube is stopped up. The right-

hand tube leads up inside an empty glass jar. % Hydrogen gas will

stream up this tube. Light n \% itli a match and it will burn. It

will combine with the oxygen of the air. Hydrogen and Oxygen

combinedform router. Notice the drops of witter that condense

on the inside of the glass. The teacher should tiy this experi-

ment, using great care.

Hydrogen is the lightest of all gases ah<3 is e**

actl}v suitable for the filling of balloons. It takes

fourteen cubic feet of hydrogen to weigh as.much
as one cubic foot of air, so that a balloon filled with

hydrogen (a. little toy balloon for instance) will

float in the air.
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Fig. 130. A ballooi?. Hydrogen is expensive and most

balloons are filled with common coal gas (illuminating gas),

Chemical Elements .—When a chemist sees a

substance new to him, a mineral, for instance, the

first thing he tries to find out is whether- the sub-

stance is a combination of substances that he knows

already. For example, he finds that salt is made

out oi chlorine (a gas) and sodium (a very light

metal). Next he tries to separate chlorine into any

other two substances. He cannot do it ; or, at any

rate- do chemists have succeeded in doing it, so far.

Neither have they separated sodium into any sim-

pler things. Substances that cannot be separated

iato any simpler substances are called elements.

Here is a list of the most familiar elements.
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Aluminum
Calcium

Copper

Gold
Iron

Lead
Potassium

* Arsenic

Carbon

Chlorine (a gas) Oxygen (a gas)

Hydrogen (a gas) * Phosphorus

Sulphur.

There are twenty-two elements named in this

list. There are about seventy elements' in all, but

many of them are very rare. Ninety-nine hun-

dredths of the substances on the Earth are made
up of the eighteen elements in this list who.se names
are not marked *.

Every single thing on Earth that you can name
is made up of one of these elements, or of a com-
bination of two, three or four of them. And all

that we know about the Sun, Planets, Stars and

nebulae leads us to think that they, too, are made
up of the same elements.

Chemical Compounds .—Some of the substances

that we see and handle on the Earth are elemenfe

Metals.

Sodium
Quicksilver (a liquid

metal)

* Nickel

Silver

Tin

Zinc.

Non-Metals.

* Iodine

Nitrogen (a gas)
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(gold, silver, iron, etc,), but most of them are

compounds—made up of two or more elements

(salt, clay, steel, wood, leather, etc., are compound

substances).

Cloy is silicon, aluminum, oxygen and hydro-

gen.

Salt is chlorine and sodium,

Steel is iron and carbon and phosphorus and

sulphur and nickel.

iVood is chiefly carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and

nitrogen.

Leather is chiefly carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and

nitrogen (combined in different proportions from

wood).

Diamond is pure carbon.

Black-lead, in a pencil, is very nearly pure

carbon. -

Sugar is carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.

Human hair is carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, ni-

trogen and sulphur*

Indigo is carbon, hydrogen, nitroge^nd oxygen.

Quartz is silicon and oxygen.

Granite is silicon, oxygen, aluminum, potassium

or sodium.

Sjhdnine is carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen

and sulphur.

Air is oxygen and nitrogen (mixed).

Water is oxygen and hydrogen (combined).

Hitmanjlesh—fat is* carbon, hydrogen, oxygen

;

lean is carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphite,
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MU& is water (oxygen and hydrogen) containing

fat (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphui).

Chemical Symbol**— Instead of writing the word oxygen out

in full chemists the symbol O to Hand for it, and in a sim-

ilar way they use other letters to" stand for the other elements,

Thoe wymbols always stand for fixed weight* of the elements.

O ahvav* stands tor ih part*-, by weight
,
of oxygen. H always

bland*- for one part, by weight, of hydiogen. Na stands tor 2/

parts of sodium. Ci lor 35 parts of chlonne, and so on.

Svath'd* <]/ the Jiicments.

Calcium is C.i.

1 jroht i-s All,

Iron n I‘V ,

Lead is Lb,

Cat be.! j i\ C,

Chlorine is Cl,

Sih er is Ag,

55utc it. 7, n,
etc.

Sodium is Na,

Hydrogen is H,
Nif * ogen is N,

(

n

vgeu is O.

them! if m rib fit*' symbol tot wale* fly), which means that

in wftin then are ..* pari •*, b\ weight, of oxygen to two parts, by

weighf/ol hydrogen. Sodium 1 oni bines with chlorine to make
common salt. Chernis's write the Symbol toi salt Nat 1 . which

means that it contains 23 parts, by sveiglit, of sodium and 35
parts of chlorine. Sulphuric at id is H

2
SO

A ;
nitric a* td is 1 J NX)$

;

hydrochloric aouHs HC 1 ; acetic acid is C*H
4
O

a . carbonic acid

lgOOv
Green vitriol is KeSO, ; blue vitriol is CuS04 ; marble is Ca

CCV, starch is C6U K>
O r> : can e-sugar, is C

1?
H 22On ; and so on.

This is a short way of writing
; and it can be used for describ-

ing an experiment and tor lelTing beforehand what third thing

is going to be produced when two things are combined. Fdr
instance, the experiment on page iys (to make blue vitiiol) can
be describ'd in this way;

Cw ~f H,S04 -^CuSO, *f'nf

(Copper) (Sulphuric acid) {Sulphate of copper blue vitriol)

and so oh for other combinations.



BOOK V: GEOLOGY.

Geology is the science of the rocks. It tells

how rocks were made in the first place, how they

have been raised above the level of the sea, then

crumpled up by earthquakes and pressure to make
mountains, how they have been worn away by

water and ice. The past history of the Earth is

written in the rocks, and Ge ology tells how to read

the history right. How old is the Earth? How
does it happen to have its present shape ? How
long have men lived on it ? Such questions as

these cannot be answered without studying the

rocks. have to begin by studying the way in

which water and ice make changes in the Earth’s

surface.

"The EarIks Crust.— The crust of the Earth is

the rock and soil of the land and the rock anti clay

of the ocean floors. No one knows exactly what

is below the crust. The deepest wells and canons

are about a mile in depth. The hot lava from vol-

canoes does not come from very great depths.

The only parts of the Earth that we ever can see or

touch are the rocks qf the thin outer crust. Draw
a circle eight inches in diameter, and let it stand

for the Earth. The tj^n pencil line that bounds it

136
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is wide enough to stand for the crust. Ninety-

nine hundredths of the Earth' s crust is made up of

a dozen of the chemical elements see page 133) as

carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, silicon, alumi-

num, sulphur, iron, etc.

Rmming Water Model* the Shapes of the Hilts

and Mountains of the Earth's Crust ,—If you look

at a plowed held after a heavy rain you will see

that it is all carved into small ravines and hills.

The ground was soft and one raijjj
)V
was enough to

do the work. The hard rocks of the mountains

have been carved in the same way, only it has

taken thousands of years and hundreds of thousands

of rains to do the work.

Fig* 131. This map of a river ami its branch* *, might

map of the little rivulets of water in a plowed Held after a rain$
4
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The softest rocks of a mountain are quickest

worn away and the high peaks usually consist of

the hardest rocks,

Fig. 132- A view in the “ Bad Lands ” of Dakota. The rain

has carved ail the slopes.
J

,

'

Ocean waves may wear away sea-cliffs several

feet every year. There is a church in Kent, En-

gland, that was a mile from the shore in the time of

King Henry Vtll. (1509). In. the year 1804 it fell

into the sea. In three centuries the ocean had

woirked its way a mile inland.



Flo. 134, A part of the gorge of the Niagara river.
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. A

a precipice and wears away the rock ovfer which it

falls about three feet every year. It has already

cut a deep gorge about seven miles long. To do

this work has required at least 12,000 years and

probably more time, We can say then that any

changes in the rocks that occurred before the

Fig. 135. The Great Canon of the Colorado River.—This

cafion is about 30a miles long and its Ifepth is always as much m
half a mile, and often as much as a mile. The river used to run

on the surface of the ground. It has cut hundreds of miles of the

length of it$ gorge down into and through hard rocks a mile in

thicknm* Imagine how long a time this work required*
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Niagara river began to cut its gorge must have hap*

pened at least 10,000 years ago. It is in this way
that time is measured in geology,

Hivers Carry Soil to the Seav—The Mississippi

river, lor instance, carries enough solid material to

the sea, every year, to make a hill 268 feet high

and a mile square. Five thousand such hills would

cover all the land drained by the Mississippi (its

drainage-basin) one foot deep with soil. It will

take the Mississippi five thousand .years, then, to

lower the level of its whole basin one foot. And,

generally, we may say that all the continents have

their levels lowered by rivers about one foot every

five thousand years.

Fig. 136. A mountain brook. It ran move quite large stones,

especially in the opring when the brook is lull*

Stones are Carried by Streams .—A stream'4 ** '

whose current moves six inches in a second ,wili
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carry fine sand along with it; gravel is carried if

the current moves a foot iu a second ; stones as large -

as a hen’s egg if the current moves three feet in a,

second. (Boys who live in the country can provft*

this for themselves.) Very rapid torrents move
large bounders.

Stream* Sort Out Different Sizes vf Stones .—-A
mountain ton “at will carry quite large stones along

'with its current. When l he stream leaves the hills

and runs more slow it drops the hugest stones.

It will carry gravel a long way, but by and by it

drops the gravel too. , As it runs more and more
slowly, in a ilat country, it may even drop the sand

it is carrying. The dhferem stones are sorted out,

according to their weight, by the stream. If} on

put some send hi a ha- in full of water you cannot

pour all the sand out with the water unless you give

the basin a swirl to make the water move faster.

Then it will pick up the sand. (Try it.)

Fio. *37, A ISood plain.
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,
*r#3"

, > ;

jFlo&$*Plains .—When rivers are flooded by melt*

ing smtws or heavv rains* they oversow their banks,

0nd their waters, which carry sand and mud, spread

out over the land on each side. In spreading out

they run less swiftly, and drop some of the mud
and sand and form a flood-plain. The mud that is

dropped is called sediment—that is settlings.

Fia. r ^8. The delta ot a p re* .

Deltas At the mouth of a river thete are often

several branches spreading out like the Greek letter

delta { J). Every year much mud and sand is de-

posited by the river and if the current is strong they

are carried out to sea and dropped on the sea bot-

tom, where, in time, they are cemented into rock*

Sediments are Deposited in .Layers
(
Strata ') .

—

If a river empties into a lake or* into the sea it

brings great quantities of sand, gravel, <$b., and
these settle ou the bottom of the as sediments—

•

settlings. They lie in layers one above another.

The river rums faster in the time of" spring floods
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than in the dry summer and so layers of gravel

will sometimes lie over layers of sand. This goes

mi for centuries and centuries, and by and by, all

these layers are cemented together and make a

rock that is called a sedimentary rock. It is sand-

stone if the layers are of sand ;
limestone if the

layers are made of the shells of dead animals that

live in the ocean. All sedimentary racks are strati-

fied—are in layers : and all rocks that are stratified

(in layers) were originally made from materials

sorted out by water .

FlO. T39. A glacier in the Alp*. From the ^.now-covered

summits the glacier slowly moves downward like a river of* ice.

It carries with it all the rocks that fall on its surface and it

grinds and polishes the face ot the rocks in Its bed.
^
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Glaciers .—Snow falls on the tops of mountains

in the winter and if they are Vefy high it does not

melt when the summer comes. Above the snow- 5

line (see Fig. 122) there is perpetual snow. This

snow slides downwards on the steep slopes and

becomes packed into ice (as a snow ball can be

packed, by pressure, into ice) and the ice, like a

river, slowly flows downward between walls of

rocks towards the valley below. At the lower end

of the glacier the ice melts and forms rivers that are

usually torrents. Glaciers flow like rivers, only

very slowly, a few feet every day. If you drive a

row of stakes in a line across a glacier like this:

Rocks
|

. . Rocks
Glacier

(

in a few months the stakes will look like this

:

Rocks ... ... Rocks

Glacier

!

The four stakes on the rocks will not move, of

course ; the others move as the ice moves'; the

middle of the glacier moves fastest. (Why?)
Bothers ,—The glacier grinds against its rock

walls and carries pieces of rock down with it.
#

Bowlders fall on it and are carried down on its sur-

“ m
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face. Now-a-days we often find great bowlders

in places where there used to be glaciers that do

not exist any longer. We often can tell just where

these bowlders .came from because they must have

come from ledges of Jthe same kind of rock. This

i$ one proof that glaciers used to exist in that place.

Boulders on Cape Ann, Massachusetts, They were

brought by an ancient glacier that t»3s long since disappeared.

Glacier-Scratches

.

—The glacial river is heavy

and presses hard against its bed and its walls. The
stones in the ice are slowly rubbed along the stories

of the walls and bed and glacial scratches are made.

If you find a rock to-day with such scratches you

may be sure they were made by an ancient glacier,

although the glacier may have melted away cen-

, furies agor
,
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141. Glacier mm kings on a rock in Iowa, There ate no
glaciers in Iowa novi-a-day*.

A glacier carries a great quantity oi rock and „

dirt with it. At the lower end of the glacier much
of this dirt remains when the glacier melts. Some
oi it is carried away by streams of course* but much
remains. The glacier thus builds up at its lower
end a peculiarly-shaped wall. , Wherever you find

such walls, now-a-days, was the lower end of an
ancient glacier.

The Glacial-Period in the United States ,—-A
great part of the United States was once covered-
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by* glaciers as Greenland now is. This was per-

haps a hundred thousand years ago. Since then

the climate has changed and the glaciers have

melted. The ice sheet was, in parts, nearly a mile

thick. It covered parts of Iowa, nearly all of

Illinois and Ohio, all of New York and New Eng-

Ftg. T42. A peculiar shaped hill (a montittv huUt by a glacier

near Ithaca, N. Y. There are no glaciers in New York now.

landv and all of Canada. (Trace this region out

on the map of the U* S., Fig. 121. ) Bowlders,

glacial markings and moraines now to be seen prove

the existence of this ancient ice-sheet. Think what

a different country America then was. Its plants,

animals and men were all driven southwards by this

ice-sheet, climate was very different. Nearly

every one jeS^he ponds and lakes in Canada and the
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northern United States has been formed by this

glacial ice* The valleys of all the rivers were much
changed too $ though many of the rivers are older

than the ice sheet. The ice sheet endured for

thousands of years and had time to do much work,

The great falls at Niagara were formed by it,

probably.

Fig. 143. An Iceberg from the Greenland glaciers. Seven-

eighths of its mass are below sea-level.

Icebergs .—When a glacier ends in the sea^as

many glaciers in Alaska and Greenland do, hiige

blocks of ice break off and float away. These ice-

bergs are made of fresh water (why?) and th«?y

float so that only about one-eighth part shows.

Pack-Ice ,—The salt water in the Arctic regions

freezes, too, and makes fields of pack ice so thick

that vessels can not penetrate it. Jl- is often so
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iamm^d together by winds and currents that its

surface is too rough for men to travel on. This is

one of the principal reasons why it is so difficult to

reach the north pole.

Soil is Rock that ]Im> been Broken Take

up some soil in your hands and you will find that

while much of it is soft, it contains little crystals of,

sand, etc. These crystals are pieces of rock that

has decayed and crumbled to pieces. Rub a pane

of glass with these crystals and you will find

scratches on it.

T44. & picture to show the *>oi I and what is underneath
On ten i

4- the soil; lx low that, rork pa* My decayed ; below
that ugvn, solid iork. Hut th : s la*.t has cracks in it. Water
enters those (racks and bursts them apart when it freezes* Rocks
are all the while decaying and making soil.

If you go deep clown below the soil, anywhere
on, the Earth, you will find solid rock—below the

„
oceans as well as below the continents,
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In the gorges and canons of rivers, in quarries,

tunnels, and railway cuttings you can see the bed-

rock, as it is called. ?

Fio. 145. A mass of htmtified rock. The different layers

(Rtfata) are of different kinds. This rock was formed urider

water.

Different Kinds ofRocks.—Granite, lava, sand-

stone, limestone, marble, slate and coal are rocks,

(Try to get a piece of eac h kind.) Granite rocks

hav e been formed deep down in the inte-mr olfejf!(fe

Earth, where it is very hot, and where the pressure

is very great. Lava is melted rock that has flowed

out from a volcano. Sandstones are grains of sand

that have been cemented together, under waf^T.

They are in layers—in strata . Most limestones

have also been cemented together, in layers, und£r

water, from the shells of small sea animals*
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Nine-tenths of all the surface of the* land is cov-

ered with stratified rocks. That proves that the

continents were formed under the sea and then

slowly lifted up.

Stratified rocks lie under all the oceans.

Fig. 146. A rock made of shells cemented together under water.

Granite is composed of three different mineials, quartz, feld-

spar and mica. You can see in a piece of freshly broken granite

little crystals of hard quartz, and with \our knife you can cleave
:

’hff thin layen^O^«hiningmica (isinglass it is sometimes called),

feldspar is JfljftQ, in small flesh-colored crystalline slabs.

(Try to find these in a piece of granite.) All the granites were

formed deep down in the Earth. The granites that we set* have

been uncovered by water that has worn away the rocks that

once laid above them.

•y Mdmestone is made of granules of carbonate of lime cemented

togfther. If you put a drop of sulphuric acid on limestone car-

hOitpc acid gas is set free in little bubbles.

Sandstones are grains of sand cemented together. Red
sandstones are cemented by a compound of iron, and the air does

not affect them. For that reason they make excellent building

stones.
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PRECIOUS STONBS. #1

Kiu 147. Photograph of two pieces of granite.

S/a/cs are clay in layers each one like the slates th|

in fcthcK.l.
4

,

C/ay.—When a crystalling rook is Jjrdkfcrt

grains and deposited under water VI C hav% ^tyC^’The otcttin

bed, far from land, is, in great part, made of a reddish vlay.

Crystalline Rocks and Crystcrk .—If you break a

piece of marble you will see that the ruck is**made

of a multitude of little sliming crystals. Sugar, *60,

is made of crystals.

Precious Slones *— Diamonds (white), rubies (red),

emeralds (green), sapphires (blue), topazes (yellow)!

amethysts (violet)—are all crystals.
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]'i'" *5°* Snowflakes crystallize into six-sided foipms.

Dissolve a quantif y of salt in water,* and then *0$ the water

,

tn a metal pan on a stove so that the water evaporate father"
slow U . Cr \ stals of *alt will form and will gi adually.grtar*Wafer?*
H\v if.) Ku-iy one of these crystals, or small, isitube.
Sail crystals are all of one formalist as elephants are alF of one
foim, whether they an* large or small. ^ ‘

Dissolve a quantity of sugar, or alum* in hoilftfg water" and
set it away to cool, llang some threads of s|Hng in the solution,
and when it cools you will find the strings cohered with shimnjf
crystals. (Try it.,) Snow is cryst^Uz^f water% *

Elevation end Defressio%^, the Ldkd. All
stratified rocks, we knowi^faefe formed under the
ocean. How is it find than making the
laud? Millions of years ago t&ey were formed;*
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it

Fig, 15 1, ft.
crystal of quartz. Quartz crystals usually have a

shape like this.

slowly—a layer at a time. It required millions of

years to make them. During this long period the

crust of the Earth has suffered many changes.

Some parts of it have been lifted up; some parts

depressed. On mountains, thousands of feet above

the ocean, we still find shells of sea-animals bedded

in the rock. When the shells were deposited, the

tops of those inountains were under water. In

Lake Baik^l^^liich is now 1,600 feet above the

$ea, thejre are Impgk seals of the same species as

ttodse ofHhe Arctic .Ocean. Their ancestors came
r£|iere before the glacial epoch, when Siberia was

under water. The interior of thfe country was then

lifted up leaving this lake, and' the seals have con-

tinued there to this day, They are living evidence

m the rise of this country from the ocean. Even
now the coasts ofJSweden are rising and you find

sea beaches there poo feet above the present sea

level. Other cpa^js*areisibking

.

v • % * 4'
.

*

There is a temple MJjyfogr built by the Romans near the sea-

shore about two thonsftSfet years ago. Three of its columns are
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still standing and In them yon can still see sea shell# which have

bored Into the marble. When these borings were made the

floor of the temple must have been at least twenty feet under .water

,

It was above water when the Romans built it; below water when

the sen shells were boring; and it is almost above water now.

So that here is a ceiialn proof that the laud where the temple

stands has been depressed twenty loot and raised again in the

last two thousand years. There are many other proofs of the

same kind and they all show that m the millions of years during

which the Earth has lasted the crust has been elevated and de-

pressed many times, very differently at different places, of course.

All the granites of th6 Rocky Mountains were

formed deep down in the very hot interior of the

Earth and have been raised by the crumpling of the

crust. All the sandstones and limestones of the

country were formed under waiter and have Men
raised to their present levels by crumplings of the

Earth's crust. Sometimes the lifting was gentle

and gradual ; sometimes they were laised by vio-

lent earthquakes.

Fie. 152. Stratified rocks lilted. Originally the layer* were
horizontal. During some crumpling of the Earthy cru&t thpy
were turned cm edge.
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The Stratifed Rocks are About Five Miles
’

Thiol .—Few rock walls are more than a mile high.

How can we know, then, that the stratified rocks of

the Earth’s crust are at least five miles thick? In

the crumpling of the crust the stratified rocks are

sometimes turned on edge, as in Fi^. 152. We
can then actually measure their thickness.

Fig. 15 j. A series of layer* of rock* of different kind* that

wfK oc iginally horizontal and that have been tilted up on edge.

Crumpling of the Eartlii Crust

:

Fig. 154. A picture to show how mountains are Anmctime*

formed by crumpling* of the Earth'* crust, and how rivers flow

In the valleys, black stratum h fetf&I. It would never have

j|eca found if the layers of rock had not been crumpled.
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> Mountains are usually formed by the crumpling

of the crust of the Earth as it cools. At first the

ridge is a huge bulge on the Earth's surface. Af-

terwards it is sculptuiecl into shape by water. The
Appalachian Mountains are i ,000 miles long, joo

miles wide and 3,000 feet high. The Rocky
Mountains and the Andes together aie 10,000 miles

long, 500 to 1,000 miles wide and x0,000 to 20,000

feet high Water has carved them into shape.

All Nova Scotia and New England and the very

places where the cities of New York; Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Washington and Richmond now stand

were once covered with mountains as high as the

Alps. Water has worn them away.

The Prepare of the Rocks within the Eat th .

—

Imagine the pressure on the bottom bricks of a

brick wall 100 feet high. If the wall ware 1,000 feet

high the bottom bricks would be ground to powder.

The rocks fifty miles deep in the Earth would be

ground to powder, too, if each piece oi lock were

not packed on every side—from below as wfell as

from above. If a crack opens near such a piece, the

nxk will foiv through the crack just as tai would.

The motion will produce great heat, just as draw-

ing a rough tile over iron produces heat.

The least weakness in the Earth's crust, .any-

where, produces crumpling. , It may build nioim-*

tains. *

Take $ piece of putty or dough and pmh it sidewhe from

both^ideft. The center will rise into the shape of a mountain.

.

{Try it.)
“ ‘
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The amount of rock removed by water is enor-

mous, as Fig. 15 j
shows. Probably five miles

of rock lias been washed off the top of the Appal-

achian Mountains and more than a mile from above

the present Rocky Mountains. The shapes of the

mountains as we see them now are entirely" due to

water.

Fauna and Flora .—The animals that inhabit any

country" or region are called its /anna; the trees

and plants, its fora . Some animals (the aJligatoi

for instance) are only found in certain regions.

moment you see this picture you know that it was takt n in Aus-

tralia ami nowhere else.

Some plants live only, in certain places. There

were no mammoth^ camels in when

Coi^gpbua landed (1492), but^ Jher^tofeed to be
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thousands of them. Their skeletons are still found

by scores.

Rossils .—The stratified rocks were funned in

seas, lakes, and in the deltas of risers. Shells,

bones, skeletons, leaves, plants, logs and the like

were buried in these layers millions of years ago

and some of them have been pieservt-d. They
have been turned into stone. We know something

about the fauna and ilora of past times by the

fossils that have been found. We know that the

Kangaroo, to-day, belongs to Australia. In the

same way we can associate certain fossils with cer-

tain layers of rock—with certain ages. If you find

a certain kind of fossil fish in Iceland and another

of the same kind in Norway you know that the two

rocks containing the fish are of about the. same
age, because that fish lived at one period of the

Earth's history and at no other. The animals and

plants that first appeared on the Earth are buried in

the deepest lasers.

The l 1n$(ratified Rocks, - Granites and lavas

that are not stratified iorm the greater part of all

the mass of the globe, The\ lie deep down, and

we only see them when the rocks above them have

been worn away by water or when they have (like

lavas • been pushed up by pressure from below..

Volcanoes ,—Voleanoes are mountains built up by
lava flowing out from the hot interior of the Earth.

The lava is forced upwards j^y pressures in the

Earth's interior. Lava is melted rock. Enormous

n
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quantities of it flow from some volcanoes. The
whole of the Hawaiian Islands have been built from

lava flows. In the northwestern parts of the United

States (Washington, Idaho) there are lava fields

that cover 200,000 square miles, and they are some-

times 3,000 to 4,000 feet thick. Arizona has a lava

field covering 25,000 square miles. These im-

mense sheets of lava were not sent out all at one

time, but the lava flows were spread over millions

of years. Mt. Etna is 11,000 feet high and 90

miles in circumference and is all solid lava ; the

Hawaiian volcanoes are much larger. There are

hundreds of active volcanoes now ; and thousands

of extinct volcanoes.

The surface of the Moon (see Figs- 22 and 26) is covered

with extinct volcanoes.

Fig. 156. Lava (colored black in the picture) flows from a hot

reservoir deep down in the Earth to the surface and Hows out.

It builds up first a hill and then a mountain.

Vesuvius.—One of the most famous active vol-
1

Canoes is Vesuvius, near Naples, in Italy. In the
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the year A. D. 79 a terrific eruption took, place

which buried the cities of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii

1 under heaps of volcanic mud and ashes.

Fso. 157. Apportion of Pompeii with the heap* of ashes re-

tnoi t;cl» Many of the houses remain jus 1 as they were twenty
centuries ago, Mt. Vesuvius shows ?n the distance.

Imagine New York to lie buried under heaps of ashes and to
remain buried for twenty centuries ! The people who would imp-

rover it m the year A. D. 4000 would know exactly how w 0 lived,

how our houses were built, what clothes we wore, how we worked
and how we amused ourselves. The inhabitants of Pompeii
rushed from their houses leaving everything behind them, * A
few who returned to save t heir money or jewels perished. Every-
thing remained untouched. When the city was uncovered after
all those centuries the very bread was found on < he counter in

the bake* \ shop l A notice ws».s found Cave Canem ( Beware of

the Dog!) to warn passers-by of a fierce waich-dog.

I Pronounced potn-pu ye.
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Volcanoes smd uut gas. flame, steam, mud,

ashes, hot stones and floods of meHod lava, or some-

times of hot mud
The steam causes violent explosions and some-

t^mes tears the mountains to pieces as at Krakatoa,

near Java, in 1883, and in Martinique in 1901.

The volcano of Cotopaxi is known to have thrown

a rock nine 1 feel square and thirty feet long nine

miles away. Instances ot the sort give some idea

of the immense energy of the explosions.

Earlkqnakr.v. — If the underground rocks are

moved at all a shock is sent in evoiy direction.

Ten million tons of rock moving a hundredth of an

inch wail make a heavy shod., and if the move-

ment is not too deep undt rgromul we shall feel the

shock at the surface. The earthquake at Charles-

ton, in 1886, threw down hundreds of houses,

opened great cracks in the ground, made new

ponds and lakes, and was felt all the way from

Wisconsin to Cuba. At the Lisbon earthquake

C755) forty thousand persons perished —many of

them by great waves that rolled in from the sea

when the level of the ocean-floor was changed.

There are earthquakes during every volcanic erup-

tion. It is the earthquakes of millions of years

that have crumpled the crust of the Earth.

7he clgv of fhr Earth. ~ No one can tell the age

of the Earth exactly, but we can form some idea of

it. The sedimentary rocks were all formed by soil

washed out to sea, The sedimentary rocks are
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certainly 6,000 feet thick (probably they are more

;

see page 158). Rivers bring soil from the land at

the rate of about one foot deep of soil every 5,000

years (see page 141) 6,000 times 5,000 =* 30,000,000

years. If the rivers of old time worked no faster

than the rivers of our time then the Earth mtjsfc

be at least 30.000,000 years old.

Suppose that one of your steps—two feet long

—

stood for a hundred years and that you start

out for a walk. Three steps from your house

put a stake in the ground to stand for the landing

of the Pilgrims, three hundred sears ago nearly

(1620); four steps from your house put another

stake to stand for the landing of Columbus (1492);

at eight steps put a stake to stand lor the conquest

of England by William the Conqueror (1066); at

nineteen steps, a stake to stand for the date of

the birth of Christ ; at sixty steps, another to.

stand for the building of the Pyramids in Egypt

(about 3,000 Nearly all the history we
know is represented by sixty of your steps. It

would take 15,000 such steps (about 6 miles) to

mark off a million years of the Earth's history.

You would have to walk at least 180 miles to re-

present the age of the Earth.

Jf the time during which the Earth has endured i« represented

by 180 miles then the whole known history of mankind h lepre-

rented bv not more than a couple of hundred feet.

Geological Ages .—We can tell the age of some

rocks by noticing what fossils they contain. First? of
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all, there are many rocks (granites, lavas, etc.) that

contain no fossils at all. We can tell nothing about

them. They are called rocks of the Archcan age.

Fig. 158. The succession of the locks of the Earth’s crust.

The oldest rocks are at the bottom, the youngest at the top*

They wete deposited in that order. The Archean rocks have no

fossils; the Age of Invertebrates has few animals with back*-

bones ; in the Age of Reptiles animals with backbones, especially

reptiles# are numerous ; in the Age of Mammals there are many
aaUft&is that give suck to their \trung.

Lying over them are layers of rocks that contain

the fossil remains of plants, seaweeds, shellfish, etc.
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Fig. 159. Some of the fossils of the age of invertebrates—of

the age when there were few animal? with backbones.
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This is the Age ofInvertebrates—of animals with-

out backbones. There were plenty of fish, though,

in this Age. It is also called the Paleozoic Age

—

the age of ancient life, the name means.

Fig . 160, A fish ot the Devonian period- tin body is covered

with scales like that of a reptile- -of a lixard, tot instameu

Lying over these rocks, again, are others, that

are not so old ; they lie uppermost ; they were de-

posited later. The fossils in these rocks are mostly

reptiles—lizards ,
etc., besides fish, plants, trees.
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This is called the Age ofReftiles ; or the Mesozoic

Age—the middle age of life/ And, lying over these

rocks, again, are others younger still, that contain

the fossils of animals that give suck to their young
— mammals (such as foxes, dogs, wolves, lions,

horses, cows, elephants, and man). This is called

the Age of Afammah— the age in which animals

that give suck to their young are common. And
these great Ages are divided into shorter periods.

The Carboniferous period is that in which the coal

was formed; the Glacial ’period is that when the

Earth's surface was largely covered with glaciers,

and there are many others.

Life in the Age ofInvertebrates*—Wluu life there

may have been before this Age we do not know.

The earlier rocks have no fossils. The earliest

fossils belong to the age of animals without a back-

bone and to the seaweeds of those times. There

were many corals
; an incredible number of shell

fish, some of them fifteen feet long ; fishes of many
kinds, some of them almost like reptiles, and so

forth.

The CoafPeriod.—The coal beds of the world

are immense swamps of ancient times in which the

trees have rotted and died. During long ages the

trees have been gradually turned into coal*

A thick forest makes about a ton of dead leaves,

dead branches and trunks on every acre every year.

If you spread this evenly over an acre it makes a

layer less than a thousandth of an inch thick* In
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some coal Melds die solid coal is over a hundred

fcrt thick, and it must have taken something like

a million years (1,200 x 1,000=1,200,000) for

these beds to be tunned.

Ff<\ 161 A landscape in the ton! period. A’otjre ihcturioiin

trees, \ ory different front oms. Fossil tuvs of this kind me
found m coal. In fait, coal is nothing but the 1o-mI remains

ot auHi trees. Some of the Fees Mere at least 50 teei high and 4
feet in diameter*

. ; PeaJ~Bogs.— Now-a-days we find in certain

countries great maisbes or bogs of a thick black

mod called peat * Ireland has many such bogs—

*

one of them is fifty miles long for instance* In the

United States there are many also. The peat is

mostly made up of decayed trees and plants (car-
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bon, nitrogen, etc.). Plants and trees drop their

leaves every year and finally die themselves, and

fall* In wet places peat is formed, often rapidly.

Coins left by Roman soldiers 2,000 years ago have

been found covered by ten feet of peat bog, so that

the peat has increased about a foot every two cen-

turies, in that particular place.

There are many single layers where the coal is

50 feet thick and the thickness of the rocks that

contain coal is more than two miles. The ancient

swamps were of immense extent. In Pennsyh*

vania, Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee, Georgia and

Alabama there are more than 60,000 square miles

of coal lands, and in North America alone about

200,000 square miles. These were once swamps.

The climate in those times was very different

ent from now ; it was warm and moist everywhere,

even in the arctic regions (where coal is often found

and where theie must have been forests, of course).

There were many corals, land and fresh-water

shells, and very many insects, such as dragon-

flies, spiders, beetles. These insects had organs

by which they could make a noise, a note, to call

their fellows.

Life in the Age of J\ef>tiles .—Some of the fish

of the Age of Invertebrates gradually turned into

"

reptiles—land and sea animals with a backbone—
somewhat as a tadpole changes into a frog. That,
is, the descendants of some of the early fished be?

came reptiles
; the descendants of Other fish re*
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Fjg. rfo. Flora and fauna of the Jurassic period. Notice the

lizard-like birds with teeth.

maimed fish. They breathed through gills and not

with lungs. The reptiles lived sometimes on land,

sometimes in the sea. After millions of years some
of the reptiles grew immensely large as we know
by their skeletons found to-day.

Ff<». The skeleton of a Brontosaurus. Sortie of these

hugeTizard-likc animals were 50 feet long and weighed something

like 20 tons. They walked ; they did not craw!
;
and sometimes

they stood upright.

Life Since the Age of Coal.—The plants, trees,

“fish and animals of the Age of Co*,. and the ages
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Fig. 164 A f vitig reptile. Some ot Uivk ivpuk^ had a spread

of v, Ingv a-', uunh *»?* twenty feet.

before u were \erv different indeed from those chat

we know. But they were the ancestors of our

plants and animals* Some fishes gtadnally lost

their m mured scales and their descendants became
our iish. The flying reptiles were the ancestors of

FiG. r(>5. A landscape ot tin* Chad' peiiod. The neu» su c not

untiki* our reciwoo^ and palin.^
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our birds. Our horses are the descendants of ani-

mals of the same sort that lived in these ancient

times. Our oak trees, poplars, willows and so forth,

were unknown till the Chalk period, but they are the

children of old forms of trees, much changed in

the course of millions of years. Great lizard-like

animals of past times were the ancestors of our

crocodiles and alligators.

Ancestors ofthe Horse .—-The fossil remains of

horses that lived millions of years ago have been

discovered* and their bones are now in our museums,

There was the Eok/ppns , the first horse, the ances-

tor of all horses. lie was no bigger than a fox,

and he had five toes on his front feet instead of one

loe (a hoof) as our horses have. This horse lived

about 4,000,000 years ago. Next came the Qre-

hippus (mountain horse), which was about the same

size, and which had four toes on his front feet,

Ntext came the Mesohifpus , a horse about the size

of a sheep, having three toes on his front feet. He
lived about 2,ooo,Ooo years ago. Then came the

Pt^lohippus, about the size of a donkey, having

thrfee toes, only one of which touched the ground*

The others were too high to touch it.

Then^about 1,000,000 years ago, came the Plio»

hippniy a small pony, with hoofs
s j
and fit^dly tfye

horse,
*“

- Four million years ago all the horses had five

toes and were no larger than foxes. * They found

•good food and grew larger because they found it.
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The larger and stronger the horse the more food

he could find, the further he could travel to find it.

If he lived in stony places, as Orohippus did, the

horse with the fewest and hardest toes was the most

fitted to live in those places. The strongest and

biggest horses had the strongest and biggest colts,

and they, in their turn had stronger and bigger

colts. Finally, in three million years or so, the

children of the little Euhipptts had grown to be real

horses. The fittest survived and had colts; the

weakest perished in the struggle for existence.

Natural ScIn lion— The Strugglefur Existence.

Every amrnal gets Its tood and saves its life from

enemies by a struggle for existence. The fittest

survive ; the weaker die. Jt is the same with plants

and trees ; with fish and birds. Why, do you sup-

pqgSj^are most wild animals, deer for instance, of

thjjfflpfee color on both sides? And why is that

color the color of the regions in which the deer

live? Because a dun-colored deer is not so easily

seen in a desert as a black one. More of the black

ones have been killed by lions and tigers 5 more of

the dun-colored have survhed. The young deer

grow like their parents in color. Deer are the same

color on both sides because the deer of different

<y>lor$ are quickest seen and most often killed.

Fewer of them live to have young. Lions are the

same color on both sides because the lions that were

of different colors were more easily seen ; they got

leas food ; fewer of them lived to have yffilgg*, Wild
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bulls are nearly always of the same color on both

nicies ;
farm bulls are often of several colors. It

makes no difference in their life on a iann what

color they are. But it makes a difference to the

wild bulls. Bears that live in forests are brown

;

polar bears are white to match the snow.

Learn these lines by heart; they were written as a joke, but

they are true if they are rightly understood.

The fastest lions caught the most animals,

And the iastest animals got away from the most lions

;

So ah the slow animals were eaten,

And all the slow lions starved to death

!

Heredity: %Adaptation .—Young plants or ani-

mals are much tike their parents. /They inherit

their shape and size from their ancestors. A young

tree is always an oak if it grew from an acorn; it

never turns out to be a w illow- or a chestnut. But

all the young trees are not equally vigorous. Sfeme

of them can stand several dry summers in seces-

sion, and some cannot. Trees that can best adapt

themselves \o their surroundings live the most vigor**

ous lives and have die healthiest acorns. If the

climate changes, the w eak trees, die and the others

w'ell adapt themselves to new circun^fmce-s. If the

climate changes very slowly indeed, the oak tree,

in thousands of years may change very much. Ift

California, where there Is no winter, the oak trees

are evergreen ;^hfey do riot shed their leaves at all.

Animals change in the same way. Once there

were no birds, but there were flying reptiles; Then
came a kiii$e>£ reptile with feathers, and afterwards
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a bird. Some of the ancient fishes were half rep-

tiles. Some of the great lizards were half whales;

others were partly birds, partly mammals.
Every living thing must adapt itself to its sur-

roundings or die. When the surroundings change

many animals and plants die, but many others

change and become very different from their former

selves. , '-

Some kinds or animals and plants (sea-shells and

sea-weeds for example) have changed very little in

millions o( \ ears. Other kinds, trees, horses, men,

have changed very much.

Reend lu'olugit'al Periods. - Any tone not more

than tour or 1b e millions of years ago is recent in

Geology. Thejunes that are most interesting to

us are the last two or three hunched Thousand years

Man appears on the Earth about 200,000 or 300,

years ago.

If Uv* entire age of theEnitli is measured by two hundred
mil*"* (one of your t4eps to a century* the tone that men have
lived on th< Earth will he measured by two hundred of yonr

, the Iwtinwn history «<1 manki »d by about thirty

There have been gieat changes of climate on the

Eaith in the last million years. Before the Glacial

Period Greenland was covered with a rich vegeta-

tion like that of our temperate zones. The fossils

prove it. The beds of coal fou&d in the Arctic

regions prove that the arctic climate was then warm
and moist. Eossil trees that need a warm climate

•

(willows and maples) are now found in Greenland

12
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purler great cliffs of ice. There were formerly

rhinoceroses, elephants, lions, tigers and hyenas

(animals that live in warm countries) in England.

Their bones are still found in caves together with

stone arrow-heads made by men-—our ancestors.

The Glacial Period.—(See page 147.) For

some reason, not well understood, the climate of

North America grew colder. Glaciers a mile thick

covered Canada and part of the United States as

far south n.s Ohio. At this time our continent was

united with Asia near Alaska and perhaps men
came to America along that road. The animals of

the country were slowly driven southwards by the

ice in search of food and warmth. Many trees and

plants were killed by the cold and other more hardy

plants took their places. Fossils of Arctic plants

Fig. 166. Arctic" poppies growing on edge of a snow-bank.
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are now found as far south as Pennsylvania. Fo&*

sil plants of the temperate zone are found in 0154

Mexico. The climate again changed, we do not

know why, and the glaciers melted after thousands

of years and left the country very much as we see

it to-day. You can understand the changes that

have taken place on our continent as the climate

changed, if you will think of what now takes place

on a high mountain in the tropics.

Botanical Regions .—A high mountain in Mexico

has perpetual snow on its summit. No plants can

live there. Then comes a belt of rocks where

there are no tuees. Below this is a belt where pine

trees grow, and then comes a belt of hard-wood

trees. Lowest of all is a belt with palm-trees and

all kinds of tropical plants. The chief reason for

this is, of course, the temperature. Palms Can

only grow in hot regions. Pine trees can only

grow in cold regions. Few plants g#>w in the

snow. If you divide the Earth’s surface into zones

there are few plants and no trees in the Arctic

zone, many pines and hard-wood trees in the Tem-
perature zones ; a profusion of palms in the tropics.

Plants are fixed to the soil and cannot travel

from place to place as animals do. Plants, then,

must stay where the temperature is favorable to

them. They cannot live elsewhere. Wild animals

like the buffalo used to range over the Western^

United States from Canada to Texas. But even

then they could not live where they found no good
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PREHISTORIC MAN. ifci

grasses. Animals live in regions, too. Each
country has its peculiar fauna and flora. Monkeys,
armadilloes, llamas now belong to South America ;

lions, tigers, zebras, hippopotami, etc,, to Africa.

They live there because the climate is favorable

;

they find good food. When the climate of En-
gland was warm and favorable there were hippo-

potami m English rivers; lions, tigers and hyenas
in English forests. Elephants and mastodons used

to live in North America.

Fig‘. 168. The pyramids of Egypt and the Sphinx— buHfc Six

thousand years ago. The great pyramid was 481 feet high.

Prehistoric Man .—There were men in those

days too—savages, we should call them ^but they*
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ar£ our ancestors. At first they dijl not know how
to make a fire and had weapons of bone or chipped

flint (the Stone Age). They were clothed in skins.

By and by they learned to weave cloth and to make
weapons and tools out of copper (the Bronze Age)

and afterwards of iron (the Iron Age). At first

they tamed no animal but the dog. By arid by

they tamed cows, sheep, goats, horses. At first

they lived in eaves, then they built huts and after-

wards houses.

Ten thousand years ago, in Egypt men were

cultivating wheat, working in metals, living under

a regular government. Six thousand years ago the

Egyptian pyramids were built; men had learned to

write, to make statues, to live in an orderly way,

in peace and comfort.
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Zoology is the study of animals ; Botany is the

study of plants (see Book VII). Biology is the

study of all living beings, plants and animals alike.

The Study of Zoology *—There are millions upon

millions of living things on the Faith fish in the

sea, worms in the ground, birds and insects in the

air, animals of all sorts on the land. One of the

first things to do is to separate all these animals into

classes, so as to get those that are alike into one

class, and then to study each class thoroughly. For

instance, the cats form a class—a large family, as

it were. The panthers form another class, the

leopards another, the tigers another. After each

of these classes has been studied by itself, we must

see if there is any likeness between the different

classes; how the cats, the leopards and the tigers

resemble each other and how they differ.

Kingdom , Order , Family^ Genus, Specks*
—In this way animals are separated into groups

and companies. All the animals of one group* are

like those of the same group and differ, in some
way, from the animals in all other groups. Take
an Angora cat, for instance. It belongs to

The Kingdom of animals,

183
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The Branch of vertebrates (animals with back-

bones).

The Class of mammals (animals that suckle

gheir young),
® The Order of Carnivora (meat-eaters),

" The Family of Felidae (the cats, lions, tigers,

lynxes, etc., all belong to this family),

The Genus Felis (wildcats, cats, but not lynxes,

belong to this genus

The Species Domestic Cats (there are several

kinds in this species),

The Variety Angora (there is only one kind in

this variety ; hat there are other varieties).

A schoolhoy— U’t n* tall him John Robf « son— wunct ones *

addresses a letter to hirnselt this way Mi John Robinhon, 22 7

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Cook County, Illinois*, United

States, North America, AVcwtern Hemisphere, World. The post*

man can find him in time. The address fully describes him. Tn

the game way the angora cat is lully described bv the variety

,

species, genus, etc., and cannot be cornptetely described fn fewer

words. There are many boys of the genus schoolboy, and a

number of the species Robinson, but not so many of the variety

John Robinson.

'Differences between Plants and Animals .—It is

easy to distinguish between the plants and the

higher animals. A horse is an animal ; an oak-

tree is a plant. Most animals can move from place

to place, but some animals—corals and sponges,

for instance— are fixed tej/ one place; a few

plants can move abdut. Animals can generally

see, hear, touch, smell, taste; ttyp digest their
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food; their blood circulates. Animate usually eat

other animals (as the liob does) or they eat plants

(as the cow does). Plants usually get their food

from the air and from the soil (though there are

plants that catch flies and eat them). Animals^

usually breathe in oxygen and breathe out ear*

bonic acid gas. Plants usually breathe in carbonic

acid gas and breathe out oxygen.

Sometimes it is very difficult to tell the lowest

kinds ot animals from plants. People at the sea-

shore press sea-weeds into albums. Most sea-

weeds are plants
;
but nearly all such albums con-

tain certain animals that look alnnwt iwmtlv like

real sea-weed.

Fossil Animal*. - Reside the millions of animals

now living there are millions of fossil animals (and

plants). 1 'snails* tin* thing animals are somewhat
like their fossil ancestors; they belong to the same
luridly, but not to tin* same species or variety. The
living animals fit the present time and the cir-

cumstances in which they live. 1 heir fossil ances-

tors fitted the very different circumstances of

geologic ages long ago. The la use to-dav has one

toe on each foot; the fossil horses had several toes.

Fauna and Flora .—The animals that live in

each country are called its fauna --its animals.

The animals of the Arctic regions are the Arctic

fauna ; those of North America are the North Amer-
’ -> ,

‘

ican fauna ; of the ocean art the ocean fauna and

$o forth. Each, region has & flora too— its plants..
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The Eight Branches of the Animac Kingdom.

VIII. Vertebrafes (animate with
backbones: Fish, frogs,

birds, reptiles, tigers and
the like

; and men).

YII. Shell-fish and insects ( lob-

ster^ crabs, bees, wasps,
etc.).

VI. CIam$, oysters, snails,

[

etc. ‘ :

'

I
V. Stotftsh, Cte.

j

IV. Worms (long squirming animals on the
i Lind and in the water: some of them
I live inside other animals 1.

III^eU/-fish, etc’.
j

II. Sponges (and other

j
plant-like water-an-

j

imals that cannot
j

mow about)*
I. The lowest animals (animals made up

of a single cell, and usualU onlv to be
seen bv a microscope).

AH living and fossil animals belong to one of the

eight branches of the animal kingdom ; and in each

branch there are thousands of families, spec ies and

varieties. Zoology studies all these animals, all

these species. In this book we shall only describe

a few specimens of each branch, and we shall begin

with the simplest of all animals and go on to the

highest of all—that is, man.
A spade is a machine ; a steam engine is a

machine. The steam engine is a higher kind of
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machine than a spade not because it is more power-

ful, but because it is more complicated and because

it can do very many kinds of work while the spade

can only do one kind. The ox is stronger than #
man $ but a man is higher because he can do mairjf

kinds of work while the ox is fitted to do only a

few kinds.

Cells.— In the first place it is necessary to say

that ihe bodies of all animals are made up of cc/Is ,

so called. The body of a man, for instance, is

made up of thousands and thousands of cells each

one oi them being a bit of protoplasm (something

like the white of an egg) and all of them being

very small, about ai1 *IK'h. When you
wound your hand it heals by new cells forming on

die wounded places and taking the place ojfttheold

ones.

Protoplasm is the glairy mass that makes up

each one of the cells ot every animal’s body. It is

a chemical < ompound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen. These four things are dead elements

and no one of them, by itself, can be alive. When
they aie combined into protoplasm the combination

can he alive. When the body dies it separates into

its elements again.

Ore-celled Animals— the Amoeba .— The very

simplest of all animals are made up of one and only

one cell. They are very small. Amoeba lives in

pools or ditches of water in the ooze of mud at the

bottom. If you put some of this mud on a plait of
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glass under a microscope you will see a very small

moving mass that looks like transparent jelly. It is

alive. It moves by swelling out on one side and

then flowing towards that side somewhat as a drop

of “honey flows. It feeds on very small plant*

(diatoms) by flowing ovei and around them—
swallowing them, as it were. If \ou touch it, its

bodv shrinks, which proves that it can feel. It can

move. It digests its food, using some of it, reject-

ing the rest. It grows. It absorbs oxygen, and

gives out carbonic acid gas, which is a kind of

Fuv 169. Amoeba, magnified man v time'*. At n Is the central

un« h*u« of the annual; w ami r are water nuclei; j v one of

the food nuclei. The animal flows outward Irom the center in

Ore dird^jflon of the arrows.

Scrape On* peer; growth off the outside of a flower*pot and
cover the scraping:, with water. In two or three weeks many of

these animals will he fouod in the scrapings. A microscope is

needed to see them.
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breathing. It often divides into two masses and

each of these masses is alive ; and then each of

these, again, divides— so that a family is born.

The Amoeba has no lungs, ami yet breathes; ho

mouth and yet eats
;
no fixed shape and yet grows

;

no nerves and yet feds ;
it is neither male nor female

and yet it has a family.

If a common earth worm (a very much higher

creature) is cut into two parts each part lives and

becomes a pci feet worm. Each half of Amoeba is

a complete animal. Bacteria are small plants, that

grows like Amoeba, by dividing into two.

Fig. 170. Glohigerina (magnified 100 times). These animals
live in the upper lasers of the ocean waters by millions. When
they die their shells sink to the bottom and are slowly

cemented into limestone rock.

The Ooze or Mud of the Bottom of the Ocean ,

—

Floating on the surface of the’ ocean there are mil- •
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lions of little creatures that have shells made of

lime* Inside the shell is a mass of protoplasm

(something like the white of egg). The shells are

full of little holes and the matter inside them sticks*

out in spines. All sorts of sea-animals eat them,

bv thousands, for food. Those that are not eaten

die at last and their shells sink slowly to the bottom

of the ocean and form tine ooze or mud. By and

by, in thousands of years, the mud becomes solid

chalk. All the great chalk cliffs oi England are

formed of the shells of such little animals in count-

less millions.

Fig. 17*. The right-hand picture shows a sponge with ninny

mouths all over its surface. The left-hand picture shows the

same sponge sliced in two. The huge central cavity is the

stomach.

Many-celled Animals— Sponges.— Sponges are

animals made up of cells Arranged in layers. The
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inside of a sponge has many pouches that serve as

stomachs and a great many small openings which

sei ve as months. The water pours through them

and-the mouths seize their food (small sea-animals,).

Inside of the sponge there is a kind ot skeleton

made ot glassy rods and spikes. Young sponges

come from eggs fo lined inside die body of the

parent, winch is fixed to the rock. The voting

sponge floats about and, by and by, in its linn, be-

comes fixed. Some sponges also bud, like* flow ess,

and young sponges art* the buds, and are Anally

separated. You haw to lememlu that even low

animals, like sponger come horn eggs. The lowest

animals of all divide into parts and t\uh part lives.

J'Jly-Fis/t .—Any one who lias been at the sea-

shore has noticed jelly-fish floating about on die

'Fig. 175. A jclly-fifc.h wen from the undex side—natui ul mac
Some conrumuj jolfy-bshes grow to be eight or ten inches to

diameter.
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surface of the water. There are millions of them

and they make the food of other sea animals.

They can move about by opening and closing

the edge of their flat body as if it were a kind of a

fin. Water and a kind of fluid circulate through

their veins somewhat as red blood circulates in

ours. They have eyes to see, and ears to hear,

a stomach, and curious thread-like organs that sting

any animal swimming near by. The sting para-

lyzes what it touches, and that is the way the jelly-

fish gets its food. The young of the jelly-fish shown

in Fig. 172 are born from eggs.

Fig. 173, A colony of live coral animals above a rock formed

of the bodies of thousands of dead corals.

Corals are little animals that live in warm sea

water near the surface. The skeletons of these

little animals are made of carbonate of lime that

they extract from the sea water. When they die

the 'skeleton is left and forms a rock. Corals live

together in colonies. A coral island is nothing but

the skeletons of millions and millions of dead corals.
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and it is usually surrounded by reefs of corals that

are living. Branches of red coral are used for

jewelry you know.

Fig. 174 An island formed entirely of coral rock.

~fydra .—The hydra is a very small water animal

found in fresh-water ponds. It has feelers that

Fig. 175. The left-hand picture shows a colony of hydroids

growing on the shell of a hermit-crab. The right-hand picture
shows a bit of the colony drawii larger. The hydra form** buds
somewhat as plants do. The buds drop off and are small jelly-
fish and float away. Some jelly-fishes come from budding; soma

'

from eggs.

13
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sting like nettles and paralyze other little animals

that ii uses for food* Jelly-fishes and coral animals

have the same kind of feelers which they use in the

same way If a Hydra is cut into slices crosswise,

i *uh slice grows into a complete animal ; if it is cut

into strips lengthwise each strip makes a complete

animal.

Worm **—The best way a> understand what a

worm is like and how be moves is to dig up a few

earth-woims and to put them on china plates. In

one of the plates put some gardt u soil and watch the

worm ns ge burrows into it. We think the worm
is a veiv low animal, but it has e\es to see, ears

to hem*, nerves to feel, a head and a kind of brain

in it, a body made up of separate rings, muscles, a

skin, a m* a th and stnma< h (or, rather, a gizzard in

v !»k h the food is giound up) a kind of heart with

whin* blood in it. It can move about on the

gum. d •«*
;

' ni Hunl* a vertical wall by using rows

ol Sinn* bosthr (hat aie arranged on each side ot

its body. The earth-worm burrows in swelling out

its head till it pushes tin* dirt away on both sides

and also by .-wallowing some of tin; dirt and pass-

ing it through its hod v . The thousands oi earth-

worms in every field do much good by loosening

the soil, thus allow ing the air and rain to reach the

roots of plants. They work the soil over by the

finest kind of gardening, and the layer of blackish

soil at the lop of the ground (you can see it almost

everywhere) is their work. Their chief food is
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halt-decuyed leaves. They lay eggs from which

the young are hatched
;
although if a worm be cut

into two pieces each of the pieces will grow to be a

complete worm. They ..re like the Amoeba (page

1 88 ? in this, and like the birds and crocodiles in lay-

ing eggs. If two w^orms die each cut in half the

tail ot one worm can be made to grow on to the

head ot the other so as to make a new animal.

Fig. 176* A starfish. This pai titular kind is Mood-red in

color and has a skin like leather. It is about four inches in

diameter.

Starfish (Radiates).— Children who live near

the seashore can catch a starfish any day—*fqr

there are thousands of them —and keep it in salt

water for study.
,

These animals are built* like a
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five-pointed star with arms about an inch long. At
the end of each arm there is an eve—five eyes in

all. The eyes show the arms which way to crawl,

and underneath each arm are rows of little suckers

by which the crawling is done. The mouth and

stomach of the animal are at the center of the star.

There is a ring of nerves around the animals

mouth, other nerves running along each arm, and

little nerves running to each sucker. The animal

can feel and see, and smell and bieathe. Its young

are hatched from eggs. Inside of its body are t ban-

nels through which water and ot ier fluids circulate

somewhat as red blood circulates n our own veins.

If one of the arms is broken oh it dies— it dqes

not grow into a new animal
; but a new arm grows

in its place. Injuries like this are quickly made
whole again in the lower animals. If your leg

were cut off it would never grow again, of course ;

still less would it grow into another boy. The
starfish can replace a lost leg; and a worm cut

in two grows into two separate worms. The star-

fishes eat mussels and oysters. When an oyster is

open (trying to get its foodj the starfish places

part of its body in the opening and sucks the soft

part of the oyster up into its own mouth.

Oysters have two shells joined by a hinge and

shut by a muscle. (Look at the two shells of an

oyster and see how the hinge is arranged. The
muscle is fastened whete the purple spot shows on

the inside of the shell.) The gristly part of the
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body of the oyster is the muscle itself and the soft

greenish part is the oyster’s liver. The layers

around part of the body are the oyster’s gills by

which it breathes. Oysters have a heart somewhat

like our hearts and a set of veins and arteries, but

no red blood, of course.

The young of clams, mussels and oysters come
from eggs

;
and a single oyster may produce a

million young. The food of oysters is made up of

little sea-animals floating in the water ip 03 suit's

open shell ; but they can be fatk-ned on corn-meal,

too.

Peat Is are formed intude the oyster round some little grain of

sand, somewhat us our own tlesh might glow around a ludlet.

Moth 1 r - of-PearL -The oyster builds its own shell of lasers

upon lasers of the \ei y same stuff of which punk are made,

adding to them from the inside.

These thin lasers one upon another make line ridges like

parallel lines and light sinning on the ndsjys is scattered so as to

make the rainbow colors. The color® are due lo the ridges, as

you can prove b\ taking an impression of the inside of the shell

in wax and noticing that the little ridges in the wax give the

same rainbow colors.

The Lobster. — The gioup of animals to which

the lobster, the crab, and all insects belong, has

the two sides of the body alike. The leg*, jaws

and so forth are arranged in pairs. The earth-

worm is made up of a number of rings, one ’ring

like another. Tire arrangement of the starfish is

five-fold; if has the arms. Man and the higher

animals are built so that the right-hand and left-

hand halves of their bodies are alike.
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The lobster has a heart which pumps its color-

less blood through arteries. , It breathes through

gills neat the roots of its eight walking legs. It

has a liver, a stomach, muscles, eyes, ears, feelers.

It cm smell. It has a memory, too, for lobsters

that ha st been caught, marked, and then set free

again, ha\e found their way back to their old home,

several miles aw.it* The lobster sometimes lias as

many as 100,000 eggs* The natural color of its

shell U dark gteon which becomes bright red when
the animal is boiled for food. Once a year the

lobster moults that is, it^plits and discards its uld

she!! and appears in a larger and softer shell that

has been burned inside of the old one. The new
she!! soon loudens and the animal lives inside ol it

lor another 3 eai

.

/ J#' ; T“
_

: t^lb ; .

'

Flu, 177, The ladj-crab (one-third of natural size). This is

one of the swimming crabs and is good to eat.
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Crahs .—The hermit-crab has no shell of its own
but selects au empty sea-shell to live in, backs into

it and carries its house about until the house be-

comes too small, when it chooses another and

larger shell, (See the picture, Fig. 275-)

fnsrits .

—

Insects have the head well separated

from the bodv. Some insects (the grasshopper for

instance
)
get their food by biting it with their jaws

;

others (the bee and butterfly ) suck their food up
through a tube.

Fig, 178, The Regal Moth, natural hire. Ti has oJivt* and red
wings with u How spotN.

Insects lay eggs from which the young are

hatched, but the egg does no* hatch into a com-
plete insect. The butterfly's egg lirst hatches info

a larva (the caterpillar for instance) ; then the

larva turns into a papa (the caterpillar turns into

a chtysalis)
$
and finally the pupa turns into the

insect (the chrysalis turns into a butterfly)*
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Fig, 179. Larva or the Rt^al Moth, one-half of the natural

size. It t> head is to tin Jett hand.

Fig. The mule and female moth* of the Tent Caterpillar

The female is the larger), These are very destructii e to apple
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Fig. 1S2. Newt of the larvae of the Tent Moth Caterpillar It

looks like a kind of spider web. The larva* live on it in a colony

and each one of them turns into a moth.

Pick up three or four of the common red and black hairy

caterpillars and put them in a box with some fresh clover leaves. *

Before very long you will find one or more hairy cocoons* The
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caterpillar inside of this in the form ot a smooth brown fufa
or chrysalis. A week or so alter the cocoon is formed it splits

open at one end, and a winged moth—the Isabella Tiger Moth—
comes out and flies away.

Intelligence of Insects : Ants.—Insects have a biain and are

able to do quite wonderful things. The brain of the ant is pro-,

portiomilly larger than that of an) other insect. Some of the

ants (the rust-red ants that live under large flat stones) make
slaves of other ants (black ants). They go out m war-pajrties,

uiptuie the black ants and make them work. The black ants,

feed theh masters and build their nests for them. The agricul-

tural ant ot Texas clears a space about its ant-hill and allows

only one kind of grass to grow there. It harvests the ripe grass

seeds and stores them away for winter food. From time to tune

the .wed* are brought out and dried in the sun to prevent their

sprouting. The army ants ot South Africa live h) hunting and

migrate trom place to place in search of food. The )Oung ants

aie carried by the older ones. When the arim of ants arrives at

any place every living thing tries to e«i ape. The ants devour

all the other insects, spidets, buds, lats and so forth. When
th» v come to a house the men leave it and in a tew hours every-

thing that is edible is eaten. K these ants could make a plan

and remember it they could drive all the inhabitants of a conn*

try out of it. The IcM-entt *ng anti* ot South Xmci ic a work in

jrajps. One, got*^
’P bee and cuts the leaves* into

pSe&fcs of size ; another gang picks up the pieces

tlikt fall to Iho & o'O’nd and carries them to the door of the ant-

hill. Another g&ng stores the leaves away. Some ants keep

and feed the aphis insects as we keep and feed cows and regularly

“ milk ” them for honey. ^

Ants Hare a Hind oj Language .—Two ants continually

stroke each other with their antennae * feelers) and can tell each

other where to find food ; that an enemy is coming, and so forth.

They are fond of their comrades, remember ^hem, and show

signs of joy when they return after an absence of more than a

year.
#

Bees .—The bumble bees build nests in the ground/’ All of

them except the queen-bee die every autumn. In the spring
* each queen-bee lays eggs that develop into worker-bees. When
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the workei-bccs arc grown they gather and store food fn the

nest. They live together all summer and only the queen-been

survive the winter. Our honey bees teed th»*?r young while they

are unable to feed themselves. Whet* a colony of honey-bees

gets too large n numbet of the work< r> 1 swaim and emigrate

to a new nest taking a queen bee with them to lay eggs.

Fig. 184 A swarm of bees.
1

Honey is derived horn the nectar of fiowei s and is stored into

the honcyi omh wliLh is made of beeswax.

fn/cl/i^ r?( (> of Houry-Ba*.—

A

hive of bees is a city of $o,orx>

inhabitants and the wax houses of the city—the cells of the

honey-comb— have all been built by the swarm. The city has

its laws and its customs, its queen, Un royal family, it* workers.

Its people do dilferent kinds of work—some make wax, some
make the wax into cells, some form the cells into the correct

shape, some gather honey from the flowers to serve an a store of

food for the coming winter, some gather pollen to feed the young
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bee*. Others go out early in the morning and return to tell the

hive where the best flowets are, others keep the hive clean,

others guaid the door, others teed the young and the queen.

There
v
ftre more than 60,000 separate cells in a full hive. The

wonderful thing about these cells is their shape. Look at a

honey-comb and you will see that each ceil has the shape of a

six-sided lead peiu.il with a bluntly-pointed end.

Mathemati* bins can solve by mathematics much too hard for

you to understand now a problem like this one : What is the shape

of a cell that shall have the greatest possible contents and at the

same time the smaller possible surface ? You can see for your-

self that it cannot be a sphere, it cannot be a cube. It is in fact

exactly the shape of a bee's cell— a six-sided prism with blunted

ends. The bee has solved this problem all by itself—not by

mathematics but by practice.

In these cells honey is stored and the queen bee lays the eggs

from which new swarms are to be norn. When the city gets too

full, and after a new queen bee has been born, the old queen leads

more than half of the inhabitants away in a flight that lasts until

thev find a n» w place to live—usually a new hi\e that the bee-

keeper pto\ ides for them—and a new city is built in the new hive.

Befoie the' leave the old hive they have made about 120

pound" ot honey, that is, more than 1 ~ tunes the weight ot the

bees who made it (just as if a city of So,000 men should make
60000 tons of provisions), All of this they leave behind them

to keep the old cit) supplied, and industriously make 120 more

pounds for the new city they have founded. And so each hive

goes on making new hives year alter year. Bach one of the new

hives is governed like a city—has its queen, its royal family, its

drones or male bees (who do not work), its workers (who are

female bees, but who lay no eggs—all the eggs being laid by the

queen). If too many queen bees are born, the workers kill the

useless queens. If all the queens are dead and there is no

queen to lay eggs for the new’ city, the work#s feed one of the

very young bees on a special kind of food that makes the young
bee turn into a queen. If it had not been so fed, it would have

grown up to be a mere worker.

If you were up above one of our great cities looking down on

it and trying to find out what all its men and women were doing
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you would by and by discover that each one was trying to be as

happy ip possible for himself. Each person is usually trying to

be happy now, this instant. If you look in the same way at a hive

of bees you will find that each bee is working so that the new
hive that is going to swarm oft by and by shall be as hiffSpy as

possible by and by . Most men work for the present time
;
most

bees seem to work for the future.

Spiders.—The webs of spiders are beautiful pieces of work

and show great intelligence. Some spiders make nests in the

Fig. 184. One kind of spider spinning its veeb.

ground and close them with a trap door on a hinge. The door
is covered with dirt and looks exactly like the ground when it is

shut, and this makes it hard for the spider*# enemies to find the
fc

nest. When an enemy does find it and tries to open the door

the spider inside holds it shut with all his forced
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Insects are very vstrong. A fly’s wing vibrates

600 times in a second. A flea can jump much
further in proportion to its size than any oilier ani-

fhal—-much further in proportion than even the

kangaroo. A bee can pull twenty times its own
weight, while a howe tan only move about six-

sevenths (fl its own weight.

Insects are both useful and harmful to plants.'

They are useful in carrying the pollen (if one flower

to other flowers so that the other flowers can be fer-

tilized, They are harmful too. In four years the

Rocky Mountain locusts as they moved eastward

did $200,000,ocx;> worth of damage by spoiling the

crops n Dakota, etc.

Beetles ami other insects are useful to man by

eating up 01 bury ing offal. Insects are often harm-

z.d to man, too. House flies carry the germs that

product Uphold fe\er. Mosquitoes carry yellow

fever germs The large white ants of the tropics

destroy the umbers of houses by eating the flber of

the wood.

Vertebrates are animals with Du Uumos which

form part of bony skeleioi|s. They never have
,

more than two pairs of limbs—either two arms and

two l^gs, like men, or four legs like horses* They
have a brain-box, or skull ; and thejmeuth, two eyes

and two ears are in the skulk All vertebrate ani-

mals (fish, frogs, reptiles, birds and -mammals—
those that suckle their young) have a .heart, and

birds and mammals have red blood. The fish and
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Fishes are cold-blooded animals that live in the

water. They are usually covered with scales.

They breathe through gills. Their fins are the be-

ginnings of limbs.

Amphibian* (frogs and the like) are born from

eggs, become a complete animal of one sort (a

tadpole, for instance), and then change into a com-

plete animal of another sort (a frog, for instance).

The last sort always has legs. Amphibians live in

the water and also on land. They are half way
between fishes and reptiles.

Reptiles are cold-blooded animals either with

shells (turtles and the like), or with skins (snakes,

crocodiles). Some live on land, some in the

water.

Birds are warm-blooded, air-breathing animals,

with feathers.

Mammah are warm-blooded and air-breathing

animals. The young are born alive and are suckled

by the mother. Whales, for instance, are mammals,

not fish.

In what follows we shall speak of some animals

of each sort.

Fishes .—The codfish li/es in the North Atlantic

Ocean, especially on the Grand Banks, The female

codfish produces eight or nine million eggs every

year. The eggs float on the surface of the water.

The mother pays no attention to them and in about

twenty days they develop into young fish. Some
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fishes have a pouch in which they carry the eggs and
*yoimg fish about till the young are large enough to

take care of themselves.

*

Fig. 186. The Mammals of .North America—the highest .to*
*

wards the top. This picture fits at the very top of Fig. 1S5.

14
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The Dace, a small fresh-water fish, lays its eggs

in a running brook, then covers them with a lot of

pebbles, then lays more eggs and brings more
pebbles, and so on till a little heap of pebbles is

formed, in which the young fish are hatched.

Fig. 187. The Codfish. The real fish Is about seven time* an

Ion# as the picture.

Some fish can fly; their fins are like wings and

they make long leaps out of the water anti back

again. A few7 fish make sounds to call each other.

Most fish have eyes, but those in the Mammoth
Cave in Kentucky are blind. Eyes are of no use

in the dark, and these fish, whose ancestors could

see, have lost the use of their eyes, just as the horse

has lost the toes which are ofmo use to him.

Some fish (the torpedo* the electric eel) have an

electric apparatus in t^eir, body so that they can

give an electric shockrto anything that touches

them. A fish in the East Inpes sometimes travels

over land from one pond to another, and is even

said to climb trees by means of its spiny fins.
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Fish show fear, anger, affection, parental feeling,

jealousy, playfulness and curiosity ; some of them

can be tamed.

Pig. i$S. Sticklebacks, The male it he upper one in the
picture) builds the nest $hder water. Seveial females lay their
eggs in it and then the male guards the nest to ketp enemies
away till the young hatch out.

Frogs are born from eggs. The eggs become
tadpoles, that is, fish

;

they breathe through gills,

live in the water, and have tails. The tadpoles
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develop into frogs, which live both on land and in

die water (amphibia,:*) breathe with lungs, and

have no tails,. Some toads live in trees and their

Fig. 189. The Toad: notice how well Iris color and spots

match the color and spots of the ground. The toads that do not

match the ground are seen and eaten by their enemies (snakes,

birds). Those that do match it live and have young which re-

semble their patents,

skins change in color to match the green leaves or

the gray bark. They escape their enemies in this

way.
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among plants, like the rat among mammals. It fits

the conditions in which it live| ;
it survives because

it is the fittest to survive in those conditions.

A female sparrow has five or six broods each year with four

to six young in each brood. If we suppose that twenfy^four

young sparrows are produced each year, that the young sparrows

breed when they are a year old, and that all live—and if all this

keeps on for ten years—then one pair of sparrows will produce
138,* xx),000,000 young ones in ten years l Of course many spar-

rows are killed, and many die of disease, and some do not have
twenty-four young in a year. But the increase in enormous.

Fig. 195. Blue Jay ; It belongs to the same family as tjie croyr.
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JVests.—Most birds build nests, and sometimes
show the greatest skill and patience in building.

The tailor-bird sews' leaves together with a cotton

thread that it makes, and pierces the necessary holes

in the leaves with its bill. Some observers s iy that

it makes a kind of a knot in the end of the thread.

The cuckoo lays its eggs in the nests of other birds

and allows them to be hatched there to save itself

the trouble.

FlG. 196. The Sharp-shinned Hawk. food is poultry an*l

other birds. Hawks and English sparrows are the two bircl'*

that can best be spared. No other birds should be killed.
*•
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Female birds usually sit on the eggs and hatch

them and male birds usually feed the feniale and the

young. The node ostrich, however, sits on the nest.

Migrath*)} rf A\vv/>.—Sonrm birds live in the

same region all the year round. Most birds, law-

over, migrate (travel) from northern regions to

southern in the autumn and hack again in the

spring. The journey is made in search of food

and ot warm weather.

Fig. 197. Ruby-throat ed Humming Birds. They feed on in-

sects and on the nectar ot flowers.
'
r
fhey bn*|j| their ne«t#

trees and lay only two white eggs.'

Intelligence of —Gulls and crows open

shellfish by dropping them on rocks from high up.

in the air. Woodpeckers store acorns for winter
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use. They feed on the grubs fattened by the

acorns. Turkey-buzzards tell each other where

food 5s by a high flight into the air which calls

other buzzards from a distance. The Frigate Bird

will not fish for itself but it follows the Booby-bird

and takes the fish that it has caught. The nests

of birds are constructed with great intelligence and

are often changed in form when new circumstances

arise.

Mammals .— The young of mammals are born

alive, and are suckled with milk by the mother.

Qposigps and kangaroos carry the young in a

pouch till they can take care of themselves. Mam-
mals have four limbs whose bones are alike. Seals

and whales have fins and flippers, dogs and cats

four legs, monkeys and man two arms and twfo

legs. All are mammals. Man is the only animal

who habitually walks upright and has his arms free.

Horns .— Deer, rhinoceroses, etc., have horns.

Deer shed their horns every year. Most mammals
do not.

Many mammals have good voices : the gibbon ape

can sing eight notes—an octave—correctly. Their

voices are used ta call their mates, to give 4 alarms,

etc. Many animals (the bear for instance) ktber*

nate— that is sleep— for a large part of the winter.

Most wild animals have a color to match the land-

scape they live in (see page 175). Arctic animals

are usually white. A red polar bear would starve*

Why?
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Bcn .usY is the science that tells about plants—

about vegetables, shrubs, trees ,
1 Suppose you see

a cheny tree in full blossom.- You know that, by
aid bj, it will hear fruit. It will bear cherries—
not ]>baches, not apples. The tree will J;row

larger; too, as years go on. Botany teaches us

how ti le roots of the tree find food in thtffioil, and

how thie food is carried through the stem to alt parts

of the tree to keep them alive and growing. It

tells wjhat the leaves are and what work they do ;

what the flowers are for and how the fruit comes ;

why leaves fall off in the winter when the -tree

goes jf) sleep, as it were ; how the whole tree wakes
up injthe spring-time.

To
f

understand all this we must begin at the be-

ginning and learn one thing at a time. And the

beg it png of plants, like the beginning of annuls,
is in |+nall parts called cells, * /

Cd/fs .—All parts of plants are made up of very

small Jtells, or cavities ; filled*up with living vege-

table! protoplasm.

1 A!tree is a plant
;
a shrufi U a plant ; a vegetable is a plant.

When! We say “ plants^*" we mlan agkinds of plant#—treps a#

well at shrubs and grasses.

285
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You have seen a honey comb? It is full of large

cavities bounded by walls. Every part ot every

plant— the stem, the leaves,

the fruit—is made up of very

small cells, and each cell is

tilled, usually, with vegetable

protoplasm, somewhat as

the cells of the homvcomb
are tilled with honey. <4

Ii you take the petal o: ? flower,

or a thin transparent bit o‘ caweed

and hold it up between ,,mr eye

and the light, you can olien see

little separate evils that inake up

the tissue— the woven web -of the

petal 01 the seaweed. (Try it.)

Or, you can take the delicate

rootlet of any seedling plant, cut it

into thin slices, and then tvamiut;

the slices with a magnifying glass

or with a microscope. (Ty1 it.)

Ever}7 part of a slant or

tree is made up of such

separate cells. They are

usually separated by walls.

If y$u cut a grape into two

Fig. 209. The growing
point of a root of Indian

corn (maize) sliced up and

down. Tt is made up of

cells. The cells are hud-

dled together in the groxv-

mg point (t) where the

t66t Is mo&t alive; the

very raid of the root is

protected by a hard cap,

the root cap (r) whtqh
, *. . , . , r

bores into the ground the l^^ld inside of

a gimlet; the whole of the "it (foes not escape because
root is made up of a tissue of it IS kept ill plage
of cells, and is covered bv ,

*ski*{d,d). • by the walls of the httle

cells that have' not been cut.

The Cells Contain Protoplasm that is Alive.—

•

No one knows exactly what life Is ; but a plant*that
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is growing is certainly alive. Each cell of such a

plant contains a slimy kind of matter (protoplasm)

not so very different frc>jn the animal called Amceba.

(Soe*page 188.)

Fig. 2io, View of a slice of the root of a plant cut crosswise,

it is very much magnified so as to show the cells, The hairs on

the root stream out in all dhections.

The Amoeba sometimes divides into two pa

and each part becomes a separate animal. In the

same wayThe cell of a plant often divides into two

parts and each part becomes a perfect cell. Plants

grew in this way. Where one cell was, you later

on find two, then four, then eight, and so bn.

Through canals running length* iseof the cell the pi otoplasm

of one cell U connected with the protoplasm of others on all

skies of it. Sometimes the cell-wall;* become like cork and inake

the h|grk of trees, , Sometimes the cell-w alls become like wood
and make the stem. Sometimes the walls become like mucilage,

as in the seeds of a quince. Remember that the cells are very

small indeed. The largest are about a thirtieth of an inch in

diameter
;
the smallest, are less than a thousandth of an inqji.

There would he i.oou^^ooocf these smallest cells In a cubic
inch,

"’' v 1 ‘ * *'
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Fig. 2ii. Four steps in the division of & ceil. The left-hand

picture shows the mother-cell, very much magnified. There are

two nhclei in it, like two yc>Jks in ap^egg. In tbe'mxi picture,

which was taken a little JafeY time, a little wall it- beginning

to grow1
* across the celL In the thxid picture the wall has spread

all across and has grown thicker. In the last picture there are

shown two daughter-cells. By and by each of these will divide

and grow, too. In this way each mother-cell will become fhe

parent of hundreds of daughter-cells. The plant grow s by the

multiplication of its cells.

A plant is made up of thousands of cells just as

a wall is made of thousands of bricks, only the cells

of growing plants usually have empty sp, ^es be-

tween them. In a hue spring day s&rne plants

grow three or four inches in length. Millions of

new cells must be formed, then, in twenty-four

hours. The cells form the tissues of the plant;

wood-tissue, skin-tissue and so forth.

Color oj Plants— Chlorophyll.— The walls of

very young cells are usually transparent and color-

less. When a plant is growing in the sunlight the

cell-walls are stained with a green stain called

chlorophyll,

Sunlight, acting on the protoplasm of the* cell,

makes a green coloring ^tain somewhat as sunlight

acting on a photographic plate makes a dark stain.
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When an union glows in a dark cellar its shoots

have a sickly pale yellow color. Bring it out into

the light and in a short while they will become
green. (Try it, if you can.

)

Herbs, Shrubs and Trees.—Herbs are soft plants

with very little wood in their stems (the catnip, for

example). Shrubs are plants with woody stems

that do not grow ulxn e twenty or thirty feet high.

\Jur;ant hushe.. are shrubs, and s*> *ne lilacs.

Trees are woody piauu taller than sniubs.

Annuals, biennials. Per* nmah\ - All shrubs and

trees me pmetmiah’ ; they live on rear niter

Some herbs are annuals (the morning-glory, maize,

oats, etc., for example). They grow from tin seed,

blossom, and dm all in the same season Plants of

^
Fh;. ?

i

2
1 Pilterent kinds oJ rPms. ft/) Iht hip u>oi ot n plant

{ like the vnutijt» oak tree) ; (//la root made up of < 'vru, with no

taproot { Live the roots of guist* or of the Dahlia} ;“{c) a thick

tap-root (like the carrot root »

this kind have iilnous roots. Some hetbs are bi-

ennials— .they live for two seasons (turnips, ear-
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rots, beets, etc., for instance). They do not blos-

som at all in the first season but grow leaves and a

thick root. The second season they bear flowers

and form seeds and then die. Some herbs are also

perennials (the peony, dahlia, sweet potato, the

iris, etc.).

ssi

Fig. 213. A large tree with its roots. They spread out to get

footCfrom the soil and to hold up the tree. You see that a good
part of the tree is under ground.

The Roots of Plants .—Generally the root strikes

downward from the seed into the ground, * Its busi-

ness is to hoM the plant up and to get the necessary

food and water from the soil. The larger and heavier
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the plant the firmer its roots must be fixed in the

ground. The main body of the root is covered

with many fine branches

—

root-hairs—little tubes

whose business is to suck water up into the stem

and to give it to the leaves.

The more leaves there are on a

tree the more water they need,

and therefore the greater the

number ot the root-hairs.

Plant ,1 common bean and wait till it

has grown a tew leaver. Then carefully

lift the plant with the soil round its

loots and wash away the soil in a wash-

basin. Hold the loots up against the

light and you can see the tine root-luxirs

growing from the root Each root-hair

is a little tube that sucks water up from
the soil to feed the plant.

W ork of Jioofs ,
— ~

r

Hie wa t er

and some of the solid parts of

the soil are sucked in by the

root-hairs and passed to the in-

terior of the root, from the root

to the stem, from the stem to the

branches, and from the branches

to the leaves, flowers or fruit.

The food of the plant comes from the soil

;

it is turned into sap and circulates in the plant

somewhat as blood circulates in your veins, A
tree without sap is dead. No matter how a tree is

planted its roots will (generally) grow downward,
and its stem upward, even in the dark.

16

Fig. ? 14. A plant

with a fibrous root.

It has no tap-root

and it dies every win-

ter, and is therefore

called an annual— it

lives only a year.
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Flo. 21%. liou vva

t-a r <M.*s fioni the

root h of plants fby

root-f rwsure as it is

called ) . A footrule is

laid along the glass

tube to measure the

height of water hi

the glass to be

f

Roots grow downward, natu-

rally; stems grow upward, nat-

urally. Why? No one can

give a reason in words any more
than one can say why young

ducks naturally lake to the water

and why young chickens do not.

Here is an experiment that von t, an

tiv. Take a sUong hi althj plant that is

gi ov\ ing in a

flower pot

and cut it ott

on l above
the sod A
strom; shoot

of a grape-

\ me is a

good one to

try Slip u

short piece of

rubber tubing

over the lop

e»t tin* ( ni oil

stem. Into

thcuppei end

of the tubing

slip a small

giass tube of

a h out the
same si/.e as

the s t e in .

Pom in a lit-

tle water, and Fra. 216. The roots of

n oi he how In duin com
,

(

t

nai zc).

the water
rifles became of the presume from Ire-

low. Xt rifleb in the glat-s tube? now’, just
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as it rose, before, in the stem of the plant. Some of the solid

elements of the soil are dissolved in the water and rise along

with it : and it is in this way that the plant gets its food.

Plant Foodfrom the Soil.—The plant gets from the soil car*

bon, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, potassium, calcium, magne-
sium, phosphorus, sulphur, iron and chlorine not as elements,

but In chemical compounds.

runners that take root at convenient distances.

A barley plant or an oat plant has roots tliat str&ich

several feet into the ground ; if you measure the

length of each root and rootlet and add all the

lengths together it amounts to fifty feet ormore. An
annual can move about and find its food. A plant

is nxed to one spot and must send out its roots to find

the food it needs.

Most roots grow in the ground. Some vines,

like the Poison-ivy, or the Trumpet-vine, have little

roots that are all above ground, in the air (aeriaU

rootlets they are called), by which they climb.

Water-plants have few roots.. Their food comes to

them ready made. Marsh-plants have more ropts,

and land-plants most of all.
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The Stems of Plants .— Plants are made up of

two kinds of material cell-tissue and uk>od. The

stems of herbs contain little wood and much tissue

;

they are soft and fleshy. The stems of trees are

nearly all woody. There are two kinds of stems.

In the first kind the growth is from the inside out*

wards. Plants u if h this kind of stems are endogens .

The stem of a sunflower or a cornstalk is a good

example.

1 Hr M() A corn stalk cut acrosw so as to show the bundles of

tibeis. ( The pupil should cut and .split acorn stalk and see for

himself.

)

Our common trees grow in a different way.

Every year they add a ring or layer of wood on the

outside of the stem (but inside of the bark). If

you count the number of rings you can tell how old

the tree is. The thickening of the tree is alien

the outside, so that the oldest wood— the heart of

the tree — is on the inside, and the youngest— the

sap-wood— is just underneath the bark. The
heart-wood is dead; the sap-wood alive. (Th$
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pupil should examine a slice of the trunk of a tre&

and count the rings and notice the way the bark

grows around the fresh sap-wood.

)

Fro 220 . The stem of palm

tree se v era 1 years old . 1 1 gr ows

horn the inside outwards. It

is. tikv the corn stalk, endoge-

nous. It grows by adding new
imitenal on the inside. The
new fibers arc mixed in among
the old.

I'i<; 22i. The plan on which Indian coin (maize) is built.

The si .ilk has here been cut into piece.s Each piece is on the

same plan. Every tree and every plant is built on a certain plan.

The plant keeps on carrying out this plan over and over again.

A coral island is, in many ways, like a tree.

The coral near the surface of the water is full of

life—like the sap-wood and the leaves of a growing

tree. The coral deeper down was once ajive and

is now dead— like the heart-wood of the tree. In

the coral island, as in the tree, a colony of live
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growing cells is built on a foundation of cells once

alive and now quite dead.

The stem of a plant bears leaves and buds ; the

root of a plant has no buds. This is a general

rule, and is the way to tell a stem from a root. A
few plants have underground stems just as a few

plants have roots in the air. The Irish potato we
call, in common language, a root; but it is really

an underground stem.

and other trees have stems of this sort.
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Branches .— All the branches of the same oak
tree arc somewhat alike, and no two of them are

exactly alike. The branches of all white oak
trees are somewhat alike. You would
know them anywhere for white oak

branches, but it would be hard to find.

in the whole

country, two
branches ex- ^GH||jBG|

a c 1
1 y alike.

The branches

of a

from buds. A HH|«|
bud that on

the south side

gets mmm
more sunlight.

and makes a

Fig. 223. The branches better branch

of a pine tree. Notice than a bud on BgMRVSz
that .in this tree the stem fhe north sid<J Mi
groe* to the very top and ,

the branches stream out branches JG * 224 *

from it. die when they
A

,

mun
°.
in

- stalk, which
are very young; dors> not have

some live but do not flourish; some branches,
have enough sunlight, but not quite The budfi

enough food. There is a strug-
10

gle for existence among branches
as there is among animals. The branch or the

leaf that gets the most food and the most sun-
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light grows best and lives the longest and health-

iest life.

Winter Buds .—A plant ..gets its food from the

soil through the roots and when the spring comes

it begins to grow quickly after its winter sleep.

During the warm weather the tree or plant is foil

of leaves. If jou look at the branch of a tree jut

where the stalk of a leaf joins the branch, you will

lind a little bud— a winter bud, so called. (Try it.)

at the end of the shoot also.

Fall of the Leaf—In most of out trees the le* • - ik

fall in autumn (called “ the fall”). Their work is

done. They are ripe and die, even before the f'dat

kills them. The stem falls off with the leaf and

leaves a scar ,
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Fio 2 %f*. Leaf-scars of hickoix tiees. Aboxe each scar you

:an se*‘ the white* foud. The bud becomes a grov\ing point next

.vi

Evergreens are trees and shiubs in which the

leaves do not fall in the winter.

Buds .—In the growing season the buds are small

and many persons do not notice them. In the

winter the bud is tightly wrapped up, but it is easy

to see because the leaf is out of the way. In the

spring the buds grow* to be branches, and new

leaves grow on the new branches or shoots.

It is* easy to make the bud swell in a loom in winter-time,

even. Cut some branches txvo or three feet long—from a red

maple tree, a lilac bush, a peach tree, an apple tree, etc.—in the

winter, , Put them into jars 01 vases of water just as if they were
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flowers, Renew the water every day or two and cut off the bot-

toms of the branches once a week no a*- to pive a fro-h surface

t In a wc* k or two the buds will begin to swell. In two

or three weeks thmci s w id ;tpp< ar. Sikh b»arw b« s flower best

in h loom that i* U"t lighted wi;h j»»o. 1 hey tiowTr more

ttuklly if t lie vases are set in tin * imslhne for a few hours esery

day,

/<v/7vw.-—A complete leaf has three parts— the

blade, the toot-stalk that fastens the leaf, to the

branch, and the stifnfrs (which are often green and

leaf-like themselves ).

FtCr. J27. Tlv'ce complete !ea\cs of a bean-plant, Notice the

leaf who -t* Made if* uptight: it has a foot-stalk and stipule <.

The pupil should gather several different kinds of leaves and
examine them oat efulty. The blade of the leaf is made up of

preen pulp covered with a thin skin. It is supported by a kind

of framework of thick pieces—the ribs. Usually there is a rilj

in the middle—the midrib—and other stnaller ones called v*. in*
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and vcinfcte. Hold a leaf up against the light and you will see

hpw it is covered by a network of veins. If you press leaves in

the summer-time, you can have plenty of specimens to examine

in the winter.

The Shapes ofLeaves .—Leaves are of all kinds

of shapes and er.ch shape has a particular name.

The names are given here so that when you read

the description of a plant, you will know what

shape is meant. For instance, the leaves of a wil-

low or peach-tree are lanceolate like the fourth

figure below.

r • I
Fig. 228. Linear, oblong, elliptic, lanceolate, spatulate, ovate,

obovate, orbicular, renifonn, leaves.

Leaves Love the Sunlight .—The more sunlight

a leaf gets the larger it grows. Leaves are ar-

ranged on a tree so that, on the whole, each leaf

gets its share of sunlight and air.



Fig. 229. Leaves of the Norwaj tylaple. Notice that the

leaven that have had the most light are the largest.

Fia. 230. Leaves and flowers looking for sunlight.
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Arrangement of the Leans on the Shoot .—The
leaves (and the buds from which next year's leaves

Fig. 331. The leave**; of the black Walnut tree are ariaftgc-d

in pairs * earh leaf of the pair F off>o>t/t the other.

are to spring) are arranged on the shoot in two

. nays. Either the buds are opposite each other, or

they are alternate *
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Fig. 232 The leaves of a Mulberrv shoot arr ttUrmatv. The
leaves are not at ranged n\ pairs, but one l >5 one.

%

Breathing-pore* {or Holes) in f+eavts. -Every

leaf has a framework of ribs and veins that hold it

together like the ribsot an umbrella. The blade of

the leaf is very thin, but when it is looked at under

a microscope it is seen to have thousands of little

pores, or breathing holes.

On the lower surface of each leaf of a lilac bush

there are more than 150,000 breathing holes to
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Fig. 233. The leal o t Pois*on-T\ >. Notuc the ribs and vain*.

; Be vaieful not to handle it.)

every square inch ! Each

leaf has several hundred

thousand pores, and the

whole bush has millions

and millions. The breath-

ing holes take in air and

carbonic acid gas. Plants

nee d the oxygen of the air

as animals do, only they

do not need so much of it.

Plants also need carbonic

acid gas. They breathe it

in. When animals breathe,

they breathe carbonic acid

Fig 234. Part of the thick-

nos of an ivy leaf, very much
magnified. The bottom of the

pic ture shows part of the bot-

tom of the leaf. The breath i ng

holes are on the under side of*

the leaf. One of them is shown

in the picture surrounded hv

cells that make up the leaf it-

self. The leaf takes in air and

carbonic acid gas through

thousands of pores of the sort.

The leaf breathes in this way.
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out

;

if they breathe it in they die. This is one

of the chief differences between animals and

plants. Remember that animals have pores in

their bodies. Perspiration comes from pores in the

skin. A man’s body has over 2.000.000 pores.

Fig. 23v Plants give off water-vapor from their leaves.

Leaves Give off the Vapor of Water from their

Surfaces. — The water taken in by the roots of a

plant rises through the whole plant and a great

deal of it is given back to the air from the leaves as

invisible vapor.

17
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You can prove this ab follows : Cut off a green shoot of any

plant (rhubarb, fot instance) and put the end of the shoot through

a hole in a cork and stand the shoot in a bottle of water. Put a

tumbler upside down over the shoot and its leaves, and notice

that a mist soon shows on the inside of the glass. The green

shoot sucks up the water. The leaves use all they need for food.

What they do not need they give off as invisible water-vapor, ami

this vapor soon tills the inside of the tumbler. The cold tumbler

condenses the invisible water-vapor into visible drops (just as

the invisible water-vapor of your breath is condensed when you
breathe against a cold window-pane.) (Try it.)

Why the Shade ofa Tree is Coot.—The shade of a tree is cool

in the first place, because the leaves keep off the direct sunshine.

It is also cool because the water-vapor given off by the leaves is

always evaporating—and whenever water evaporates, becomes

vapor, it uses up heat to do it, and leaves the space round about

much cooler. Tie a wret towel round ypur head. The w'ater will

evaporate and leave the towel nearly dry. As it does this your

forehead will become cooler.

How Plants Get their Food.—A green plant gets

its foodfirst y from the soil, through its roots
;
second

,

from the air, through its leaves.

Dry a green plant thoroughly in an oven. Water w ill pass

off. All this nutter came from the soil. Burn the dried plant in

a fire. Das will pass off and ashes will remain. All the elements

that came from the air were in the gas . All the ash came from
the soil

\

Plants contain much carbon ; and you know this because by

burning a mass of plants or trees you can make ch treoal—which

is nearly pure carbon. About half of a dried dead tree is carbon.

A Green Plant gets its Carbon from the Air.—The plant

breathes in air (air is a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen gases,

with a small amount of carbonic acid gas), and sucks the car-

bonic acid gas into the little cells inside the plant. If you put a

piece of causticpotash into a mixture of several different kinds of

gases the potash will absorb all the carbonic acid gas out of the

mixture and leave the rest. We know that it does so, although
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we unw not It now exactly why. Tn somewhat the same way the

leaf absorbs all the carbonic arid yi«s outoi the air and leaves the

nitrogen. We do not know t-s^Uh why hut we know that it

does so.

During sunlight carbonic at ul
;;

; < .is bn nthcu in by

the green leaf ami some <<\ pynm ga_ U breathed out.

A tree nec els all nr

nearly all of its leave's

in order to make

food enough to live.

It you strip halt the

leaves from a tree it

will die.

7 hr Phi”t Mn'is SUuth

for //* Food,' - March (J’ke

out ^ oumion starch ) is

made out ol carbon, hydro-

gen and oxygen
;
Cb

Ii w(

>

iV

The pl.mt males starch

out or cat borne arid gas

(CO,A and water sOHj.
AH green iva\n in the

sunlight ui) and do make star e h. It is the sunlight that doe* the

work. Leaves kepi in the dark cannot make st.ua h and there-

fore can not make food enough for the tree.

Tkt Plant Change* it* Stan h into Sugar,—Starch L
Sugar is C

l5<
H.

4i
Ou . The starch cannot he dissolved tn v. ater

and therefore is not lit for plant-food, because plant -food imUt he

able to be dissolved by the water that comes from the mots and

thus to run all through the body of the plant, Phmti, turn tueir

starch into sugar somewhat as starchy foods aie turned to i.myrv

foods by the saliva of one’s mouth . Sugar can be dissolved in

water ami therefore the sugary water can and docs run through*,

out the plant us *af, The sugar maple 1ms a great .ileal of very,

sweet sap which, when boiled, makes maple-sugar.

Fn> 2>{* A green leaf m a water-

plant placed in :i luiihler ol w ah r

will guv ml huhMm. sons' ot

tb< s t * bubbles are air but most of

them are < »m *• t u g.us
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The Sap*— The sap flows everywhere in the

plant somewhat as blood flows in our veins. Some
of it flows from the roots to the leaves ; some of it

flows from the leaves to the root. The sap from

the roots takes up food from the soil ; the leaf sends

down its sap ; the two together manufacture new
vegetable protoplasm. Exactly how this is done no

one knows yet ; but it is done. The life of a plant

goes on somewhat like the life of an animal. 1

It

takes in iood, digests it, sends it to all parts of its

body, manutactures cells

of protoplasm. These

cells multiply and the

plant grows. When the

protoplasm in the cells

dies, the plant (or the

animal) dies.

Fig. 237. Leaves of the

Venus’ Fly-Trap. /W ' ,kaf Cl,u/‘ ph'

rs for
Food.— Their is.« plant in Amer-

ica called Venus’ Flj Trap that catches then and rats them ’ 1 hm*
hairs on each leaf are very sensitive like the whiskers of u eat.

When a fly touches one of these hairs the leaf closes up with a

snap and holds the fly fast. It the fly is alive the leaf keeps closed

and sucks the fly dry and then opens. If it is dead the leaf

opens almost at once. Somehow the leaf is able to tell that a

dead fly is not the food it wants. Blue-bottle flies, spiders, cater**

pillars and even bits of raw meat are greedily taken by this plant

as food.

Flower-branches ,—The branches on which flow-

ers grow are born from the winter-buds. Some-

1 The life of a tree is more like the life of the, colony of animals

that make up a coral bank (bee page 246)
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times the flowers grow directly on the stem as in

the mullein-plant. (See Fig. 224.)

Solitary flowers often grow on the end of the

main shoot as in the common white-weed (ox-eye

daisy) of our iields.

What Flowers Are For . — The
plant bears flowers in order that they

may produce seeds and in order that

the seeds may produce other plants

of the same sort. A single elm-tree

might live its own life out without

producing seed, but if no elms pro-

duced seed there would soon come a

time when no more elms would be

found on the earth. If none of the

Smith or j ernes families had chil-

dren the very names would soon

die out.

We are apt to think that the beauty

and scent of the flowers are made for us

— for men. We certainly get the

benefit of them. We shall, however,

soon see that the flower is a wonderful

arrangement for producing seed, for

protecting it when it is produced, and

for making it fruitful. The color and

scent and honey of the flowers are for

birds and bees, not for us ; but we can

all the same.

Frc. 238 .

H v a c i nt

h

flowers grow
from buds
on the stem

of the plant

;

as does mig-

nonette, etc.

enjoy them,
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I’k:. 240. The flowers of the HriU,<! Wicuth (Hpir<5a) are borne

In clusters, mam 1 lusters on a branch.

The calyx of a flower is the outer and lower green

cover. You can see it in the picture of the butter*

cup sliced in two. (Fig* 242.) Let us call this

cover a zvhorl (that is a whirl—a circle—that makes
a part of the flower). The next whorl is called the

corolla . It is made up of the five bright yellow

Fig. 241. A buttercup

flower.

Fig. 242. A butter,

cup flower slice*! in^twO.
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leaves of the buttercup flower. Double roses have

many leaves In" their corollas.

A calyx often has several leaves ; each one of

them is called a srfaL

A corolla usually has several leaves ; each one

of them is called a fetal.

A flower is borne on the thickened end of the

flower-stalk ; this end is called a torus.

Look at the last pictures again. Inside of the

petals of the buttercup you will see
:
first, the

stamens of the flower (that* is the little rods that

stand up highest, each rod having a thickened end) ;

and, second
, the fistlls (that is the little clump

inside of the ring of the stamens). The pistil is

the seed-bearing part of the flower. You must

examine all sorts of flowers and find the sta?nens

Fig. 243. A hollyhock flower sliced into two. The &ne little

hairs with thickened ends arc the stamens
( point them out)*

The dump in the middle of the flower is made up of pistils

(point to it).
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and fistils in each one, if you can. They are dif-

ferently arranged in different flowers. Notice that

the ends of the stamens are always thickened. The
thickened end of a stamen is called its anthet.

(Point out the anther in the last three pictures—
and find them in real flowers.)

Pollen is Borne by the Stamens .—Pollen is the

dust-like grains on the anther.' The violet pro-

duces about a hundred grains ot pollen in each

blossom, while the poppy produces more than three

million grains, and some flowers (orchids for in-

stance) many millions.

Fro. 244. A plum blossom sliced in two to show : $e, the
s* pais

; f , the petals; sta, the stamens. The pLtil occupies the

middle ot the blossom and consists of three parts ; 0, the ovary ;

•S the style ; $t> the stigma.

The Seeds are Borne by the Pistils .—The ovary

(o) ripens into the fruit. The anthers of the stamens

(s/a— not 5, not st) are tipped with pollen.

Fertilization ofFlowers.—Flowers will not pro-

duce seeds unless the egg-cells in the ovary
(
o
) are

fertilized (made fertile, made productive) by pollen-

.

cells from the anthers.
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A grain of pollen falls on the .stigma (si in the

Inst picture). There it absorbs the juices of the

stigma and grows a fine hair-like lube. This tube

grows downward through the style (5 in Fig. 24 4)

and reaches the ovary (y ), When the pollen-cell

meets an egg-cell in the ovary, the t\io‘ join and the

egg-ceii ripens into a seed.

Fxc;. 245. In the right-h;u.d part (&\ you rco thn pollen of a

plum blossom escaping from the anthvi . It CilU on die

(A ). Jt sends out flue shoots that ,t)c earn'd d mu the six In to

t he oxary. There they meet with and feitili* <*.« «-h\.

Each fertile egg-cell grow?. into a seed.

Fertilization of Flozuers.— A flower may he

fertilized by its own pollen ; but the seeds grow best

if they are fertilized by the pollen from other

flowers.

Cross-fertilization is the fertilization of the egg-

cells of one flower by the pollen from another

flower*

Pollen is carried by the winds from fewer to

fower .
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Pollen is also carried by insects and bees from
flower toflower .

Plants that depend upon the wind for bringing pollen to them

usually have small flowers with little odor. They do not need to

attract the bees by their odor. Flowers that are fertilized by pol-

len carried by bees usually have large

gay flowers with a strong odor.

Grasses are fertilized by pollen borne

by the wind and so aie oak trees,

birches, elm trees, poplars and pine

trees. The flowers ot such trees do

not close at night. They must alw ays

Ik* ready to catch what pollen the

wind brings. Flowers that close a*

night are usually fertilized by pollen

carried by bees. The Ikics do not fly

by night.

It nil the bees in the world should

suddenly die, more than 100,000

species of flowers would perish, too.

The bees can not live without the

flowers, file flowers cannot live w ith-

out the bees, and mankind would
find it very inconvenient to live

without the fruits which the bees help

to fertilize when they are flowers.

Fruits .—The ovary filled

with seeds ripens into the

fruit. It may be a berry, a stone-fruit, a nut, a grain,

or a pod. Hickory nuts, chestnuts, acorns, are fruits

just the same as peaches, apples, etc* Beans and

peas bear pods as fruit. Think of all the fruits you
know ; and say where the seeds are in each kind.

Life in Seeds .—A seed is alive— the protoplasm

in it is alive—but it does not begin to grow until

Fici. 246. The pollen

of this flower is dusted

over -the back of the bus y

bee who enters the flower

to get its nectar, its honey.

When he enters another

flower of the same sort he

leaves pollen there, and

thus the second flower is

cross-fertilized. Straw-

berry plants, for instance,

are fertilized entirely by
lx*es.
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Fi*,. 247. The
fruit of the black

m;tpb\ Fruits of

thi* .shape are called

kev-fruif s.

the spring comes. Seeds in a

dry place will keep alive for

several years— some for more
than fifty years. But the stories

about 44 Mummy-wheat ” grown
from se Mds found in the coffins

of Egyptian mummies where

they had been for thousands of

years are not true.

ffozr Srrefs are Scattered.

—

When the fiuit is ripe the seeds

are ready for planting. Usually

the tree has to do its own plant-

ing. The tree that bears the

most seeds and scatters them

furthest abroad has the best

chance of producing new trees of its own kind.

Such trees are, then, most numerous.

The seeds of the dandelion

and thistle are carried by the

wind. Some seed-vessels

burst when they are ripe and

scatter the seeds in this way.

Birds eat fruits and digest the

pidp but excrete the seeds,

an J thus scatter them. Fruits

with burs cling to the fur of

animals and are thus scattered Fig. 248. The seed-

far and wide.

by squirrels;

Nuts are buried
1,od

,

ot

,

the baJ
,'

iWri Ptant
explodes anti scatters

some of them -the seeds.
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are Dot eaten but grow to be trees. Finally, men
plant the seeds of the plants they value and take

care of the young plants. The plants cared for by

men have, accordingly, a great advantage in the

struggle for existence.

Jfovj Seeds Grow to be Plants .— Each seed con-

tains a young plant all ready to grow.

Pin. 249. A t^eed in the ground (the middle one in the pic-

ture) grows a root, ami a stems and leaves, and becomes a com-

plete plant. The 01 ighiul seed contained n you'ng plant aU ready

to grow*.

Take an almond out of its shell. Soak it a little

in water and pull off the thin brown outer coat. At

one end of the meat you will find a little plant, or

bud (called the////wwfr) t
all ready to grow. (Try

it.) The meat inside a cherry seed is like an

almond and you can find the plumule there top.

(Try it.) Open a fresh morning-glory seed ; or a
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dried one that has been well soaked in hot water

and see what you'll find. (Try it.)

Planft Somelime* Growfrom Puds.—Cut up a potato leaving

a hud or “e\e T * in each piece and plant the piece*. A plant will

grow from each piece. (Try it.)

Plant s Sometimes Grow from Cuftttuf*.—A bit of rose, or

geranium or carnation stem may grow ii it is stuck in the ground.

Fig. 250. A gera-

nium grown from a

cutting, The short cut-

ting is tied to a wooden
toothpick to keep it

upright.

Fig. 251.

Cion of

Apple.
The Cion

Inserted.

The parts

must he
well waxed

to keep
out the
air.

(Try it.) The tips of strong upright shoots make the best cut-

tings, Each cutting should have a joint near its lower end.

They should be planted in a box about five inches deep filled

with loose sandy soil. In about a month, roots veil! form and

new leaves will come at the tips. Then they may be trans-

planted.
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Truit Trees Grow from Grafts on the Stems of Other Trees,

—The cions (slips from the tree) are often grafted into the sterns

or branches of other trees.

Ftu, 252. The small-fruited bhagbrnk hickory in the winter time.

Such grafting i* done in the spring, using cions cut id the

winter. Pears grafted on quince trees grow well; hut quinces

grafted on pears do not grow so well. Tomato plants grafted on

potato plants and also potato plants grafted on tomato plants

groW well. When the potato is the root, both tomatoes and

potatoes may be produced. When the tofiato is the root, neither

tomatoes nor potatoes are produced. Chestnuts can he made to
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grow on some kinds of oak tices but not on others. The reasons

for these things an not w ell understood. We have to find out

whai a graft will do by trying the experiment.

Fig. 253. The sweet cherry in the winter time.

The Forms of Plants.--There are differences in

the leaves on the same oak tree, differences in the
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stems and branches of different white-oak trees and

yet* in a general way all white-oaks look alike. All

red-woods look alike ; all elms look alike. Each
tree and each kind of -plant has It > o.on habit of
growing. Oak trees have a habit of growing in a

certain form just as tigers or sheep grow in a cer-

tain form. New bran* he,, grow in the sime form

every year because they grow hem buds which are

arranged always on the s.<me plan in each tree.

j?4 \ tin* oak tree in FlonC «, neii Spanish ruo,; hang
ifig down hum its branches.

frees Suggest Certain Feelin , -The oak-tree

is strong and sturdy ; the huly-hi U is slender and

graceful; the typresa is giounp . the pine is

solemn; the red-wood is majestic. When we look

at any of these trees they give us feelings of pleas-

ure or, it may be, of gloominess or pain. To be in

a red-wood grove is like being in a grand church.

18
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That is because the light of thef $ky comes to you
from far over-head in #uch a grove, just as it does

in a great cathedral,. In the same Way we have

special feelings about the mo/iest violet, the lovely

wild rose, the formal dahlia, the pure white-lily, the

Haunting peony, the stately o/eander. the gay phlox.

Fi«» <255. A gif aj cactus on the Arizona desert.

Jf you look at my laftdscape and find it beauti-

ful, \>>u will 'find/that there afe three things that

mak<- up nearly All of your ep|o$hoent: First, the

shapes of th- 1

-i/iakand valleys, second, the shapes

of the cloud im$ third, the colors and shapes of

the trees and pidjU- *

1| you imagine any one of
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these three things to be different either in shape or

color your feeling about the landscape will change.

Think of any fine view and

imagine all its trees and all

its grass to be dead. Your

pleasure would go if they

were to change. You owe
them thanks for being what
they are.

Jqv of Trees ,— home trees like

the re<i“Hitod ami the “big nee”
(Set/ st ora) ol California grov\ to a

great height and are, no doubt,

inort than a thousand year-old

(hives, tig trees, ve\v trees live for

many * entaries. Oak trees may last

for c$oo years, cedars of Lebanon
about half as long. «»

There is a cypress in Lombardy,

120 teet high and 23 feet in girtfi,

that is neatly 2,000 yearns old.

Francis the First, King of France,

who died in i£f7, diove his swoid

into it in despair after he |pid been

dele.it ed in a battle, and Napoleon

I, Emperor ot France, altered the

road he was building across ^the

Alps HO as to spare it in 1800C *
, 2 ~f} _ Two ol fhe

The Struggle far Exist- California.

-

v
? ny Notice the man standing at

cnee Among Plant#, Trees,
thl . llJ>eofthe nearest tree.

Leaves, Branches, etc. *

The Earth is filled with jptant#. The strongest

and fittest survive
;

the weaker perish* Plants
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struggle for room to grow in ; for food and moisture

in the soil ; and for sunlight.

Fig. 257. The pine trees used up all the food and moisture in

the soil and left npne for other plants until man took a hand in

the struggle and cut down some (if the pines. Then, and not be-

fore, other plants grew in the open spaces and along the road-way.

Cacti will grow in deserts; eucalyptus trees

where there is little water ; mosses on rocks. They

fit their surroundings. Live-oaks and willows and

geraniums would die in such spots.

Colors and Odors of Flowers .—In 4,180 flowers of all kinds

;

1,200 were white, 950 yellow , 920 red, 590 blue, 300 violet, 150

green, 50 orange, 20 brown. It is an advantage to a flower, then*
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L> be white, yellow or red* ^More bees and bird* see it and come
to carry its pollen to other flowers of the same soif

,

Of the T ,icx> white flowers 187 had a smell
“ “ ysOM'Iiow M

7 S
«k (i ti,

*' l< yjn red 8: it it it

M **
«pj><

j

blue i.
.u

it ti it

44 u 3<x>vioht "O
it ( . it

“ 1 s<> green l „*
. i ki it

' *

' -< > ru .nijp™ 44
3

* ‘
’ „> < hi o\v n t<

1

pi okiblo ihet Ve- and birds’ mil timeets arc ;j

smell of <l flo a ei even more than }
v ii< color.

The (tin dericr Jfelp^ Natan to i'vrm Varieties

of Plantn— Natme s» l eels the best and strongest

plants by making it difficult for the weak ours to

live. Those plants that Mirvive in the struggle for

existence are very apt to he what we call weeds.

Hut man wants wheat, bailey, rye, grass, etc., and

he helps these useful plant- to grow bv planting

and cultivating them and by killing uff the weeds.

Moreover* the gardener sa' res the seeds of the

strongest and best plants and sows them* but not the

seeds of the poorer sort. The next year he again

selects and sows the best seeds, and so on. Every

plant inherits something ftom the seed which was

its parent. So, finally, I he gardener improves the

plants he selects. HE wheat is improved so as to

give the greatest product of grain; his grasses to

give the most hay his apples to bo the largest and

best flavored; his (lowers to be the largest, of the

brightest colors and of the linrst odors. He helps

Natuie to form the very \ uric, lies that he wants ,

1
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Varieties of animals are produced by the same kind

of selection. A good trotting horse is the son of a

long line of trotting horses. A good milch cow is

the descendant of many generations of good milkers.

In every generation man selected the best cows.

The others were killed, perhaps, for beef.

Some of the Uses of Plants,:

I. PlanIs Purify the Air so that Animals can

Breathe it. — Animals breathe in air and use its

ox) gen in their lungs and breathe out carbonic acid

gas. This poisonous gas (which no animal can

breathe and live) is being constantly poured into

the air by the breathing of animals. Plants breathe

it in and use it for food, and they also breathe cut oxy-

gen. Plants keep the air pure for animals to breathe.

II. Plants Make All the Food that Animals Live

VfutK—' Some animals eat plants only (cows,

sheep, labbits, etc.). Without plants they could

not live. Some animals feed upon smaller animals

(lions and tigers do this). Some animals live on

.animal food and on plant food at the same time

(men do this, for instance; they eat meat and

vegetables and grain) . Without plants there could

be no animal life on the earth. Plants could live

if there were no animals, but no animals could live

if there were no plants,

III. Plants Furnish Clothingfor Men.— Cotton

and linen are made directly from plants; silk ia

spun by the silkworm that feeds on leaves; w<jot

comes from sheep who are kept alive by grass.
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IV. Plants Supply all the Fuel in the World.—

Fin•-wood and charcoal are made from trees. All

the coal in the world is made from trees and plants

of long- past ages.

V. Plants Give Us the Artificial Light that Men
Use. — Gas lor burning is made from coal-fossil

plants; kerosene is coal-oil; electric lighting is

done by dynamos that are usually urn by steam

engines (a few dynamos are Mm by water-power,

but even here, their lamps have carbons (coal) fm

making the light)

VI* ill Steam-engines Get Their Fnergy F? can

Plants .— The coal, or wood, or petroleum used as

fuel by steam engines is the product of plants, so

that everything in the world that is made by a

steam-engine, or driven In a steam-engine, depends

directly upon plants. Cotton cloth, for instance,

is woven by steam-driven machinery, and it is

carried from Boston to Sail Francisco and from

San Francisco to Manila hy locomotives and

steam-ships.

Alt the JSje in the l i o/ id. Then , Depends Upon
Plants .—But p

1

wits cannot grow without sunshine,

so that, linn 11y , we may say that all the life on the

earth and in the solar system depends upon the

sum When the sun stops shining all the solar

system will die.

Arbor-Day.— Americans, especially in the far*

West, have learned the value of trees and in many
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states there is a holiday in the spring on which

school-children and others plant trees in places

where they are needed. Millions of trees are now

grovving on land that was once treeless.

dumber of Plants. — Tie • re are at least 125,000

A •nozun.. ies of seed-bearing plants. We do not

yet knowhaif the plants of Atri* a, Smith America

and China.

Sfrr/os. — Each kind of plant forms a species

The white oaks lunn one species, the red oaks

anothei ,
and so on.

JVwo of Specif*. — Since Linnams, the fathei

oi modern botany, published his book cm the species

of plants (Sf'c/c* Plantarum) in 1753 all species

are know n by two 1 Latin nnfnes. Thus the white

oak is called ffucrcus (oak; alba (white;. J^urmts

is the name for all the oaks ,
a/ha is the particular

name for the white species. (We say foot cits alba

just as one might sav 44 Smith -John/’)

Oak 2 rocs.— To show yon how different species

In the same finally differ and how they resemble

each other some4 of the oaks and some oi the cone-

bearing trees (pine trees, etc.) are here described.

A complete hotaiyy would give descriptions like

these for every known species of tree and shrub,

and plant and herb.

Cone-Bearing Tree *.— The While Pine is a large forest tree

much ev e! for lumber. Ir« leaves are long und tfoft, light greet*,

arranged in groups ot five. The Pitch Pine i» a znedium^ia&d

tree* Us leaves are arranged in threes.
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Fig. 270. The cone an <3

Fig 2*19 The eont mu! foliage foliage of the Arbor-vtt®

of the H< miock. (used in evergreen hedges)*

Make (7 Collectum of Dried Plants.—Plants can

he preserved by drying and pressing them between

1 dotting paper cut into sheets 1

2

xt8 inches. For

each sp< 1 vs there should he at least one specimen

of the stent, foliage, ilower, root and fruit, properly

and neatly labeled. Aitei the plants are thoroughly

dry they can be fastened bpnumed do vn by strips of

paper) to strong white wi it ing pa pc ,

Fig. 271. The Christmas

Fern, which remains green

atl winter.

Fig. 272. The underside of tHji leaves of the Christmas Fern
are covered with little brown spots. Each of these spots (shown
magnified at a) is covered with a little shield (&) and contains,

fine brown dust. From this dust new. ferns will grow. It Is

not a seed, because it did not come from a flower.
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A/ Only One Species on a Sheet.—The label of

each sheet should give : The name of the collector;

the place where the plant was found ; the date when

found; remarks as to the height, color, etc., of the

plant, the nature of the soil, etc., and finally the

English and Latin name of the plant. Consult any

large illustrated dictionary or eney< !opa*dia r or

work on botany, for help in finding the names; or

ask some one who knows.

Ferns, Afonsos, Mushrooms .—All the plants i hat we have so

far studied bear dower* rind produce seeds. Their seeds, in turn,

prcuikc new plants. There is another kind of plants (ferns,

mosses and mushiooms) that do not dower and have no seeds

Theie is not room in this little l>ook to say more about this

class ot plants, or to say anything about fos>tl plants or luu >

teria.



BOOK VIII: THE HUMAN BODY .

1

•9»

Physiology is the .science that teaches us the uses

of all the part,'* of the body of an animal and ex-

plains the ways in which they do their work. This

book will describe the uses of the pails ol the

human body, and there is only room to describe the

most important parts.

Ana'tomy describes the form and uses of the

bones, tissues, muscles, et \

Ifygiaic (pronounced hi\ en) cells how the body

may be kept healthy.

1 Note to Teachers.—The subject treated in this chapter is so

important, and at the same time so difficult, that a number of

fundamental matter s are insisted upon, in various places and in

different manners, in order that the pupil may not fail to note

their significance. Space is used in these repetitions that it is

possible might buffer have been bestowed upon other topics

which are parsed over with flight mention, or omitted entirely.

It is believed that the method adopted will prove itself to be the

wise one, however. It is far better that the pupil should have a

firm grasp on a few things, than a merely superficial acquain-

tance with many. The Application of the principles here ex-

plained to the art of healthy living is hygiene. The exposition

of the laws of hygiene is her e left, to a very great degree, to the

teacher, who should not fail to point out the injurious effects of

stimulants and of tobacco upon the separate organs, upon the

general health, and upon the morale.
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Man h a Vertebrate AnimaL—Human beings

are vertebrates, that is animals with backbones*

The vertebrate animals are man, beasts, birds,

reptiles and fishes.
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• The highest classes of vertebrate" animals are

men, monkeys and four-footed beasts. They are

called Mammalia because their young are suckled

at the breast (Mamma is the Latin for breast) . All

the mammals have red warm blood.

The!Human Skeleton seen sidewise (see Fig. 274).

These bones are in th©

1
Skuu..

Na. the bones of the Nose,

Fr. a.- the Frontal bone,

Pa, Pari'etal bones,

Or , « the Occipital bone,

Mu. the Man'dible (lower jaw).

Sf* « the Sternum (breast-bone), ^ „
*

g ...,he. Rib8 l These form I he cavity of
K. - the Klbs, > the Xhokax.
ir, ~~ the Cartilages of the ribs.

'

*S,^the Sacrum.

tlH Coccyx.

the Scapula (shoulder-blade).

Ctiw- the Cla'vicle (collar-bone).

//.

-

the Ilu'merus (upper arm bone).

Pa , the Ra'dlus low er arm bone )

,

CK - -the UFna (lower aim bone),

Me*'Ms- the Metacarpus (hand bone),

J9.= the Digits (fingers),

/#. «; the Ilium,
^

Pb. sj= the Pubis, r These, together, form the Hip-Bone-

f /*, -s= the Ischium .
*

:

F.rrrthe ffystnur (upper leg bone) (thigh bone),

Tb. *r- the Tito (lower leg boneL ** .m= the Fibula ( lower leg bone),
1 bei,e a7tt m ’*1

T.1 tss the Tarifu? ( ankle bones

)

,

Mi. mu the Metatarsus (foot bones),

P. = the Digits ( toes) . # t
,

The names are Latin names, because eat ly scientific book*

were written in Latin.

'These are In the

Arm and in the

Hand.

the Leg and

in the Foot,
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Fk». 2 7c;. The plan of the human hndv. If a dead body were
to he frozen and then tut in i . o dow :i the urddle it would show
somewhat at; 'in the picture The blackest parts of the picture

stand for bones A 7 ' is the « avit y of the skull in which the hutin
lies. The brain is connected with the spinal-marrow or spinal
conf (A/) in the hollow part of the backbone tee) The brain
and spinal cord fill up a space that is called the dorsal cavity

{dorsal means back) . In front of the backbone is tlfe x*Cnltal

caxafy ( ventral means stomach) / is the cavity ot the no*c ; oy the
cavity of the mouth : l is the lungs (connected with the month by
the windpipe ) ; k is the It* a rt

,

y’is the stmtun h ; the tube leading
from the mouth to the stomach is the gullet

;

the tube from the
stomach to the lower end of the body is the intestine ; k is a kid~

nay; d is a partition called the d?aphragm.

The Htiman Tody is Built on a Plan .—The
Igj^mSvand '^ranches of a tree are built on a plan,*

and Pst in' the same way the bodies of melt %n

3

19
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animals are built on a plan. All vertebrate animals

have a backbone and contain two main cavites—the

Fig. 276, The chest (f/torax) and the ribs, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, IQ, XI, 12 arq the ribs , 5 is the breast-bone
( sternum ) ; c is

the collar-bone {clavicle). You can feel on your own body where

these bones are. Inside them are the Ith&gs l (on both sides of

your body—-a right lung and a left lung) ; and also the heart (a)

enclosed in a.bag called the pericardium ( peric. in the picture).

Breathe deeply and you will know w he$e Jrotir lungs are. But

your hand pn the upper left side of your, k best and you will feel

yw&r heart tieat,
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dorsal and the ventral cavities (NN' is the dorsal,

(£, r) is the ventral cavity hi Fig. 275). All mammals
have the ventral cavity divided into two parts, the

chest {!>) and the ah'domen (c) by a diaphragm or

partition (</).

Flo. 277 The l)on v walls ot th< chest [thorax) and part <»t Ihe

backbone {ah), e is the hteaedbone (>/*’/ num)* The ribs are

joined to the breastbone by tu rtiJag'cs as at <t.

The chest or thorax in F?g^aj5) .contains the

heart (k) and lungs (/) and the windpipe that con-

nects the mouth and nose with the lungs. The
breath goes through the windpipe/ or fra'chea.

m

1 The pupil should point out the. different pt }he pi$ur£

with ap®*,,
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The abdomen contain^ the stomach (which is

connected with the mouth by the gullet), liver, in-

testines (or bowels), etc.

Fig, 278. The contents ot t lie lower part of the ventral cavity

—the abdomen.

Put your finger at the bottom of your neck and move ft down-

wards, feeling for hones. When you feel no more bones you

have reached the bottom of the chest (or thorax). Below that is

the ab'domen. The food we eat passes through the gullet to the

stomach, is there digested, and the useless remainder is got rid of

through the intestine.
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Organs ofthe Human Body.—The organs ofthe

body are its separate parts that do special kinds of

work. The heart is the organ that pumps blood

through the body; the^ lung is the organ that

breathes ; the stomach is Cehe organ that digests

food ; the ear is the organ by which we hear, and

so on.

Fig. 279 The human body opened from the front ro as to

show the contents of the upper part ot the ventral cavity. The
windpipe comes down from the mouth to the lungs, which lie on

both sides of the body. The heart is shown like a bag near the

center. The upper part of the ventral cavity is separated from

the lower part by the diaphragm, which is a stout membrane, or

skin.

What the Body is Made Of.—The outside of the

body is covered with skin. If the skin were taken

off we should find fat below it. Under the fat, in

the ball of the thumb, for instance, we should find
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red flesh, like die Av« part of beef* This red

flesh H //. ev /? '» The, she/etan of hard bones (ytt

F: :> , ry.j
)

Isolds rhe bod) together and keeps it

upright. Where the ends of joints come together,

as in the lingers, for instance, we should find gristle,

oj cnrfi/ag(\ Besides all these things there a
4

re

Various kinds of tissues—-stringy networks of fibers*

( oiittt'tfnc /issue is tough and hinds the different

parts of the body together; muscle tissue is tough

and strong and makes the muscles ; cartilage tissue

makes the gristle ; /tony tissue is st iffer and makes

the bones. Salt no* or spittle, is in the mouth, blood

in the arteries and veins, etc.

Chemistry of the Bodw — If the trunk of a liee

be burned part goes off in gases and part icmains

as ashes. If a human bndv bo burned part goes oli

as gas and part remain* as *ibd ash. Chemists

have examinee! all the substances m the human body

and have found tha- its principal '*lenunt < are Car-

bon (Cg Hydrogen (If), O'cygen (O), Nitiogen (N),

Sulphur (S). Lime(Ca), These are combined into

chemical compounds. Much of the body (of the

blood, for instance) consists of water (OJ b) ; a good

part of the bones is lime (Ca), etc.

The Human Skeleton : Bones . -- A very young

baby has av skeleton but its bones are soft like

gristle. As it gets older the bones grow to be

stiffer and stronger. Between the joints cartilage

i$ found, and the bones are joined together by con-

nective tissue* There are 206 different bones in
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the human skeleton. The most important are

named in Fig. 27,5.

The pupil .should turn to this page and point out, with A pin*

on the picture, the principal bones ot the fo^dy.

( urii/a£*\-~The end of your nose is curtilage

and can be bent. It is clastic. The upper part is

bone and cannot be bent. (Try it. I

Fio. 280 . 3?unrik*s of * onmvlivt* tissue 4 uci* as bind the skin

H) the both . 'The tissue* that bind the bones togeihcr and those

between the muscles arc ot pretty much the same ibid.

('e>ineefive 7/Wc. —If you watch the cook cut

up a piece of suet you will see all through the mass

a lot of tough strong fibers. She. takes dt out be-

cause it will not melt in cooking. Connective tissue

in the body sometimes forms ligaments to bind the

bones together* sometimes membranes (a kind of

skin) that wraps and supports different parts*



Fjg. 281. Side view (A
)
and back view (i?) of a manV back-

bone. He has seven vertebrae in his neck (

C

i, 2, 3, 4* 5, 6* 7) j

twelve in his back (/? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, io
T
it, 12) ;

live In

his loiiis (L i, 2
, 3, 4, 5) } 5? is the sacrum

, C* the raccyx (like

the beginning of a tail ), Notice how each piece in the back
view (&} matches a piece in the sid** view ( Jl). You can feel

the different pieces in your own body- (p, *96)
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The Backbone (vertebral column).

Figure 281 shows the way the bones stand in a

human backbone. Between each pair of vertebra

there is a little elastic cushion of gristle. If there

Fig. 282. The wav the 24 ribs are joined to the backbone.

The bony ends of 20 ribs are joined to the breastbone by car-

tilages like gristle.

were no gristle, if your backbone were stiff, you

could not bend your body at all. Throughout the

column runs the spinal cord, like the marrow in &

hone,, and it joins on to the bottom part of the brain*

in the skull.
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Fjg. 283. A fiido -v K*w oi" a human hkull. f i? the frontal

bone: /, the tiart'vtal bone, o
,
tht orrt fiial bone; an is the

opening to the ear; re h- the place where the musdes of ti e

lower jaw are fastened. The ciinkled lines bet .veer* the bones

of the upper skull are called sutures. They are dove-t.uled so as

to be strong Carpenters make the ends oi bin ran draweis in

the same way for the same reason.

The skull is shaped like a dome so as to be

strong to protect the brain. Try to crush an egg-

shell between your fingers. Although it is so thin

and brittle, its dome-like shape makes it strong.

The brain is the most delicate part of an animal's

body. II it is injured, its mind will not work.

And that is the reason why it is a great advantage

to any animal to have its brain well protected,

A bone in the human body is covered closely

with a kind of skin or tissue. The tissue or cpvet-
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XT

&

Fit;. 2S4- How the brain ( cc )
is protected by the skull; and

how it is joined to the spinal cord (iV). Notice how far up into

the head the backbone goes to support it:

ing is full of blood, and this blood feeds the bone
and keeps it alive. If, by an accident, the covering

is stripped off the bone it will not grow any more*

The Soft Bones of Children are Easily Bent out

of Shafc .— The bones of babies are like gristle

;

the bones of children arfe much softer than those at

grown-up people. It is therefore important that
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children should be taught to stand erect, to walk

properly, to sit correctly, and fhrat they should not

wear too tight-fitting clothes or shbes.

Avery young child that is allowed ^ walk before its legs

are strong enough may Income bow-legg#cl ; a«choo1-chiUl that

sits on a bench so high that its feet cannot touch the iloor may
have the bones of the upper leg permanently curved , children

who loll at their desks may get .a bad curve to their backbones;

childt en who wear tight shoes will get crooked feet. A girl that

wears stays that are too tight compresses the lower ribs so that

there is not room enough lor healthy organs and they will be-

come more unhealthy as she grows older.

Fig. 285. Front view of the bones of the hips. The lower

end of the backbone is at the lop of the picture. Then comes a

cushion of gristle marked disc, then the lowest of the vertebra

of the back (5 L , l
r
A, then the sacrum ( sat) and the coccyx;

(ro<c) (compare this picture with Fig. 281 ). The upper bone of

the kg fits into the place marked acet—there is one such place for

each kg, & is the person’s right hand side, L the left hand.

All these hones together make a ring which is called' the pelvk.
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FiCr, 286. Front jriew of a man’s left leg f^T) and left arm {&)*
Take the arm fust SB) ; cl is the collar-bone

( clavicle ) ; scap is

the shoulder-blade

( seapHhi ) ;
hum is

the bone of the up-

per arm t
humerus) ;

rad ami uln are the

two brines of the

lower arm ( tadhis
and ulna)

;
ar/s is

the pl'iKe ot eight

bones of the wrist

(
carpal banes ) ;

melac is the place of

five bones of the

hand ( mefat arfal

hones) ; phi aic the

i\ t ger-bo n t s
{
ph < t

-

laHires) . Take the

leg next id): tun in

this phtuie is the

same as the hip-

bone marked L in

the last picture
(compare the two) 1

Jem is the bone ot

the upper leg
(

/<?-

mar)
;
pal is the

knee-uip {pafella
)

;

tib and jib art* ih<

two bones of the

lower leg {tibia and
fibula) : tar is the

place of the seven

bones of the ankle

and heel ( lot sat

bones) i metal is the

place ot the five

bones of the loot

( mefafa real bones )

;

phi are the toe-

bones
(
phalanges )

.

You can easily discover many of these bones tn joursejf by feel-

Ing your own arm and leg. (Try' it.)
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Fi&. 287* The upper bone of

the right arm as it is; and as it

would look if sawed down the

middle. The upper end of the
kumerm fits into the shoulder-blade (see Fig. 286). The lower
end forms part of the elbow. The joints are oiled with a fluid

like oil. The bone is hollow and the hollow is filled with marrow.
Round this is the spongy bone b and c; and outside is the hard
hone. At the ends are two pieces of gristle a, a. Split the bone
of a chicken’s leg and you will see how bones are bpllt* (Try it.)
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The Bones of the Arm , ivith the Biceps Muscle*

Fir, 288- The bones of the aim, with the bicep* tnuscie. By
compat mg this picture with fig. 286 you ran see how the tmtM'le

of you 1 upper amj is ja%teiied to the shotdder-bla.de by two trn»

(tons ;«t (t/). The* lower end ot the biceps musolo is fastened to

the radius bone of the lower arm at P. F is the elbow. By

willing to do so, you can make the biceps swell up and shorten

(the thin lines show as outline then) and thus 1 aide your hand

to the place shown in the noddle of the picture. Put one hand

on your biceps and raise your lower arm as in the picture, .and

you can feel the biceps grow lar ger and shiv ten. Muscles move
the bones they aie fastened to when they shorten. Muscles

shorten when you will that the) should do so.

It is Worth While to Keep Out Bodies Healthy .

—Children usually feel pretty well and think very

little about good health or bad health. But if they

will look around them they will see that the world

is full of older people who are not well. Every

one of those people is less strong, less useful, and

less happy than he or she ought to be. How would

you like to be ill and in pain for half of your life?

By eating the right kind of food in the right way,
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by not eating the wrong kind of food at all, by not

•smoking tobacco and by not drinking alcoholic

drinks, by standing, walking and sitting straight,

by wearing the right kind of clothes and shoes, by

keeping your body clean by baths, and strong by

regular exercise, you can keep yourself healthy.

Fig. 289. The elbow-joint—separated. Projections on the

bone of the upper arm [humerus) fit into cupt, at the upper ends

of the two bones of the lower aim ( ulna , radius). The bones

are joined by ligaments (two of them are shown cut apart in the

picture )* Hold your atm straight out and turn your lower arm
round so that the back of >our hand is first up, and then down.

If your bo^y is healthy and your mind is healthy

too, you will be able to live a useful and a happy

liff. This is worth while. Think about it. At
A
le%St half the misery in the world comes because
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children have neglected the very simple laws of

health during the years when their bodies were

growing and developing. Begin now to form good
habits which will keep you healthy and happy all

your life*

Fig. 290. The bones of the right toot. Notice that the foot

rests on two points; on the heel and on the ball of the foot.

Between those points there is an arch (the instep)' ^hieh ia

elastic. That is why vou walk with a springy step. ,jU there

were no elastic arch \ou would feel a jar in your brain ' every

time \ on planted your foot in walking.

Moreover, if you will look about you, you gill

see that many older persons who sefepi, on

whole, healthy enough, are yet not very useful.not

very successful, and on the whole not very.happy.

In very many cases they are less useful and less

successful because in the struggle for life they are

handicapped and hindered by a poor digestion,

headaches, nervousness or something of the kind.

Our opportunities for usefulness or success come
unexpectedly and do.not wait upon our convenience.

They come suddenly and do not wait long. The
man who is in good health can seize them as they

fly. The man who has headaches, who is too fat,
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,
t

'

v

or too tired, lets the fortunate moment pass. He
does not succeed ; he is not useful. Many battles

have been lost because the (lenefals were not in

perfectly good condition and health. They could

not think quickly and correctly. Life is, in some

Fig, 291. The human foot is natural]y like A or B in tht* pic-

ture. A narrow-toed shoe, of the shape of the outline in /?, M ill

cramp th^ toes as in C or I).

body and mind in good health is the one who
succeeds. Healthy minds usually live in healthy

bodies.

The Teetijk .—Babies begin to cut their milk-teeth

when they are about six months old, and by their

second year they have twenty teeth. The ferma-

netft teeth be&jd'to grow when the child is six years

ol4* They^j&ke the places df the milk-teeth. The
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last teeth (four “ wisdom-teeth ”) are cut at about

twenty-two years. By that time a person is ea>

pected to know something. If a tooth of the

second set is lost,' by being broken, or decayed, no

new tooth wjll come to take its place. Therefore,

be careful ofyour teeth .

Go to a dentist at least twice a year and have jour teeth ex-

amined. I)o not abuse them by crocking nuts with them, or by
drinking very sour (acid) drinks, or by eating very hot foods.

Brush your teeth twice daily with a moderately stiff brush using

w hite castile soap and powdered chalk. Use a quill Or a Wooden
toothpick frequently to vemove particles ot food lying between

the teeth. Nfcver use metal toothpicks like needles, pins, etc.

Fro. 292. The left-hand cut (A) shows a tooth sliced in two
up and down

;
(/>’) shows the "aine tooth sliced crosswise. ‘Both

pictures are just three times <im large as life. In both pictures a3

is the very hard enamel ot tin* outside <3$ the tooth, d Is the hard

dentine or bone, b is the space tilled by th The pulp is a

soft, red, very sensitive core, full of blood add nerves, and is the

part of the tooth that is most alive. Through its btpocf&he rest,

of the tooth if fed. (It is often called the dtrve.)
/
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Muscles .—The muscles of our body make it pos-

sible for us to move, to walk or to stand eiect; for

Fig. 293. The outer muscles of the body. If the skin of a

roan uv»*r ti an sparent you would see his muscles m in the pic-

tun, Beneath the mmoles shown here there art- hundreds of

others. The picture shows only the outer layer. Compare this

picture with the next one and trace out, with a pin, the muscles

of l he shin, the thigh, the abdomen, the back, the neck, the arm,
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our heart to keep beating, for our luhgs to breathe,

for our stomachs to digest our food.

We breathe and our hearts beat

whether we will to have it so, or not.

The muscles that do this sort of work

are called involuntary mnschv (that is

muscles that work independently of

our wills). You cannot make your

heart stop beating. (Try it.) You
can hold \ottr breath a long time, but

not forever. (Try it.) We move our j

arms and legs by another kind of mus-

cles which do their work when we zoill

them to do it “voluntary muscles.

You will to move vour arm first; and

then your arm moves.

When a gorilla— whose skeleton is very much
like that of a man (see Fit*. 273)— is walking, he
rests his finis on the gioiuui and goes on all tours

nearly all the time A man walks upright and his

two hands are free Thus a man, even if you think

of him as an animal and nothing else, has a great

advantage over an v other an imal . Man is the only
“tool-using animal “ partly because his two hands
are tree to u*»e the loois ; partly; because his intelli-

gence is sharp enough to invent the tools in the

first place.

Fig. 294. A sketch to show w here some of the most important
muscles are 1 (

1 .) the muscles of the calf of the leg; (J|.) the

muscles ot the back of the thigh ; ( III. ) the muscles of the back-
bone (these keep t lie body from falling forward); (1) the mus-
cles of the front of the leg; (2) those of the front of the thigh ;

(3) those of the abdomen ; (4, 5) those of the neck. When you
are standing still all these muscles are at work to keep you up-
right. The pull, the force, acts along each muscle In the direc-

tion of the arrows. /
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Tendons .—The middle of a muscle is usually a

red soft swollen part (like the biceps of your upper

arm— Fig. 288) connected by tendons— tough

white cords—*with the parts that are to be moved*

You can easily find the tendons that bend your

fingers by feeling for them on the inside of your

wrist.

Muscles Can be Educated and Can Get Habits .

—A baby has to learn to stand. Each muscle has

to be taught. By and- by the muscles learn just

how they must act and each muscle acquires a habit.

After that the child can stand without thinking how
standing is done. Swimming, bicycling, riding on

horseback, have to be learned. The proper mus-

cles have to acquire habits . After that, “we can

swim or ride on bicycles without thinking. When
you- are first learning to ride a wheel your brain

has to think every minute about what you are doing.

After you have ^earned, you can ride along and

think about something else. All your muscles

have acquired tHeir habits, and your brain is free

from responsibility. Your breathing is done, for

instance, without any thought of yours.

Contraction ofMuscles .—A muscle does its work
by contracting— by getting shorter. If the biceps

muscle in your upper arm were a stout rubber band

that would get shorter whenever you said 44 Now”
and longer when you said 4

4

Enough” such a rub-

ber band would do the work that is wanted. A
rubber band would not get tired, but muscles do
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get tired in time. Then they must rest until

enough new blood has been poured into them.

They are like willing laborers ; but every now and

then a laborer must stop for food and for rest.

The Shin .—The skin is the tough outer covering

of the whole body. It is like an India-rubber bag

fitting loosely over the fat and muscles underneath.

You can see that it is not tightly fixed to them by
pinching up a fold of skin on the back of your hand

and rolling it to and fro. Directlyunderneath the skin

is a layer of fat, ami under the fat are the muscles.

The Dermis and Epidermis.—The skin is made

in two layers very close together. The outer layer,

the one that you see, is the epidermis (sometimes

called the cuticle ). The inner layer is the dermis

or the true skin. The outer skin is thin, horny,

almost transparent, without blood-vessels or nerves,

and is a protection to the sensitive skin underneath.

If there were no outer layer to protect the ihlier

skin, the whole body would feel like the “raw”
skin at the bottom of a blister. ^ *•

.

*

You can run a needle under the skin on the palm of your*

hand without hurting yourself, or without bringing blood, if you
are careful not to go too deep (try it). The moment the needle

enters the true skin underneath it touches a little vein, and blood

flows ; and it touches a hefve and you feel pain. Nerves are con-

nected with the brain and telegraph a message there the moment
they are touched. The dermis is alive and is all the while fed by
the blood; the outer horny skin is, in great part, dead, and Is all

the while being worn off. After a hot bath a great deal of the

outer skin can be rubbed off with a towel. A sunburned npse

loses its outer covering of skin which peels off* The same thing

Happens after scarlet fever or measles. The outer skiji pegls off,.
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The skin Is about a tenth of an inch thick (of different thick-

nesses in different parts of the body). On the outside of it is

cuticle pr horny Skin—Be in the picture. This layer is dead and
is continually being worn away. Underneath it is a layer, JSm,

Of live ceils from which new outer skin is continually being built
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up. All the rest is tin- dermis—true shin. Tt Is full of vein&

earning blood—

v

in ih«i picture (trace out the veins in the

picture with a pin), it is ful’ of nerves, too— in the picture.

Trace out the coot- we of thU neno and von sue it branches Into a

little coil t<\ It is by little coils like this, joined to nerves, that

you are able to fed when you touch anything; gt is one of the

swea inlands in your skin and if is, connected with the outer parts

by a tube, dd (tiace it out)

The Organs of Touch . - Tfnamghout the skin

there are little coils join* d iu the nerves (A, in the

last picture),. When (he skin above one <>{ these is

touched. the neivc a irgraphs to the brain am
touched/" It von take a pern ii m \ oui hand it

touches a long row of Mich coils ...... Patch

one of the roe: telegraphs to the brain and your

brain (somehow )
hnou^ iht* -shape of the pencil

even when your ois ate shut. (Try it.)

If you pivM a postage stamp on your hand it

touches a lot ot mils an ringed this way:
• • . - • each one of these coils

tele-
*

’ graphs to the brain Ci I am
touched/’ and the hi din (somehow)

knows the shape of the thing that k touching. Not

only does the brain know the shape in this way, but

it learns something about the JunJness. A copper

cent feels differently from a round piece of cardboard

of the same size (try it with your eyt ’/nut)* ,A
warm cent feels differently from a cold one, too#

The brain learns something about the temperature

in this way, also.

Some Parte of Your Body are More Sensitive than Others.-^

Take two lead pencil*, sharpened to dull points and hold them
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close together r side by side^ Hare one of your companion*
close h!s eyes and do you touch the back of his hand or the top

of his tongue gently with both points at once. He will tell you
that two things are touching him. Now touch him with both
points on the back of his arm, or on his shoulder-blade. He*

will tell you that only one point is touching him. (Try this ex-

periment and others of the same kind, using sometimes one
point, sometimes two

;
and putting the points sometimes close

together, sometimes an inch or more apart.) Some parts oi the

body have a great many sensitive spots on every square huh
(the tongue, the cheeks, the hands) ; some have only a few (the

backs of the arms, the shoulders, the feet). The more of the

spots there are, the more sensitive the body is to touch.

. Sweat-glands .—Just as the leaf of a tree is full

of pores, so the skin is full of little holes through

which sweat, or perspiration, escapes. See Fig.

295, gl and d(L There are about 3,000 such

sweat-glands to every square inch of the palm of

your hand and about two millions and a half

(2,500,000) in the whole body. Look at the palm

of your hand with a common magnifying glass and

you can see the holes at the ends of the sweat-gland

tubes. The little tubes leading to the^glands are

about % of an inch long, so that in the whole body

there are about ten miles of them. m
The Chief Use of the Sweat-glands is to Keep

the Body at the Bight Temperature .—It is a fact

that the temperature of the body of a healthy man
is about 98° Fahrenheit, no matter whether he is in

the cold arctic regions, or in the burning deserts of

Arizona. If his temperature falls a few degrees

he dies”; if it rises a few degrees he dies^The
f^weat-glands regulate his temperature. When the
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bod} 5s very cold there is almost no sweat; when it

is very hot there is abundance of perspiration which

collects in drops on the skin. There it evaporates

into the air as (invisible) water-vapor and in evapo-

rating it makes the body cooler. (All evaporation

cools the air.) It is in damp weather, when the

perspiration evaporates very slowly (because the

air is already full of water-vapor) that you feel the

hottest. Hot, dry weather is far less trying. If

the whole body is kept clean by daily baths the

sweat-glands will work well and will be healthy.

The Complexion , —Deep down in the little cells

that make the dermis there are grains of coloring

matter like a paint. In blonde persons there is only

a little of it and we say they have pale faces.

Brunettes have more, and we say their complexions

are dark. Negroes have a great deal. When the

skin is much exposed to sunlight more of this color-

ing matter is formed and the skin is “tanned,” as

we say. If the true skin is burned by a deep burn

the coloring matter is all destroyed, no more grows

and therefore scars, even on negroes, are white.

Blushing,—Sometimes there is a rush of* blood to the dermis

underlying the cheeks that brings a blush. It is curions that our

aims or shoulders do not blush. They are usually covered, and

blushing there would not be a sign to others that we were

ashamed or angry. Blushes come to the cheeks where they can

be seen, just as dowers have gay petals in the places where they

are of Some use.

iFi^fr^nails and toe-nails are made from the'

outer layer of the skin, but they are fed by the ta;ue
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skin (dermis)
at their roots. The claws of animals

correspond to our finger and toe-nails.

Fig. 296. A slice of the skin—much magnified—showing the

way hairs grow on*the body : a is the outer layer of horny skin
;

d is the inner layer of skin. Two hairs are shown growing in

two little sheaths. The oil that makes the hair glossy comes

from two oil-glands (e) half way up the root of each hair. The
roots of the hairs are close to nerves. When a hair is pulled out

you feel a little pain. When anything touches the end of a hair

you know it, just as a cat knows when anything touches the ends

of her whiskers. (Try touching the hairs on the hack of your

hand.)

Hairs .—The bodies of many animals are covered

with thick fur. Our bodies— except the palms of

the hands and the soles of the feet— are covered

with a scanty growth of fine hairs (look at the hack

of your hand) and long and thick hair grows on

our heads.

Food and How it is Used in the Body .— The

body is a machine for doing work, somewhat as the

steam-engine is a machine for doing work. In the

steam-engine we must have fuel that is burned and

from the burning we get power. In the body we

must have food that is oxidized (that is burned)
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and from the food our bodies ,get power .

1 When
a steam-engine gets out of order, it cannot mend
itself, but our bodies can and do mend themselves

Fig. 297 The stomach and intestines. In the picture the

stomach is slit open to sho*\ its interior

'The work that 1 man's body does is p.ulH external, partly

internal. The external uoik can he measured in toot-pounds

(the energy required to lift one pound one loot is a foot-pound).

A healthy man can do about 2,<xx>,ooo foot-pounds of external

work per day, that is he can lilt about 2,or* », ex >0 pounds one foot

high, lifting a few' pounds at a time and keeping at it. His in-

ternal work keeps his he«it heating, his lungs breathing, his

body at its temperature of 98° Faitr., etc., and amounts to about
5,000,600 foot-pounds dally. .
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In many cases. For instance, if your arm is bacllj

burned and loses its power, your blood will bring

the food necessary to make it well and strong

again*

Fig* 298. The stomach, the large intestine, the small intestine*

(seen from the front) : st is the stomach ; //, the small intestine

;

A col, T col, D col; the large intestine; verm is the appendix.

Food taken into the mouth is chewed and then

swallowed. It goes through the gullet into the

stomach. There it is dissolved by the gastric-juice

and made into a soft mass* like very thick soup,
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called chyme . This is mixed with bile from the

liver *
and with other fluids, and passes into the small

intestine where it is turned into a cream-like liquid

called chyle.

Now at last the food is ready to be taken into the

blood. The undigested and useless parts are parsed

along the bowels and imally ejected.

Pig. 299. The throat diced down the middle ; b is the gullet',

4 the toof of the mouth ; c, the windpipe; k% the tongue; e is a

little lid which shuts down over the windpipe when you swallow
so that food cannot go down “ the wrong way.” Put your fin**

gers on the AdamVapple of the throat, outside, and pretend to

swallow. You can feel how the little lid doses the windpipe*
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Digestion in the Mouth .— If the food is well

chewed there is a good supply of saliva (spittle) in

die mouth. The mouth and gullet are lined with a

soft red skin called the mucous membrane . (You

can see part of it by standing in flout of a mirror

with your mouth wide open). The saliva moistens

the food and gets it ready to he swallowed. You
could not swallow a cracker— which would be mere

dust—unless it were first moistened.

The smell of food, or even the thought of it,

makes the saliva flown It makes your mouth

water,” we say.

Pood Passes Down the Guilt i Slowly.—It does

not fall down as a brick falls down a chimney.

The gullet is a small tube full of rings of muscle

which seize the bits of food and move them along

from ring to ring. Horses drink with their heads

lower 'than their, stomachs by this moans. The
water they drink is made to flow up-hill.

Gastric Juice.—The moment food enters the

stomach gastric juice trickles out, somewhat as

sweat on the skin, and begins to digest the food.

A Canadian hunter was accidentally shot so that the bullet left

a hole from his abdomen into the stomach. His doctor was able

to see exactly how digestion %vent on by experiments made
through this wound.

After a time, sometimes one hour, sometimes as

much as.^lour hours,' the chyme of the stomach be-

gins to move into the small intestine. Usually the

stomach is entirely emptied about threfc or four

houp afpr a meal.
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Digestion in the Stomach.

Fit*. 300. 'I he stomach slued m tvio so as to show; a, < \c

lower end of the gullet ; </. the opening into the small intestine ;

e 1 the tube Un ou^h which bits conics from t ho lm s . The .stomach

i* large Cnout'h to hwld about four pint" Tts Walls a*.e stout and
muscular. Inside it is co\ ered a no j mut ou* membrane full of

thousands of small ''land* 1

t hot goo out geitirit juice,

Digr siion in the Small Jnicsthir^— The small

intestine is coiled up in folds whic h, if extended,

would be about 20 feet long* (See Fig. 298.) It

takes up the citymo and passes if along by its rings

of muscle. At the same time the chyme is changed

into chyle— whkh is very nutritious and looks like

cream. As the chyle passes along it is absorbed,

sucked up, by thousands of small tubes. From
some of these tubes the chyle goes into tHe blood at

once. Other tubes take part of it, mix it with lymph
and pour it into a large blood-vessel, ready for use

in making new blood.

21
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Digestion.—Water taken into the mouth is ready

to mix with the blood at once. Things like sugar

and salt are ready to mix with the blood as soon as

they are dissolved. Starchy foods, the lean part of

meat, etcM have to be changed by the gastric juice

into chyme and then again changed into chyle , be-

fore they are lit for food.

Absorption. -— Some of the nutritive food is

absorbed by the blood-vessels of the stomach and

thus passes into the blood. Much more of it is

sucked up from the blood-vessels of the small intes-

tine ; still more by its lymph-vessels* All the use-

ful parts of the food finally get into the blood, are

carried by the blood to the heart, and from the

heart this rich blood is pumped all through the

body. New blood is continually being made in this

way, and old blood is continually being made
richer. All parts of the body are continually fed

with blood. Good blood and plenty of it is what

keeps us alive and well.

The Circulation of the Blood.—The blood circu-

lates. It moves through the body in every direc-

tion. The heart is a hollow muscle filled with

* blood. It beats, that is it contracts like the bulb of

a s}rringe, and squeezes its blood outwards into the

arteries . The arteries go all through the body.

You cannot put the point of a fine needle into your

flesh* anywhere without touching an artery and

drawing blood. From the fine ends of the arteries

the blood goes into still finer tubes called the capib
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/ary (hair-like) tubes . The flesh, everywhere* b
nourished and fed by arterial blood (it is bright

scarlet in color). Other capillaries are joined on

to the veins . The arterial blood from which the

rich nourishment has been taken is sucked in by

Fig. 301 . The arteries (a, a) and veins (v }
v) of the W£b be*

,

tween the toes of a frog, much magnified. The arrows (as-*-)

show which way the blood runs. All the smaller Hues stand £o»
*

the capillaries.
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the capillaries, passed on to the veins (where it be-

comes dark ied) and back to the heart again. In

> its course the blood passes through the lungs, too.

Here it sucks in the oxygen gas of the air we have

breathed. This oxygen makes the blood rich and

nourishing again (and scarlet in color), and so the

circulation goes on as long as you live.

Scarlet blood goes through the arteries and

nourishes alljparts of the body. After it has lost

its oxygen it is of no use as food and must return to

the lungs and to the heart to be made rich again.

There are so many thousand arteries, veins and capillaries

that you! whole body is made up of countless little islands,

where no blood is, surrounded by rhers of blood flowing past

them and making them i ieh and fertile {the arteries) ot else tak-

ing away from them food that has been once um\ 1 and is now

useless (the veins).

The Heart .— (See Fig. 303.)

The Course of the Flow of Blood.—The blood starts from the

left ventrifcle and flows* into a large artery which soon divides

into branches that lead all over the body. These branches end

in the fine capillaries and when the rich blood has reached them

it has done its work. It has brought nourishment to e\ery part

of the body. It has lost its oxygen and changed in color from

scarlet to dull red. The fine network of veins collects the blood

from the capillaries and draws it through larger mid larger vein

branches and finally pours it into the right auricle From there

it is pumped into the right vr and from there it goes to

the lungs. Here it is again made >ich by the oxygen of the air

and is returned to the left auricle. From there it flows to the

left ventricle and begins its circulation once more, and so on as

long as you are alive* The blood flows through the whole body

;

this is the systemic circulation . It also flows through the lungs;

"this is the pulmonary circulation .
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Experiment .—Bare your arm to abo\ t* the elbow and let it

hang down tor half a minute. Its veins will be filled with blood*

Now' tie a bandage tight just above the elbow. The blood can-

not get back to the heart fast enough and the veins w ill swell so

that you can easily see when ’hej

the bandage on too long.)

Fun 30J. The human he;ut,

seen m>m the front. You*

htait is about .is huge a<<

your fist. See Fig. j^h page

203. which shows how it 1R®

under the lib -

.

are* ‘ry it—but do not keep

Fig, 303 The human heart

sliced up an i dr a n to nLow iid

four v\ic it ies: i 1 ) right auricle;

(**', light ventricle; (3) left

win ole; <4) Fft vent) Icle.

The blood flows in the direc-

tion of the airnwf* because the

valves of the heart (like trap-

doors that will only open in

one \ a v )
will not allow it to

How in any other directions.

'Staling 0/ the Heart; the Pulse.— The heart

beats- About 70 times a minute. Put your fingers on

your wrist and count the number of beats in ^
minute.
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Fig: 304. The plan of the arteries and veins of the front part

of the body. The arteries are black; the veins are drawn in

dotted lines. (Trace out the arteries and veins with vi pin for a

pointer. ) In the arteries the blood flows about 16 inches every

second, and in the larger veins a^>out 4 inches.

Fig. 305. An experiment to show
the beating of the heart (the Jwhe)
to a class. Bare the wrist and press

a bit of looking-glass about half an
Inch square upon the wtist and hold

it there steadily with one fingfcr*

Every time the pulse beats the mlr~

inr will move slightly. Let the di-

rect rays of the sun fall On the

mirror and be reflected to make a

Spot of light on the ceiling or wall. The motion of this spot will

show the beat of the pulse, much magnified
.

(The teacher, should

show the scholars how to make this instructive experiment*}
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The Blood.—The blood in a man’s body weighs

about twelve pounds. Blood, to the eye, looks like

a red liquid. When it is seen through a microscope

we find it to be a colorless liquid (the blood-plasma)

in which float thousands of little solid particles.

These are the hlood~corpmcles. Mgpt of them are

red, but many are while.

Blood Corpuscles ,

—

Fi0. 306. Blood-corpuscles. (A) The picture between the

letters A and A is not very much magnified. Tt shows the red

corpuscles lying in strings like piles of copper cents, and two

white corpuscles ,7, a. B shows two red corpuscles, much mag-

nified, seen flatwise. C is a red corpuscle seen edgewise. 3 is
#

a string of red corpuscles.
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The red corpuscle** are about of an inch in diameter

and about X 2 ^U# °f an inch thick* Ten millions of them

vpil He on a square inch, and the body is full of them. The

red tor/usties tarry oxygen with ike,m to all part* of the body,

ind hi p if afire. The white corpuscles ot the* blood are in
#

term and in character like the single-celled animals called

Ameeker When they meet a particle of blood that has no right

to lx* there, they flow around it ami absorb it, just as the Amoeba
Hows around and absorbs r*. nnn ood. As long a** the red cor-

puscles of the blood are htaithy they are not attacked, but the

moment a red corpuscle is distast'd, it is treated like an enemy.

Btuteria (vegetable germs ot some diNv..iM“* ink robes, so called )

are devoured by the white corpuscles, aiui the body protected

troin harm. During an illness due to poisoning ot the blood by

microbes—-malaria, fot instance—there me counties'- battles be-

tween the hostile microbes and the white corpuscles, Jt the lat-

ter win the fight the patient recovers. If the white corpuscles

are defeated the patient dies.

Without Blood M V Cannot Live - -H an :n*terv is cut by an

accident, the man will bleed to death. If blood from aoofhei

person, or from a dog, is pumped into bis veins he can be re-

vived—made to live again.

Blood gets*ns nourishing food from digested food. It gets

naygen from the air we breath. (Air \a a mixture of oxygen

and hittogi n gas.) As the blood passes through the lungs tt

gives out c arbonic and gas and this is breathed out by tint lungs

4 at each breath.

We Speak by Air Forced Through the Glottis ,

and different sounds are heard according as the

opening of the glottis is large or narrow. By much
practice the muscles have learned just how wide to

open the glottis to make the sound of A, or B, etc.

Babies learning to speak have to think about the

words they are going to say. We have said them

ofte|i that our muscles have learned their habits
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and work almost like machines, without much
thinking from us.

The Ah'-Passages.— -

Flo. 307. The head slum Jon 1 m.nd, ne.u ly through the mid-

dle : a in the «pine. b the gullet* <. the tCi {trachea) which

carries air to the lung* The air- ha ^ages are the pharynx

(g. f, e) and the larynx [d] (the p;u i of the same lube below r ).

The 0 Adam’s apple ” is at d; e is the epiglottis, n little lid or

trap-door, which clones the windpipe when tood is swallowed

hut leaves it open when you aie speaking: d is a box of gristle

in which there is a slit called the glottis. The air passes through

this slit when we speak, and we can make the slit wide or nar-

row, as we choose. When we breathe it is wide open. When /

we are speaking it is sometimes wide, sometimes narrow^
* '
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Take a hollow tube, like a piece of a bamboo fishing rod,

about a foot long and cut the top of it sloping like a A- Wrap
a piece of thin sheet rubber (such as dentists use) round the top

o<> as to leave a narrow slit at the very top of the A, to stand for

the opening of the glottis. Tie the rubber on with a string.

Now blow through the lower end of the tube and you will get a '

sound. Touch the \ibrating rubber at different points with the

sharp end qf a pencil and you w ill get different sounds. (Try it.

)

Fig. 308. Back view' ot the windpipe ami lungs.' In the pic-

ture the backbone is not shown. At i* the mouth (seen from

behind, as if the body were transparent) ; 67 is the glottis (part

of the windpipe! ;
Tt is the windpipe; I.L h the lei t lung; RH

is the right lung
;
Hr (on both sides) are the frrom kial tubes (the

ends of the windpipe) ;
H is the heart, (Point these parts out

with a pin for a pointer.)

Breathing
(
Respiration).—We breathe air

(which is ‘a mixture of oxygen gas and nitrogen,

gas). It goes into the lungs through the bronchial
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lubes and mixes with the blood which takes out all

the oxygen it needs. The used-up matters in the

blood (mostly carbon) combine with some of the

.Supply of oxygen and make carbonic acid gas.

This poisonous gas we breathe out. about 1 8 or 20
times a minute (oftener for children).

F10. 309, The lungs and the blanches of the bronchial tubes.

Experiment. - Take a very small piece of quickt lime and drop

it into a little water at the bottom of a good-sized jar. It will

bubble tiercel) and become hot (the water is combining with the

Hmc When it is cool biter a clear solution—lime-water—into

n tumbler. Now let one of the pupils breathe into the lime-

water through a clean glass tube. The water will become turbid.

Why ? Because the carbonic acid gas of the breath has combined
c'.v, mkally with the lime to form carbonate of lime which h in-

soluble in water. Let the water settle. Pour off the surplus*

liquid, leaving only the semi-solid mass. Add vinegar. It will

displace the carbonic acid gas which will go off in bubbles.
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Movements of the Chest in Breathing.

Fig. 3jo. A ih u faction ot thf N/<b at* mr is breathed in. J>\

m jtir ib breathed out. Tr i* the Ainjptp. , O »«, tK dt.iphi iijru,

Ab the muAcufar wall* of the abdomen. Thf < h**st, ul itomcu,

breastbone ( St') and »iK move when vou breathe.

Plenty of Fresh Air is Necessary to Life .— If

there is not enough fresh air, the blood will not get

enough oxygen and the body will starve. Many
headaches come from lack of fresh air. Go out of

doors and they will disappear.

Good ventilation is supplying plenty of air to the

rooms in which we live—study-rooms, living-rooms*

sleeping-rooms. Always have fresh air and plenty
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of it, and arrange the doors and windows so as not

to make “draughts
' 1

of air blowing directly on

you.

Sneering amf Coughing*—Draw a d«*ej> brtath and 111! the

*lungs, atid then force out ll»«. ear through >om mom;. (Try it.)

Now let t'Ome one tickle the imidc ot ><-fn no.VrU with the fine

end of m leather. You rth-cm.*
;
yim/nu* to.-c.cez**; you cannot

help it. Tilling the lungs full and then ton irg the air tin ough

the m)H\ wkrn yon < In ip lining so y is sm tzuig. Coughing
is forcing the at f out through the mouth.

Breathe Through '}ourXo±€ y Xot Through Jour

Month .—Keep \>mr mouth shut when ^ou breathe,

even when you aie running. Air that gets to the

lungs should be wanned b) passing through the

passages of the nose, not taken in duectly lluongh

the mouth, in tv inch rasa it ir likely to he. too cold.

The little ban's inside the nostril act as strainers,

and car c h time that ought not to get into the lungs.

The nervous wv>tan consists of the Ilium* the

Spinal cord (or marrow) and a set of nerves spread-

ing all over the body.

The brain is a complicated mass of v ery sensitive

matter that fills the upper part of the skull. It

weighs about 4 pounds. (A butcher will show you
a sheep’s brain if you ask him.) It has three main

parts : the sere*i>mi \ or large brain (in this part all

the most important things we do are decided); the

ccTchcHlum, or lesser brain (this part arranges our

motions so that our muscles, work together in har-

mony). If this part is removed from a bird’s skull

it Can still see, hear, eat and fly— but 1* cannpt fly
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straight nor balance itself) ; the mednVla (this part

tells the lungs when to breathe, the heart when to

beat, the mouth when to swallow or to cough, etc.

It manages the involuntary muscles (see page 309).

Fig. 311. Side view of the brain and upper part of the spina!

cord. CCC, is the furrowed cere'brum or larger brain ; Cb, the
cer'tbt l'turn or lesser brain ; M, Ob , the medulla oblongata

t a
complex nerve-center

; N, the spinal cord and its nerves.

Thh brain— somehow, no "one knows exactly

how— remembers whatnot* have seen and
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knows what you are seeing and hearing now, de~ \

tides what is best to do nowyand sends out orders

through the nerves for the muscles to do it-*— and

they obey.

The brain fetconnccled with the spinal marrow, and nerves*

brunch oft in every direction (very many more than are drawn in

the picture).

The nerves are line hollow tubes till* d with

something like clear jelly. They urn all ovei the

body as telegraph wires run iron) a < eniral (dike,

7Vie JVerves (\trry Message* To and ] 'ram fin

Train .—The brain acts as if it were a central tele-

graph station. Some times, like telegraph wires,

canv messages hnvarth to the brain, and others

carry messages on /wards from the brain. Suppose

some one prick* your linger with a pin. The pin

touches a nerve. This nerve carries a new s«.ge to

the brain and says “ I am touched.” The brain

sends a message to the muscle of your linger along

another nerve and says “ move away.” The mus-

cle shortens and the finger moves away from the

pin. All the most important bodily actions of men
and animals are decided in this wray.

This can be proved. We know exactly which nerve takes the

message from the huger to the brain, and which nerve brings the

order out. We can tut them with a knife, if we choose.

Suppose we cut the top nerve, and then prick the finger.

The finger cannot send any message to the because its
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nerve !« cut. The Imiia will know nothing about the pin-pi iek

because It has m\ cited no message. It will send out no order.

Or, suppose we leave the top nerve w hole, and cut the lower one.

Now prick the finger. The tinge* will send a message to the

brain and sa> “ I am tousled "
1 he bum v, ill know b. Tt will

try to m pd out a r.u ,agr ** men * awriy, * but as the nci w is cut

the mcN.uier cannot go tiiat wav.

JJantiv±*\ - All the nerve > that arc in the leg unite neat ihe

hij> mto (liiu m Emi huge cords which join the spinal cord near

its lower cud. P the £ e nei\es arc accidentally broken at the

ankle, tut* loot is futmlym!

,

it cannot feel or mou*. But the

rest ot i lie leg is all right. If these nei \ es are broken at the

knee’, the lowet l< g is pai&lvycd : the upper leg can still feel and

move ff they ,uc bioken at the tup, the whole leg is paraly /,ed.

It the n**rve- <>l ’po K g :ur not injured, hut the spinal cord is

wounded, all the* body below the wound is paralys'd,

Spinal Cord Hip Knee Foot

HU D— —O
Omaha Chicago \ih,my Boston

ft utelegiaph line f*om f to Boston is cut beyond Albany,

then Boston can > no n»< -.im’ * d it is cut beyond ( h c ago,

then Albany and flo-hni Milto , it it is <‘itt bet w* in (>m.-ha and

Chicago, then no messages ran he .ent to ;iiu par ( of the line

bey’cmd the bie.ik

N. B -\\ e do not pinpo^l; v u* nerve's to try such experi-

ments, but men •'omCnm-s meet with accidents that cut tlnJr

nerve*' in two. In all such eases the doctors have noticed just

what has been described.

If the whole cerebrum is cut out of an animal, a frog for in-

stance, all it* intelligence and will goes It remains alive, but

it is a mete machine 4 that breathes, whose** heart beats, etc. It

can no longer r/toost' what it like s to do. If the frog’s legs are

touched r. moves them (not because it wants to do so, hut be- *

cause it cannot help it— just as you caimut help sneesdng w hen

the inside ol yodr nose if; tickled).

Such movements are made when messages are sent out from

the nerve-centers in the npinal-coid. which contiol the beating,

of the hc.tily breathing, coughing, siiee/ang and all actions that

22
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Fig. 313. A sketch to show how one set of nerves taken mes-
sages to certain centers in the brain, ami how another set of

nerves carries 01 tiers from these brain-centers to the mouth, the

hand, etc. V (in the back part of the brain) is the center tor

seeing
; A (connected with ear) is the center for hearing; JB is

the center for speaking ; W is the center for moving the muscles
pf the hand in writing. If a sound comes to the ear a message
i® sent mXo A. If a picture is seen by the eye a message is sent

im to Vf If you wish to speak a message is sent mt from B to

the lips. If y.ou wish to write a message is sent out from W to

the hand. It is as if the brain were the central telegraph office in

which there are many operators at Vf li \ A , B f
etc. When one of

them receives a message coming in he tells the others what messa-
ges to send out. The messages are sent out and the hand or the leg

pethe lips obey the messages they receive. The messages come
m along the nerves s f $'

; they go out along the nerves m, m'.
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must be done whether you will or no

—

rqflex-actions as they are

called. The involuntary muscles are controlled by centers in the

spinaccord.

Kxpcrjnient : Sit on a chair #nd cross your
right leg over your left one. Now take a book and tap you!**

•right leg with it gently, just below the knee-cap. A short time

after the tap your right leg will kick out, whether you will to do

so or not. A set of nerves of the knee take* a message to the

spinal cord (not to the brain), “I am struck.” The spinal cord

telegraphs back, “ Kick then.” The spinal-cord does all the

work. The time between the tap on the knee and the kick is

taken up by the two messages travelling two ways and by the

action orf the muscles of the leg. (Try it.)

Nerve Centers.- The nerve centers that control

such movements as sneezing, etc., are in the spinal

cord. Other parts of the brain are centers for see-

ing, centers for hearing, for speaking, for moving

the hand, for moving the leg, for remembering, etc.

The diflvu’nt contei* weie discoveied by noticing iyhat hap-

pen* d when men’t* biainn were injured by at < blent. If one part

was injured, the man could not speak, though he could hear, &ee

and move. If another part was injured, he could not move,

though he could see, hear and speak. In this way it has been

found that in certain tracts of the brain the poweis of memory,
of sight, ot hearing, etc., reside.

ITozv a particular spot in the brain makes us re-

member no one knows ;
but it is certainly so, for if

this part of the brain is injured we cannot remem-

ber anything ; as long as it is not injured, we can.

Sleep . —# Plenty of sound sleep is necessary to

give the brain rest. Children need about ten hours

sleep. Seven or eight are needed by grown-up

person^ During sleep the muscles rest as well as

the brain, the heart beats more slowly, the breath**
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ing is more quiet, the temperature of the body is

lower. The whole of your bod}
7 does not go to

sleep at one and the same time. First the eyes go to

sleep, then the smell, then the taste, then the hear-

ing, and last of all, the touch. When you wake*

your touch wakes first, then your hearing, taste,

smell and sight in that order.

Death,*—Farts of our bodies are dying all the time; the outer

skin, for instance. Jt dies and is rubbed off. Parts are dying all

the time and being revived all the time; the blood-corpuscles, for

Instance. The) lose then oxygen, which is their life, but get new

oxygen from :be lungs. A very bad burn kills the arm and it

may w it he? and die, though the re**tot the body live* on very well

without iii The whole body dies a natural death w hen the heart

stops sending good blood, or when the lungs stop breathing. So

long as the heart and hour** Hie doing then work the body Ik alive.

When they stop, ehhu thiou'jh disease or as the result of some

injury or violence, the body dies.

Decomposition .—The body' is built up o i rlumira! elements.

So long as it is alive the life within u« (whatever that may be

—

no one knows) has the wonderful power of making each element

do some useful work in building up bone, mmcle, iat, in making

blood or tissue. When the life is gone, when the body' is dead,

the chemical substances of which it is made go hack to form parts

of the earth from which they originally .came. Atoms that once

formed part of Julius Caesar’s body were taken into the soil and

may now be part of the clay of some va$^, In a collection of Roman
pottery, or they may stop a hole in some workman’s cabin to

keep the wind aw ay as Shakespeare has «aid ;

“ Imperious Caesar, dead and turned to clay

Might stop a hole to keep the wind /way

:

Oh, that that earth, which kept the world in awe,

Should patch a wall to expel the winter’s flaw.”

The Senses .
—“ The five senses ” are sight, hear-

ing, smell, taste, touch. There is at least one more
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—the temperature-sense. You can tell whether a

piece of iron is hotter than your hand without touch-

ing it and with your eyes shut. It is possible that

birds and fish have special senses that men do not

have. They seem to know their way home in

eases where men would be quite lo.st.

We Know the Outride World Through Our
Souses, -- 'Tilings in the external world are known
to us only through our senses. We see, hear and

touch them, it we are blind or deal we know
much less than we otherwise should know. The
nerves of sight, hearing, tom h, bring messages

from things in the world to our In aim Ourbtain

thinks about the: e messages and decides what is to

he done. If anything is to be done it sends mes-

sages to the muscles and they do it.

We often make wrong judgments about the mes-

sages that our senses send to the brain, as is proved

by the experiments on page 346. It is not certain,

then, that we always know the outside world cor-

rectly* Any one of us is much more certain about

anything he hears or sees if he knows that some
one else sees or hears it in the same way. The
things in the outside world that we are most certain

about are ihe ones that a very great number of

people havV seen and described a very great num-

ber of times.

Personalfix ,—There is one thing that we know
without asking anyone’s help. Each one of us

knows that he exists ; that he is a person. So lanjf
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as his mind and brain go on thinking, and reflecting

about his thoughts, he is sure that he exists, any

way. No other animal but man thinks about his

own thoughts. A dog may notice that snow is

white, besides being cold ; that chalk is white, be-

sides being hard ; that milk is white, besides being

good to drink. It is possible, though not likely,

that when he is thinking of milk to drink he may
remember that milk is white. But no dog ever

imagined such a thing as whiteness* nor thought

that milk, chalk and snow, different as they are In

most respects, at least am alike m this one respect

"—namely of whiteness. Most animals are, in a

large degree, machines— they act without thinking

about their at t? . Men also do many acts in a ma-

chim>iike way. For instance it some one pretends

to aim a blow at your eye, you wink - you cannot

help doing it— although you know \eiy well you

are* not going to be hit. If the inside lining oi

your nose is tickled with a feather you have u>

sneeze. You cannot help it any more than a loco-

motive can help going when the steam is turned on.

When the stimulus (the exciting feather-touch)

comes the action must follow. If an insect-eating

plant is touched, even by a stick, it shuts its leaves

with a snap, if an oyster feels anything floating

over its open shell it shuts up whether the thing is

good for food or not. If a fly lights on your fore-

head you brush it off evjsu when you are asleep.

You are like the lower animals in this machine-like
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response to a stimulus. But you are very different

from them in ymr power to think, to remember
your thoughts and to reflect about them; in your

power to know what is honorable, what is good, and
what is right. That kind of knowledge makes you
a person, and it makes you responsible. If you have
such powers it is yom duty to use them rightly.

• Cells.— If we keep on dividing any part of the

body of an animal (or a plant) as long as possible

we And, at last, that it is made of cells. A cell is

a little box with walls, filled on the inside with living

protoplasm (something like the white of egg). The
bones, the tissues, the muscles, the blood, the

nerves are nude of mtih’I uflis. The smallest are

about of an inch in diameter. Even the

largest ate very small. Each cell is alive, that is,

the protoplasm inside it is alive. Many cells (as

the white corpuscles oi
)
our blood— see page 327)

can move and do grow by division just as the

single-cellKffcmimal, the Anurba , moves and grows.*

Every such cell grows; divides over and over again

to make others ; In and by decays ; and finally dies.

While it is alive it does work of some kind and

fakes food. If it is a muscle-cell it helps to build

up muscle. If it a tissue-cell it builds up tissue.

Sometimes, in case of need, a cell will take up
work not its own. If. for instance, a muscle is iu-

jured, tissue cells will help to build it up.

The Human Body is a Colony of Cells .— The
human body is something like a great colony or

1 See Book VI, Zqttlogy, page M.
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ant-hill of different kinds of cells each one working

to help the colony to live and prosper. Some cells

make fdbd, others carry it where it is needed (the

blood-cells), others build up bones and muscles,

others transmit messages (the nerve-cells). In the

spinal-cord there are committees of cells (nerve-

centers) that manage all matters like breathing,

sneezing, etc., without troubling the brain with such*

little things ; and finally in the brain there are

higher committees of cells (nerve-centers) each at-

tending to its. own work. One brain-committee

attends to hearing, another to seeing, another to

touching, and other committees help us to remem-

ber, to make judgments, to be affectionate or angry.

A tree is something like a colony of coral animals. 1

The body of a man is a much more complicated

colony— something like a great city with all kinds

of persons in it, each kind doing one sort of useful

work, and all working together to make the whole

body healthy and strong.

The Human Will Governs the Body . — Back of

all this there is your personality ; the thing, what-

ever it is, that makes you you and not someone else.

This can decide what is right, and will to do it. It

can wish to do right. It can try, and if it fails one

time, it can keep on trying. Your body, with all

its wonderful arrangements, is, after all, <>f no

special good unless it is directed by a will that

means to do right— to be true, brave and kind. It

1 See Book VII, Botany, page 246.
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h your business to have that kind of a will: it is

the business of your body to do whatyou tell it to do*

Seeing: Thr Err .

—

Fig. $14. I low the imago of an object is seen on the ground
glass of a photographic camera. Rays of light from t la arrow

pass through the lens of the inmera, through the dark
* handier, and make an image (see Kook i M Astronomy, p, 12)

on the ground glass.

Fie*
.
31^* How the imuge of an object is seen on the hack

part of thtM've (on the tefina) Rays of light from the arrow
pass through the lens of the eye, through the dark chamber

of the toe and make an image on the retina . The retina is cov-

ered with nerves and these send messages to the brain “ I am
touched by light—by light of such n brightness and of such a

color .
** The brain receives all these messages and makes up its

mind what soil of a thing is seen. It is the drain that does the

real seeing, not the eye. The eje only forms the image. The
brain decides what it is.

Experiments —Wipe the tongue dry and put a bit of sugar on
the tip. It will not taste sweet till the sugar is dissolved.

Take two one-pound weights from a grocer’s scales (both iron

or both lead and of the same size). Heat one of them and leave

the other one cold. The cold weight will seem the heavier.
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Draw on a white-^ard two sqoares of exactly the same size.

Cover the surface of one of them with horizontal lines, and the

surface of the outer with vertical lines. Which square looks the

taller? Which the wider ? (Try it.)

Draw two parallel lines about a quarter of an inch

apart. Cross one of them with short lines like this \\\\ and,

the other with lines like this ////. The lines will no longer

seem to be parallel. (Try it.)

Close your left eye and look steadily with your right eye at

the left-hand dot, holding the book about twelve inches distant.

Both dots will he seen. Move the book slowly toward your eye,

which must be kept steadily fixed on the smaller dot. The other

dot will disappear. Bring the book nearer and it will reappear.

(Try this several times.

)

Fig. 316. Look at this picture and you will see that the white
spaces at the corners of th^ black squares seem to have dusky
spots in them. Look closely at any one of the dusky spots and
it will disappear.
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Cross your piddle finger over \our

forefinger so m jo leave a V-shaped space

between their inds. Rub the ends of

both fingers UgJttly again at the very po ;nt

\/

Qt your no u e.
j

It will feel if there

were two poini$ to your nose. (Try it

several times. \

1

A bit of nhnj. on the tip of the tongue

tastes sour' orf the back ot the tongue

sweetish. (Tj r it.

)

77ie expo ixottts Just given show that

your jt*dgme;4s about your sensations

are not alum p right. The reasons for

M/
A

F/g. 317 . Draw
two lines A H of the
samp length. Put
arrqw-head3 on A '

and arrow-tails ou
the mistakes of judgment are well know n B. B will appear
but need not '** given here. longer than A.

Fig. 31$ The Ear : M the *helf of the ear; G external tube^

which carres vibrating air to the drum (T). This vibrates
and sets thb air of the inner ear, as well as its little bones, to

vibrating. /The vibrations are carried by the nerve A to a par-
ticular pax i of the brain. It is the brain that does the real hear-
ing', not tM ear. i? 4 a tube leading from each ear to th£ tt&uth.
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Smell: the /Vase. - The mucous membrane that

lines the nostrils is the organ of smell. Nerves

from t acit nostril rim to the brain. A piece of

camphor is all the while giving off lime particles.

Some of the ;e touch the ends of small nerves in the

nostrils ami other nerves cart v the ) *ws to the

brain. It A real/x the brain that does tl*e sme!h^i\

not the nose.

7 hste: the Tongue. 'The unpu - do of the

tongue is covered with thorns: u > «
!< A elevations

under which are ner.es — sonm-h,: . Junes of

touch, sometimes nerves of taste. Wh u mgar >s

put on the tongue these nerves teiegnph u> the

brain. 7/ is reul/x the brain that to

^

a not the

tongue. What we call tastes f flavor? ; are oifen

not tastes but smelis. Hold vour uostrl light and

chew a piece ot ih.maimm. You will Live a hot

sensation but no taste HI the nostrils m*' opened.

(Try it.) Remember this when v on have nedicines,

to take. Hold your nostrils light shut, ml in mostj

cases you can not taste what }eu are sv liiowmgJ








